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Abstract

The main purpose of this research is the analysis, development and implementation of a precise

autonomous orbit control system for a spacecraft in low Earth orbit. This thesis work represents

a step forward in the theoretical formalization and implementation of an on-board orbit main-

tenance system. Two main approaches are identified for the realization of an on-board orbit

control system. The first is the reconsideration and furtherdevelopment of state-of-the-art orbit

control methods from the perspective of autonomy. A step forward is then taken in the direc-

tion of the definition of a general and rigorous formalization of the autonomous orbit control

problem. The problem of the autonomous absolute orbit control is considered as a specific case

of two spacecraft in formation in which one, the reference, is virtual and affected only by the

Earth’s gravitational field. A new parametrization, the relative Earth-Fixed elements, analogous

to the relative orbital elements used for formation control, is introduced to describe the relative

motion of the real and reference sub-satellite points on theEarth surface.

An extensive discussion is dedicated to the reference orbitselection and generation process

and the analysis of the free motion of a spacecraft in low Earth orbit. The reference orbit defines

the spacecraft’s nominal trajectory designed to satisfy the mission requirements. The actual

orbit is kept within certain bounds defined with respect to the reference orbit. The generation

process of the reference orbit is dealt in detail as it is the fundamental starting point of the

orbit control chain. The free motion analysis is essential to understand the orbit perturbation

environment which causes the deviation of the actual from the nominal trajectory. The use

of the precise orbit determination data of the missions PRISMA and TerraSAR-X guarantee

the reliability of the results of this analysis and the understanding of the orbit’s perturbation

environments at an altitude of 700 and 500 km. This study helps the definition of a proper
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control strategy.

The control algorithms developed in the thesis can be divided into the two broad categories of

analytical and numerical. An analytical algorithm for the maintenance of a repeat-track orbit is

developed from the state-of-the-art methods and new analytical formulations for the reference

orbit acquisition under different constraints and requirements are presented. The virtual for-

mation method for the absolute orbit control is formalized by means of the relative Earth-fixed

elements described previously. The state-space representation is used for the mathematical for-

mulation of the problem. A linear and a quadratic optimal regulators, based on this model, are

designed for the in-plane and out-of-plane absolute orbit control.

Numerical simulations are performed for the validation of the control methods. The test

platform includes a very accurate orbit propagator, the flight software and allows the simulation

of actuators and navigation errors. The simulation resultsare evaluated from a performance

and operational point of view in order to formulate a first conclusion about the advantages and

disadvantages of the different control techniques. The main differences between the considered

analytical and numerical control methods are outlined.

The practical implementation of a precise autonomous orbitcontrol system for a spacecraft in

low Earth orbit is then described in detail. The on-board guidance, navigation and control soft-

ware development, implementation and testing of the PRISMA mission, to which the author

of this thesis contributed, is described. The attention is focused on the technological aspects

implied by the realization of the autonomous orbit control system tested in-flight with the au-

tonomous orbit keeping experiment on PRISMA. Among the several innovative aspects of the

flight software development, some space is dedicated to the advanced software validation and

testing realized on the formation flying test-bed at DLR, the German Aerospace Center, which

played a fundamental role in the realization of the PRISMA mission and its experiments.

Finally, the flight results of the autonomous orbit keeping experiment on the PRISMA mis-

sion, a fundamental milestone of this research work, are presented. This in-flight experiment

took place in the summer of 2011 and demonstrated the capability of autonomous precise abso-

lute orbit control using the analytical control method developed in this thesis.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Absolute Orbit Control

In the last two decades the development and exploitation of very high resolution optical systems

mounted on satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) was a major driver for the commercialisation

of Earth observation data. The global political security situation, environmental awareness and

updated legislative frameworks are pushing for the realization of new high resolution remote

sensing missions. The European Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES)

programme now renamed Copernicus is a major example of this trend. Fig. 1.1 [81] shows

a list of significant Earth observation missions in orbit or planned for the near future. These

kind of missions demand specialized orbits. Remote sensing satellites are generally placed on

so-called sun-synchronous orbits where they cross the trueof date Earth equator at the ascend-

ing node at the same local time. This is necessary to ensure similar illumination conditions

when making images of the same parts of the Earth’s surface with the exploitation of different

orbits. In addition, orbits of remote sensing satellites are often designed to repeat their ground

track after a certain number of days. These are the so called phased orbits. Finally, it may

be useful to minimize or even avoid the secular motion of the argument of perigee of the or-

bit. This is again achieved by a proper choice of the orbital parameters and the resulting orbit

is called frozen. Orbits of remote sensing satellites are, in general, sun-synchronous, phased,

and frozen simultaneously. A collection of typical orbitalelements and of phasing parameters

for remote sensing satellites is given in Table 1.1. The design of such orbits is based on the

required characteristics of the motion of the spacecraft with respect to the Earth surface. The

three-dimensional position of the spacecraft in an Earth-fixed (EF) frame is completely defined
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Major Earth observation satellites in orbit orin planning (from [81])
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Table 1.1.: Overview of mission parameters for some remote sensing satellites
Mission ERS 1 SPOT 4 Envisat 1 TerraSAR Sentinel-1
Agency ESA CNES ESA DLR ESA
Launch date July 1991 March 1998 June 2001 June 2007 2013 (TBC)
Mean altitude [km] 775 822 800 514 693
a [km] 7153 7200 7178 6786 7064
e [-] 0.001 0.001 0.025 0.0013
i [deg] 98.5 98.7 98.6 97.4 98.2
Phasing [days/orbits] 3/43 26/369 35/501 11/167 12/175

by its projection on the ground track and its altitude with respect to the Earth’s surface. The

design of the orbit will thus define a nominal EF trajectory tobe maintained during the entire

mission lifetime. Specific orbit control requirements can be expressed by means of constraints

on certain quantities, the operational parameters, which define the maximum allowed deviation

of the real from the nominal ground track and altitude of the spacecraft. The orbit control is

based on the maintenance of these operational parameters within prescribed limits which repre-

sent the dead-bands for the orbit control. The operational parameters depend on the deviation of

the orbital elements from their nominal values under the action of perturbing forces. Once the

mission requirements have been translated into orbit control margins, it is necessary to compute

the corrections to be applied to the orbital elements to keepthe value of the operational param-

eters within their control windows. Fig. 1.2 shows the basicblock diagram of the orbit control

process and in which chapters of this thesis the relevant topics are treated. The requirements

which determine the reference orbit (RO) can change in some cases during the course of the

mission. From the RO the nominal EF parameters to be controlled can be computed by means

of a coordinates transformation represented by blockTin in Fig. 1.2. A similar transformation

processTout is used to obtain the actual EF parameters from the actual orbit of the spacecraft

which varies under the actions of the natural forces determining the motion of the spacecraft.

The difference between the nominal and the actual values of the EF parameters are the input

to the orbit regulator. The control actions computed by the orbit regulator are then executed

by the spacecraft’s thrusters. The feedback control schemeof Fig. 1.2 [76-80] is valid for a

ground-based or on-board orbit control system the differences being in the single blocks and in

the way in which the control process is operated.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.2.: Orbit control process

1.2. Precise Autonomous Absolute Orbit Control

Autonomous on-board orbit control means the automatic maintenance by the spacecraft itself

of different operational parameters within their control dead-bands. Increasing the autonomy

of spacecraft is often considered an additional unnecessary risk conflicting with the optimal

planning of the payload activities. Nevertheless the exploitation of an autonomous on-board

orbit control system brings some fundamental advantages and enables some specific mission

features. The principal roadblock to introducing the autonomous orbit control technology is

simply tradition. Orbit control has always been done from the ground and new programs do not

want to risk change for what is perceived as a marginal benefitfor that flight.

1.2.1. Potential Advantages and Costs Reduction

Table 1.2 [62] resumes some advantages and costs reduction resulting by the use of an au-

tonomous on-board orbit control system. The fulfilment of very strict control requirements on

different orbit parameters can be achieved in real time and with a significant reduction of flight

dynamics ground operations [62]. With a fine on-board orbit control system the spacecraft fol-

lows a fully predictable RO pattern, such that the position of the spacecraft at all future times

is known as far in advance as desirable and there is a longer planning horizon for all future
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activities.

The scheduling and planning burden can thus be reduced. Witha ground-based orbit control

system, planning is done as far in advance as feasible in terms of future orbit propagation. If

preliminary plans are done then an updated plan will be created several days in advance, and

final updates will be made as close to the event as possible so that the predicted positions can

be as accurate as possible. An autonomous on-board fine orbitcontrol eliminates all of the

replanning and rescheduling process and allows these activities to be done on a convenient

business basis rather than dictated by the orbit predictioncapability. Long-term planning can

be done on a time lapse basis as convenient for the user group.These plans are updated as the

needs of the users change and the detailed schedule of eventsis prepared in a manner convenient

for operations and dissemination [65].

This technology provides a new and unique capability in thateven very simple ground equip-

ment that remains out of contact for extended periods can know where a satellite autonomously

controlled is and when they will next be within contact. Thisreduces the cost and complexity

of providing needed ephemeris information to the user community.

A tighter control is generally associated with additional propellant usage. For LEO satellites

the dominant in-track secular perturbation is the atmospheric drag. The requirement on the

orbit control system is to put back what drag takes out. By timing the thruster burns correctly

this negative velocity increment can be put back so as to maintain the in-track position with

no additional propellant usage over that required to overcome the drag force. Since the orbit is

continuously maintained at its highest level rather than being allowed to decay and then brought

Table 1.2.: Costs Reduction
Cost reduction Rationale
Operations Eliminating the need for ground-based orbit maintenance

Planning and scheduling
By knowing the precise future positions of the spacecraft (or
all of the spacecraft in a constellation)

Ephemerides transmission
The cost and complexity of transmitting spacecraft
ephemerides to various users is eliminated

Lower propellant usage The orbit is continuously maintained at its highest level
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back up, the effect of drag is minimized and the required propellant usage is also minimized

[58]. By increasing the required control accuracy the numberof smaller thruster firings will

increase. This provides a much finer granularity of control and has the secondary advantage of

minimizing the orbital maneuvers disturbance torque. Generally, the largest thruster firing for

a fine orbit control is a few times the minimum impulse bit of the thrusters being used. This

is, by definition, the smallest level of thrust the propulsion system can efficiently provide and,

therefore, the smallest orbital maneuvers disturbance torque. In some cases it may even be

possible to do the thruster firings while the payload is operating.

1.2.2. In-flight Demonstrations

In the last two decades different studies have been done for the autonomous orbit control of

satellites in LEO [49-64]. Some of these theoretical works were validated in the in-flight demon-

strations listed in Table 1.3. All these experiments have incommon the GPS-based on-board

navigation which is nowadays the only means to obtain a continuous accurate on-board orbit

estimation and thus an accurate orbit control. The time at ascending node (TAN) and the longi-

tude of ascending node (LAN) are the parameters controlled by means of along-track velocity

increments whereas the longitudinal phase of the orbit (LPO) is controlled by means of cross-

track maneuvers. The RO is propagated using only the Earth’sgravitational field model and

this means that the orbit controller has to keep the gravitational perturbations and correct all

the others which are no-conservative forces. Indeed the gravitational perturbations do not cause

Table 1.3.: Autonomous absolute orbit contol in-flight demonstrations
Year 1999 2005 2007 2011
Mission UoSAT-12 Demeter TacSat-2 PRISMA
Orbit 650 km sun-sync. 700 km sun-sync. 410 km sun-sync. 710 km sun-sync.
Exp. duration [days] 29 150 15 30
Ctrl type TAN/LPO/e LAN/TAN/ e TAN LAN/TAN
Ctrl accuracy [m] 930 100 750 10
Total ∆v [m/s] 0.0733 0.12 0.27 0.13
Propulsion Cold gas Hydrazine Hall Effect Thruster Hydrazine
Navigation GPS GPS GPS GPS
Ctrl system developer Microcosm, Inc. CNES Microcosm, Inc. DLR/SSC
Exp. = experiment, Ctrl = control, TAN = Time at Ascending Node, LAN = Longitude of Ascending Node
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orbit decay and can be modeled precisely enough by numericalmeans to enable prediction of

the satellite position far into the future.

The Microcosm Inc. Orbit Control Kit (OCK) software [77] was flown the first time on the

Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) UoSAT-12 [65] spacecraft, where it co-resides on

a customized 386 onboard computer, developed by SSTL, with their attitude determination and

control system software. The inputs for OCK are generated by the SSTL-built 12-channel L1-

code GPS receiver (SSTL model SGAR 20) with an output frequency of 1 Hz. Microcosm

demonstrated in flight two different high-accuracy in-track orbit controllers and one cross-track

controller. In the implementation of the in-track controllers, the basic measurement to be con-

trolled, by means of along-track velocity increments, is the TAN i.e. the deviation from the

expected value in the crossing time from South to North of theEarth’s equator. The actual

and reference crossing times are compared for the computation of the required maneuver [58].

On-board targeting of frozen orbit conditions is used to better control the orbit average perfor-

mance. A proprietary method is used to continually move the orbit toward frozen conditions

and, once achieved, hold it there. Orbit-averaged mean elements are also calculated on board.

An analogous process to in-track control has been implemented for the cross track control. The

cross-track error is determined by comparing the longitudemeasured at the ascending node to

a pre-determined longitude. However, the LPO and not the inclination is controlled by means

of cross-track maneuvers. This means that any secular driftin the placement of the orbit plane

are removed over time until the desired longitudinal position and drift rate are maintained. An

updated and enhanced version of OCK was validated in-flight onTacSat-2 [66] which carried

the IGOR GPS receiver developed by Broad Reach Engineering. The goal of this experiment

was controlling autonomously the TAN and validating new functionalities of OCK. A series of

three short validation tests, lasting up to several days, were performed. These short duration

tests were followed by a fourth extended test that lasted twoweeks. Similar to the experiment

on UoSat-12, OCK managed to maintain the in-track position with an accuracy of 750 m over

an extended period of time on TacSat-2, in spite of a variety of off-nominal events.

The main objective of the autonomous orbit control (AOC) experiment on Demeter [67-

71] was to control, autonomously and securely in an operational context, the TAN, the LAN
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and the mean eccentricity vector of the satellite by means ofalong-track velocity increments.

The control algorithms used are similar to those presented in Sec. 4.1.2. The on-board orbit

determination for the experiment was based on a Thales Alenia Space TOPSTAR 3000 GPS

receiver [67]. The AOC software was installed in the GPS receiver and used the time, position,

velocity plus other indicators as supplied by the GPS receiver for its computations. Time slots

for the orbital maneuvers were defined since one of the main constraints was that AOC could

not interfere with the scientific mission operations. Thesetime slots, consisting of one orbital

period close to a ground station pass, were defined on-groundand uploaded regularly. Only

one orbital maneuver per slot was allowed and the size of the velocity increments which could

be executed autonomously was also bounded. The ground segment made use of a RO defined

consistently with the reference parameters used by the AOC. One of the most interesting aspects

of Demeter is that the AOC system was used routinely after itsvalidation and its operations were

coordinated with the scientific payload activities.

The autonomous orbit keeping (AOK) experiment on the PRISMA mission [72-75] is de-

scribed in detail in Chapter 7. The AOK experiment has demonstrated the nowadays most

accurate absolute orbit control in full autonomy and with simple operational procedures. The

guidance, navigation and control (GNC) architecture of PRISMA (Chapter 6) is structured with

orbit control software modules separated from the navigation modules and installed in the space-

craft’s on-board computer whereas in the Demeter satellitethe control software is installed di-

rectly in the GPS receiver [67,69]. The LAN (Chapter 2) and theTAN, as for Demeter, was

controlled at the same time by means of along-track velocityincrements

These in-flight experiments represent milestones in demonstrating that this technology has

now reached a sufficient level of maturity to be applied routinely in LEO missions.

1.3. Ground-based vs Autonomous Orbit Control

As explained in detail by the qualitative cost analysis of Sec. 8.1.1, by increasing the control

accuracy requirements, thus reducing the maneuver cycle, the choice of using an autonomous

orbit control system can be more convenient. The ratio between the maneuver cycle and the
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maximum time between two consecutive ground station contacts is one of the most important

drivers in the choice for a ground-based or on-board orbit control system. There is indeed a

minimum value of the maneuver cycle for which an autonomous orbit control system is the

only feasible option as the latency between the ground station contacts is too large for the

exploitation of a ground-based control.

1.3.1. Mission Features Enabled by a Precise Orbit Control

Table 1.4 [62] resumes some specific mission features which are enabled by a precise orbit

control. With autonomous orbit keeping, planning and scheduling are done on a business basis,

not as astrodynamics dictates. Thus a detailed plan can be put out well in advance to allow time

for convenient distribution and potential coordination and input among the mission users. User

Table 1.4.: Enabled Mission Features
Feature Rationale

Mission scheduling in advance
The customer of the mission can plan data-take far
in advance and for long period of times

Mission planning in advance
The mission control team knows well in advance
when and where the spacecraft will be

Simple user terminals
User terminals with very simple ground equip-
ments for data reception have the entire spacecraft
ephemeris in advance

Collision avoidance
Space situational awareness teams have an accu-
rate information on the position of the autonomous
spacecraft at any time

Rendezvous
Rendezvous operations are simplified by a tar-
get autonomous spacecraft as its trajectory is well
known

Coverage analysis for constellations
All users know where all of the satellites are all of
the time with no comm link

Eliminate constellation rephasing
All satellites in the constellation are maintained in
phase with each other at all times

Use of electric propulsion in LEO
The reduced size of the maneuvers allows the use
of a low thrust propulsion system

Use in planetary missions
Costs are lowered due to the possibility of au-
tomating data retrieval from the surface
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terminals, such as remote weather stations or bookstore computers with daily receipts, can be

delivered to the user with the entire spacecraft ephemeris already in memory. Consequently,

data can be transmitted autonomously when the satellite is overhead. Similarly, worldwide

science groups can do observation planning based on advanceknowledge of where the satellite

will be and the detailed lighting and viewing conditions then. All of this provides a new level

of utility while substantially reducing the cost and complexity of providing needed ephemeris

information to the user community.

The fundamental problem with avoiding both collisions and RFinterference is to know about

it as far in advance as possible. This allows coordination with other system operators and,

as discussed above, allows avoidance maneuvers to be done asfuel efficiently as possible. A

system using autonomous orbit control may choose to make thefuture positions of its satellites

public. This allows any other satellite users or potential users to calculate as far in advance

as possible when potential collisions or interference could occur. This provides the maximum

possible warning and permits advance coordination.

For a satellite constellation [64-50] retaining the structure at minimum cost and risk is fun-

damental. An autonomous orbit control system on-board eachsatellite can maintain the orbital

period such that the mean period will be the same for all satellites in the constellation over its

lifetime. This maintains all the satellites synchronized with each other and ensures that the con-

stellation structure will be fully maintained over the lifetime of the satellites without periodic

rephasing or readjustment.

The combined use of new low-power electric propulsion technologies and autonomous guid-

ance, navigation, and control techniques provides an effective way to reduce the costs of the

orbit maintenance of a satellite in LEO. The use of a suitableelectric propulsion system allows

for significant savings on propellant mass and a consequent increase of the spacecraft lifetime

[56].

The use of a satellite with an autonomous on-board orbit control system around a planet of

the solar system to be explored (e.g. Mars) could lower the mission costs due to the possibility

of automating data retrieval from the surface [51].
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1.3.2. Systems Comparison

The advantages brought by an autonomous orbit control system explained in Sec. 1.2.1 can

be afforded indeed by a ground-based control system (exceptof course for the reduction of

the on-ground operations costs) at the condition of a high control accuracy. A routine orbit

maintenance with an accuracy of 250 m, at an altitude of 500 km, in the directions perpendicular

to the reference ground track has been demonstrated by the TerraSAR-X mission [44,114].

Future missions like Sentinel-1 [118-121] are planned to have a control accuracy requirement

of 50 m at an altitude of 700 km. It is necessary to track the main differences, advantages and

disadvantages of the two options and identify in which casesone method is more convenient

than the other. Fig. 1.2 shows which operations of the orbit control process can be executed

on-ground or on-board. Table 1.5 resumes schematically thepoints of confrontation between

ground-based and on-board orbit control systems.

If the orbit control system is ground-based, the only operation executed on-board is the

thrusters activation by means of time-tagged-telecommands (TTTC) uploaded to the space-

craft during a ground station contact and the complementaryactivities (e.g. attitude maneuvers,

computation and correction of thruster activation times, etc.). The ground-based orbit deter-

mination process needs eventually data downloaded from thespacecraft (e.g. GPS, attitude

and maneuvers data). The value of the orbital maneuvers computed on-ground is typically the

output of an optimization process which have the availability of space environment data col-

lected on the long period, the most precise navigation data and practically no constraints on the

computational resources. The ground station contacts withthe spacecraft provide navigation

and housekeeping data to the ground segment. These data are filtered and used for an orbit

determination to get the best possible knowledge of the satellite status and motion. The oper-

ational parameters are computed and handed over to the orbitcontrol software. Inputs for the

orbit determination and controller software are also external data, consisting of up-to-date solar

flux data, Earth rotation parameters, eventual navigation payload (e.g. GPS) auxiliary data and

propulsion system information. The controller compares the predicted operational parameters

over a certain period of time with the control dead-bands andcomputes a time-tagged maneuver

which is uploaded to the spacecraft in the next ground station contact. The main operational
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Table 1.5.: Comparison between ground-based and on-board orbit control systems
Element On-ground On-board

RO Best available
Best available if uploaded or less accu-
rate if generated on-board

Navigation (GPS) POD 10 times less accurate

Orbit perturbations Long period accurate dataOn-board estimation or uploaded

Computing resources Virtually unlimited Limited

Control software
Optimization process with
no hardware or time con-
straints

Designed considering CPU resources
constraints

Man. computation Optimized

Including on-board navigation errors
and limited information about space
environment

GS contacts Necessary for control Verification only

Reaction time GS contacts latency time In real time

Thrusters Thrusters performance limitations

Attitude control Errors included in the computation of the maneuvers
Man. = maneuver, GS = ground station

constraint is related with the satellite visibility to the available network of ground stations. In

fact a minimum lapse of time is required for the upload of the orbital maneuver instructions to

the spacecraft and the verification that they have been correctly stored on-board. The ground

station contacts are limited due to geographic position of the station and the costs for contact

time. Only with a polar ground station a contact visibility is possible every orbit for LEO satel-

lites whereas a ground station at middle latitudes allows typically two scheduled contact per day

meaning that the satellite conditions can be checked with aninterval of 12 hours. The reaction

time of the orbit control system is then commensurate to the latency time of the ground station

contacts. An adequate number of post-maneuver passes out ofthe normal mission schedule,

and involving ground station not pertaining to the ground segment, may be required to verify

that the maneuver has been executed correctly and that the desired effect on the operational

parameters has been obtained.

If the orbit control system is on-board, one of the operations which can be optionally executed
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on-ground is the RO generation which can be uploaded to the spacecraft in form of TTTC

during a ground station contact (Chapter 7). Other operations which are executed on-ground

to support the on-board orbit control system are the calibration of the controller’s parameters

and the atmospheric density modelling. The major limitation for the generation of the RO

on-board is due to the available computational resources ofthe spacecraft’s on-board computer

(OBC) which determines the quality of the orbit propagation model that can be used. The initial

state of the RO on-board propagation can be a state of the precise orbit determination (POD)

ephemerides generated on-ground or a state generated by theon-board navigation system. In the

latter case the propagation of the on-board orbit estimation error has to be considered carefully

(Sec. 3.2.2). Once the RO is available, all the operations ofthe control chain are executed on-

board the spacecraft. The main advantage of an on-board withrespect to ground-based control

system is that it reacts in real time to the deviations from the nominal trajectory of the spacecraft.

The ground station contacts are included in the orbit control chain only to verify that the system

is working properly and no additional contacts have to be scheduled. Some major limitations

concerning the inputs and the software have to be consideredin designing an autonomous on-

board orbit maintenance system. The on-board navigation data will include an error which can

be ten times that of a ground-based POD (for a GPS-based orbitestimation process) [73]. This

error will impact on the accuracy of the computed orbital maneuver. The information about the

orbital environment is also very limited. An on-board estimation of the atmospheric drag, the

main non-gravitational perturbation in LEO, required for the computation of the maneuvers can

be done using the navigation data filtered and fitted (Sec. 4.1.4). The orbit environment data

required by the on-board orbit propagation model can be eventually updated periodically by

means of a data upload. The regulator software design has to be compliant with the constraints

dictated by the computational and data storage resources ofthe spacecraft’s OBC. A long period

optimization process is thus generally not available on-board.

The satellite-bus constraints regarding both control systems, concern mainly the performance

of the spacecraft’s attitude control and thrusters accuracy. The accuracy of the attitude control

system and of the on-board thrusters influence the effectiveness of the orbital maneuvers. The

location of the thrusters on-board the spacecraft determines the attitude maneuver profile re-
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quired before and after an orbit control maneuver. Besides, the correct operation of certain

attitude sensors (e.g. star sensors) may impose time-slotsduring which the orbital maneuvers

cannot be executed. Another important operational issue isthat often the science payload can-

not work during the orbital maneuvers and the orbit maintenance and payload schedules have

to be integrated together. If the control chain is ground-based the scheduling of the payload

and orbit maintenance operations can be optimized. If the orbit control system is on-board, the

eventual orbital maneuvers are input as a constraint in the scheduling problem.

1.4. The PRISMA Mission

A substantial part of this research is motivated and finds itsapplication in the frame of the

PRISMA mission and was realized at the German Space Operations Center (GSOC) of the

German Aerospace Center (DLR). PRISMA [82-109] is a micro-satellite formation mission

created by the Swedish National Space Board (SNSB) and SwedishSpace Corporation (SSC)

[168], which serves as a platform for autonomous formation flying and rendezvous of space-

craft. The formation comprises a fully maneuverable micro-satellite (MANGO) as well as a

smaller satellite (TANGO) which were successfully launched aboard a Dnepr launcher from

Yasny, Russia, on June 15th 2010 into a nominal dawn-dusk orbit at a mean altitude of 757

km, 0.004 eccentricity and 98.28◦ inclination. The PRISMA mission primary objective is to

demonstrate in-flight technology experiments related to autonomous formation flying, homing

and rendezvous scenarios, precision close range 3D proximity operations, soft and smooth final

approach and recede maneuvers, as well as to test instruments and unit developments related to

formation flying. Key sensors and actuators comprise a GPS receiver system, two vision based

sensors (VBS), two formation flying radio frequency sensors (FFRF), and a hydrazine mono-

propellant thruster system (THR). These support and enable the demonstration of autonomous

spacecraft formation flying, homing, and rendezvous scenarios, as well as close-range proxim-

ity operations. The experiments can be divided in Guidance,Navigation and Control (GNC)

experiments and sensor/actuator experiments. The GNC experiment sets consist of closed loop

orbit control experiments conducted by SSC and the project partners which are the German
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Aerospace Center (DLR/GSOC), the French Space Agency (CNES) in partnership with the

Spanish Centre for the Development of Industrial Technology(CDTI), the Technical University

of Denmark (DTU), ECAPS (a subsidiary company to SSC), Nanospace (a subsidiary company

to SSC), Techno Systems (TSD) and Institute of Space Physics (IRF) in Kiruna. Table 1.6 col-

lects the GNC primary and secondary objectives and the involvement of the different project

partners. Table 1.7 resumes the sensor/actuator primary and secondary experiments and the in-

volvement of the different project partners. In addition tothe GPS-based absolute and relative

navigation system, which is the baseline navigation sensorfor the on-board GNC functionali-

ties, DLR contributes two dedicated orbit control experiments. The primary experiment, named

Spaceborne Autonomous Formation Flying Experiment (SAFE)[92,143], was executed suc-

cessfully in two parts, the first one in 2010 and the second onein 2011. SAFE implements

autonomous formation keeping and reconfiguration for typical separations below 1 km based

on GPS navigation. The secondary experiment of the DLR’s contributions to PRISMA is AOK

which implements the autonomous absolute orbit keeping of asingle spacecraft. The MANGO

spacecraft (Fig. 1.3.a) has a wet mass of 150 kg and a size of 80x 83 x 130 cm in launch config-

uration, has a three-axis, reaction-wheel based attitude control and three-axis delta-v capability.

The GNC sensors equipment comprises two three-axes magnetometers, one pyramid sun acqui-

sition sensors and five sun-presence sensors, five single-axis angular-rate sensors, five single-

axis accelerometers, two star-tracker camera heads for inertial pointing, two GPS receivers, two

vision-based sensors and two formation flying radio frequency sensors. Three magnetic torque

rods, four reaction wheels and six thrusters are the actuators employed. Electrical power for the

Table 1.6.: PRISMA GNC experiments
Primary GNC related tests

Type of control Distance [m] Sensor Prime
Autonomous formation flying 20-5000 GPS SSC
Proximity operations [101] 5-100 VBS/GPS SSC
Collision avoidance and autonomous rendezvous 10-100000 VBS/GPS SSC
Autonomous formation control (SAFE) [92,143] 50-1000 GPS DLR
RF-based FF and forced RF-based motion [100,109] 20-5000 FFRF CNES

Secondary GNC related tests
Autonomous Orbit Keeping (AOK) of a single spacecraft [72-75] GPS DLR
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Table 1.7.: PRISMA sensor/actuator experiments
Primary Hardware Related Tests

Experiment Prime
Flight demo of GPS Phoenix receiver DLR
Flight demo of HPGP motor [82] SSC
Flight demo of micro-thrusters motor [99] Nanospace
Validation of RF sensor (FFRF) CNES
Validation of Vision Based Sensor (VBS) DTU

Secondary hardware related tests
Flight demo of a digital video system Techno System
Flight demo of a MEMS-based particle mass spectrometer IRF

operation of the spacecraft bus and payload is provided by two deployable solar panels deliver-

ing a maximum of 300 W. In contrast to the highly maneuverableMANGO satellite, TANGO

(Fig. 1.3.b) is a passive and much simpler spacecraft, with amass of 40 kg at a size of 80 x 80 x

31 cm with a coarse three-axes attitude control based on magnetometers, sun sensors, and GPS

receivers (similar to MANGO), with three magnetic torque rods as actuators and no orbit control

capability. The nominal attitude profile for TANGO will be sun or zenith pointing. Required

power is produced by one body-mounted solar panel providinga maximum of 90 W. The com-

munication between the ground segment and the TANGO spacecraft is only provided through

MANGO acting as a relay and making use of a MANGO-TANGO inter-satellite link (ISL) in

the ultra-high-frequency band with a data rate of 19.2 kbps.DLR/GSOC, besides designing

and conducting his own experiments, has assumed responsibility for providing the GPS-based

navigation functionality which comprises the provision ofPhoenix GPS receivers [103-105],

the GPS based on-board navigation system for absolute/relative orbit determination and the

ground-based POD [83-85]. In fact the on-board navigation system includes two Phoenix-S

GPS receivers and the real-time orbit estimation software with an absolute (relative) position

accuracy capability of 2 (0.2) m (3D, RMS) in nominal conditions under the provision of suffi-

cient GPS data. The ground-based POD provides absolute (relative) position accuracies better

than 0.1 (0.05) m (3D, RMS). The GPS measurements collected onTANGO are transferred

to MANGO via the ISL. The navigation system provides absolute position and velocity of the

participating spacecraft to be used by the MANGO GNC system as well as the other PRISMA
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Figure 1.3.: MANGO (a) and TANGO (b) spacecraft

experiments. The GPS system provides also timing information for on-board synchronization.

The physical architecture of the GPS system is identical on MANGO and TANGO. For redun-

dancy, two Phoenix-S GPS receivers are available, which areconnected to two GPS antennas

via a coaxial switch. The dual antenna system provides increased flexibility for handling non-

zenith pointing attitudes and antennas may be selected by ground command or autonomously

on-board. Only one receiver will be active at any time. Continuous orbit information is im-

portant for autonomous on-board GNC applications. As a consequence, orbit prediction is a

mandatory function of the navigation system and provides continuous absolute and relative po-

sition and velocity information of the co-orbiting satellites. Furthermore the navigation system

provides an accuracy measure indicating the expected quality of the orbit results.

1.4.1. The AOK Experiment

The AOK experiment on the PRISMA mission was executed successfully from the 18th of July

to the 16th of August 2011 and has demonstrated the capability of autonomous absolute or-

bit control with an unprecedented accuracy. The main scientific goal of the experiment was

to demonstrate the accuracy, robustness and reliability ofan autonomous GPS-based on-board
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orbit control for its possible routine exploitation in future scientific missions. The main differ-

ences with respect to similar experiments conducted in the past (Sec. 1.2.2) are the extremely

tight requirements on control accuracy and the full autonomy also enhanced by the possibil-

ity of on-board RO propagation. The AOK controller adopts a guidance law for the orbital

Longitude of the Ascending Node (LAN) and implements the analytical feedback control algo-

rithm presented in Sec. 4.1. Using GPS-based absolute navigation data, the on-board controller

commanded thruster activations in the orbital frame to autonomously control the orbit within a

predefined window. The main performance requirement of the experiment was a control accu-

racy of the osculating ascending node of 10 m (1σ standard deviation) with a maneuver velocity

increment-decrement (∆v) available budget of 0.5 m/s. The AOK software was first developed

and tested using the offline and hardware-in-the-loop test facilities at DLR (Chapter 6). After

the integration in the PRISMA flight-software, AOK was thoroughly tested at OHB Sweden

by means of the Real-Time Satellite Laboratory (SATLAB), a hardware-in-the-loop test facil-

ity [87]. The experiment operations were executed at the DLR’s PRISMA experiment control

centre while the mission was operated at DLR/GSOC. A commissioning phase of 4 days was

required to verify that the control software was working properly in all its functionalities. Dur-

ing this phase MANGO flew in free motion as the controller was in open-loop and the orbital

maneuvers were computed on-board but not executed. The closed-loop phase of 26 days in-

cluded RO acquisition, controller tuning and fine control phases. In the last four days of the

experiment the possibility of exploiting a RO generated on-board the spacecraft was tested in

closed-loop. The 10 m control accuracy requirement was fulfilled. The mean value of the lon-

gitude of ascending node deviation was -3.6 m with a standarddeviation of 9.5 m during the

fine control phase. The on-board controller demonstrated also to be very accurate in computing

and executing RO acquisitions. The total∆v spent during the entire experiment was 0.1347

m/s corresponding to 27% of the allocated maneuvers budget.The mean maneuver cycle was

11 hours with a standard deviation of 8.3 hours. The positionaccuracy available on-board was

about 2 m (1σ) during the entire experiment whereas the accuracy of the on-board estimation of

the semi-major axis was 4 m (1σ) as it comes from a combination of the accuracies of position

and velocity.
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1.5. The TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X Missions

TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X represents the typical remote sensingmission which could take ad-

vantage of a precise autonomous orbit control system. TerraSAR-X (TSX) [110-117] is a Ger-

man Earth-observation satellite realized in a public-private partnership between the German

Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), DLR and EADSAstrium GmbH. The

primary goal of the TSX mission (Fig. 1.4) is the provision ofhigh-resolution Synthetic Aper-

ture Radar (SAR) data to both science and commercial users. Itsprimary payload is an X-band

radar sensor with a range of different modes of operation, allowing it to record images with

different swath widths, resolutions and polarisations. TSX thus offers space-based observation

capabilities that were previously unavailable. The objective of the mission is to provide value-

added SAR data in the X-band, for research and development purposes as well as scientific and

commercial applications. The successful launch of TSX on 15th June 2007 from the Russian

Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan marked the start of a campaign to map the Earth at an

unprecedented level of accuracy. The aim is to create new, high-quality radar images of the

Earth’s surface. The satellite has a size of 4.88 x 2.4 m, a mass of 1230 kg and flies in a 514

Figure 1.4.: TerraSAR-X
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km sun-synchronous dusk-dawn orbit with an inclination of 97.4◦ and an 11 day repeat period.

Using its active radar antenna, TSX it is able to produce image data with a resolution of down

to 1 m, regardless of weather conditions, cloud cover or absence of daylight. TSX [171] has

been fully operational since 7 January 2008. The radar beam can be electronically tilted within

a range of 20 to 60 degrees perpendicular to the flight direction, without having to move the

satellite itself. This allows the radar to zoom in on many more ground targets from the satel-

lite’s orbit than would be possible using a non-steerable radar. In order to support the spacecraft

AOCS and to enable high-precision orbit reconstruction the satellite bus is equipped with a sin-

gle frequency GPS receiver and the secondary payload features a dual frequency GPS receiver.

Due to the objectives of the interferometric campaigns the satellite has to comply to tight orbit

control requirements, which are formulated in the form of a toroidal tube with a radius of 250 m

around a pre-flight determined reference trajectory [32]. To minimize both the interruption of

SAR data takes and the total amount of thruster firings, the maintenance of semi-major axis and

eccentricity is simultaneously achieved by a single maneuver at an optimized location [44,110].

The orbit maintenance maneuvers are executed by the mono-propellant (Hydrazine) 4 x 1 N

propulsion system.

TanDEM-X (TDX) was built to form the first configurable SAR interferometer employing

formation flying with TSX. The main objective of the common TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X mis-

sion (Fig. 1.5) is to generate a global digital elevation model (DEM) with unprecedented accu-

racy as the basis for a wide range of scientific research as well as for commercial DEM produc-

tion. TDX [172] was launched on 21th June 2010 and acquired an initial formation with 20 km

along-track separation for commissioning purposes roughly one month later. The close forma-

tion flight with separations of a few hundred meters was finally established in October 2010.

TSX/TDX is the first operational mission requiring a post-facto baseline reconstruction with an

accuracy of 1 mm. The TDX/TSX relative orbit control conceptis based on the relative eccen-

tricity/inclination vector separation method [143,144].TDX is equipped with an Autonomous

Formation Flying (TAFF) system [111,112] developed at DLR/GSOC. The implementation of

autonomous formation flying functionalities on the TDX spacecraft is considered to be a key

driver for a more efficient use of the available on-board resources. The objective of TAFF is to
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Figure 1.5.: TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X in formation

enable a simple and robust formation control in order to easethe on-ground operations. TAFF

is implemented as part as the attitude and orbit control system on-board TDX and is intended

to take over the in-plane formation keeping activities throughout the mission, with a control

accuracy of a few meters. A short closed-loop test campaign of TAFF, during which all the

functionalities of the autonomous software could be successfully tested, was performed at the

end of March 2011.

1.6. Contributions of this Research

The main research topic of this thesis is the autonomous orbit control of a single spacecraft. A

fundamental achievement is the rigorous formalization of the absolute orbit control problem as
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a special case of formation keeping. For this reason this work can found its collocation in the

research dedicated to the spacecraft formation flying [143]. The AOK and SAFE experiments

on the PRISMA mission are two complementary in-flight realistic demonstrations of a complete

GNC system respectively for autonomous absolute and relative orbit control in a LEO orbit.

1.6.1. Theory

The first step of this research is the reconsideration of state-of-the-art orbit control methods

[3,42-48] from the perspective of autonomy. Starting from an analytical algorithm for the main-

tenance of a repeat-track orbit, the control chain of Fig. 1.2 is developed and implemented under

the assumption of the availability of a GPS-based on-board navigation. An algorithm is devel-

oped for the on-board estimation, by means of navigation data, of the semi-major axis decay

caused by the atmospheric drag. New analytical formulations for the RO acquisition under

different constraints and requirements are developed.

Particular emphasis is given to the analysis of the RO generation process which can be

ground-based or on-board. The main achievement of this analysis is the definition of constraints

on the minimal accuracy of the orbit model used and of the initial state for the propagation. An

extensive study of the orbit perturbation environment in LEO is carried on. The results of this

study have the added value, with respect to similar analysesperformed in the past, of the avail-

ability of a large amount of POD data from the missions PRISMA and TerraSAR-X which have

near circular orbit at respectively 700 and 500 km. These PODdata have an accuracy better

than 10 cm (1σ) and have also been used for the calibration of the orbit models used for all the

numerical simulations performed during this research work.

The state-of-the-art orbit control methods are based on a formalization of the problem which

is dependent on the particular mission and its orbit maintenance requirements. A step forward

is then taken in the direction of the definition of a general and rigorous formalization of the

autonomous orbit control problem and the exploration of newcontrol methods. The problem

of the autonomous absolute orbit control is considered as a specific case of two spacecraft in

formation in which one, the reference, is virtual and affected only by the Earth’s gravitational

field. A new parametrization, the relative Earth-Fixed elements (REFE), analogous to the rela-
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tive orbital elements (ROE) [137,159], is introduced to describe the relative motion of the real

and reference sub-satellite points on the Earth surface. The REFE allow the general formal-

ization of the absolute orbit control requirements which are usually expressed through specific

Earth-fixed operational parameters such as altitude deviation, phase difference, etc. [3]. A di-

rect mapping between REFE and ROE enables the direct translation of absolute into relative

orbit control requirements. By means of this new formalization, the deviation between the ac-

tual and the reference nominal orbit [32] can be defined in an Earth-fixed coordinate system

analogous to the orbital frame [4]. This approach allows moreover the straightforward use of

modern control theory techniques for orbit control. A linear and a quadratic optimal regulators

are designed and compared, by means of numerical simulations, with the analytical algorithms.

The goal is to show a method rather than some specific simulation results. The particular abso-

lute and relative orbit control problem with its requirements can be formalized using every time

the same parametrization given by the REFE and the ROE.

1.6.2. Transfer of Technologies from Ground to On-board

Computer

The innovation and originality of this thesis derives also from the design and practical imple-

mentation of the control chain of Fig. 1.2 in the frame of the PRISMA mission. This research

work has led to the full development, testing and validationof the autonomous absolute orbit

control flight code embedded in the OBC of the MANGO spacecraftof the PRISMA technology

demonstration. The design and validation of the GPS-based flight software throughout its com-

plete development process, up to the spacecraft launch, is described. The innovative approach

of model-based software design (MBD) is addressed. The MBD allows the implementation and

execution of the GNC software on different platforms in a fully consistent manner. The GNC

system was first tested as a standalone unit in a dedicated software development environment

at DLR [170] and later validated after its full integration into the PRISMA spacecraft on-board

computer. This allows first to develop the software simulations off-line on a PC and then to

reproduce them consistently as real-time and hardware-in-the-loop tests during the validation
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phase. In the off-line tests, the flight software is stimulated through different sources of GPS

data with an increasing level of realism. The complete application is then ported to a Real-Time

Executive for Multiprocessor Systems (RTEMS) environmentin the LEON3 PRISMA on-board

computer by means of MATLAB/Simulink Real Time Workshop. Overall the test and valida-

tion process shows the compliance of the navigation and control software to the challenging

requirements of the PRISMA mission in terms of functionality, data interface, GNC accuracy,

on-board memory and CPU load.

The flight data of the AOK [72-75] experiment on the PRISMA mission [167] are displayed

and commented. The main scientific goal of the experiment, successfully executed in the sum-

mer of 2011, was to demonstrate the accuracy, robustness andreliability of an autonomous

GPS-based on-board orbit control for its possible routine exploitation in future scientific mis-

sions. Autonomous precise orbit maintenance, RO acquisition and on-board RO generation

have been successfully demonstrated in orbit.

1.7. Thesis Outline

This thesis is structured in seven chapters complemented byan appendix section. Referring to

Fig. 1.2, after an extensive theoretical dissertation of the different blocks composing the orbit

control chain, the attention is focused on the practical implementation, validation and testing of

the considered autonomous orbit control methods.

The thesis starts with an extended general discussion aboutorbit control requirements and

the state of the art of its implementation. The attention is focused on the advantages brought

by the exploitation of an autonomous orbit maintenance system in terms of costs reduction and

enabled mission features. A statistical comparison between ground-based and on-board orbit

control is not possible because only few autonomous orbit control in-flight experiments have

been performed so far. Nevertheless a qualitative discussion and cost analysis can be made

based on the available literature and on the author’s practical experience. A fundamental state-

ment is that a major driver to the development of on-board autonomous orbit control is the

increasing accuracy demand due to the steady development and exploitation of very high res-
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olution optical and synthetic aperture radars systems in the last two decades. A description of

two missions, PRISMA and TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X, is also given in the introduction since

a substantial part of this research is motivated and finds itsapplication in the frame of those

projects. The PRISMA mission gave the possibility to performan autonomous orbit keep-

ing experiment which validated successfully one of the orbit control methods proposed in this

thesis. The TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X formation represents the typical remote sensing mission

which can take advantage of a precise autonomous orbit control system.

After the introduction, the thesis proceeds explaining, inChapter 2, the parametrizations

used, the basic mathematical means on which the different orbit control methods proposed are

based. Two main approaches are identified for the realization of an on-board orbit control sys-

tem. The first is the reconsideration and further development of state-of-the-art orbit control

methods from the perspective of autonomy. A step forward is then taken in the direction of

the definition of a general and rigorous formalization of theautonomous orbit control problem.

The problem of the autonomous absolute orbit control is considered as a specific case of two

spacecraft in formation in which one, the reference, is virtual and affected only by the Earth’s

gravitational field. A new parametrization, the relative Earth-Fixed elements (REFE), analo-

gous to the relative orbital elements used for formation control, is introduced to describe the

relative motion of the real and reference sub-satellite points on the Earth surface. The relative

Earth-Fixed elements allow the general formalization of the absolute orbit control requirements

which are usually expressed, with the first approach, through specific Earth-fixed operational

parameters (e.g. altitude deviation, phase difference, etc.).

An extensive discussion is dedicated in Chapter 3 to the RO selection and generation process

and the analysis of the free motion of a spacecraft in low Earth orbit. The RO defines the

spacecraft’s nominal trajectory designed to satisfy the mission requirements. The actual orbit

is kept within certain bounds defined with respect to the RO. The RO selection process based

on the mission requirements is briefly described as well as the typical orbits used for remote

sensing. The link between the operational parameters and the requirements is explained. The

generation process of the RO is dealt in detail as it is the fundamental starting point of the

orbit control chain. The free motion analysis is essential to understand the orbit perturbation
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environment which causes the deviation of the actual from the nominal trajectory. The use

of the precise orbit determination data of the missions PRISMA and TerraSAR-X guarantee

the reliability of the results of this analysis and the understanding of the orbit’s perturbation

environments at an altitude of 700 and 500 km. This study helps the definition of a proper

control strategy. The conclusions drawn in this chapter about the RO generation process are also

based on the experience gained with the realization of the AOK in-flight experiment described

in Chapter 7.

The control algorithms, explained in Chapter 4, can be divided into the two broad categories

of analytical and numerical. An analytical algorithm for the maintenance of a repeat-track or-

bit is developed from the state-of-the-art methods and implemented under the assumption of

the availability of a GPS-based on-board navigation. A complementary algorithm for the on-

board estimation of the semi-major axis decay caused by the atmospheric drag is developed.

New analytical formulations for the RO acquisition under different constraints and require-

ments are presented. The virtual formation method for the absolute orbit control is formalized

by means of the relative Earth-fixed elements described previously in the chapter dedicated to

the parametrization. The state-space representation is used for the mathematical formulation

of the problem. The system to be controlled is described by means of a linear dynamic model

including theJ2 zonal coefficient of the Earth’s gravitational field and the atmospheric drag per-

turbation force. A linear and a quadratic optimal regulators, based on this model, are designed

for the in-plane and out-of-plane absolute orbit control. Among the control methods presented

in this chapter, only the analytical algorithm was validated in-flight with the AOK experiment

on the PRISMA mission because it had a most advanced implementation status at the moment

of its selection.

The entire Chapter 5 deals with the results of the numerical simulations performed for the

validation of the control methods explained in Chapter 4. Thehigh degree of realism of the

simulations’ results is guaranteed by a calibration of the orbit propagator model by means of

the comparison between the propagated and the actual orbit data given by the POD process of

the PRISMA and TerraSAR-X missions. The mission parameters ofthese two formations are

also used as simulation scenarios. The test platform includes a very accurate orbit propagator,
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the flight software and allows the simulation of actuators and navigation errors. The simulation

results are evaluated from a performance and operational point of view in order to formulate

a first conclusion about the advantages and disadvantages ofthe different control techniques.

The main differences between the considered analytical andnumerical control methods are

outlined. Though the main topics of the thesis is the orbit maintenance of a single spacecraft,

some simulation results of a combined autonomous absolute and formation maintenance system

are shown. This is a practical way to indicate one of the possible ways forward.

Once the theory has been explained extensively, the practical implementation of a precise

autonomous orbit control system for a spacecraft in low Earth orbit is described in detail in

Chapter 6. The on-board guidance, navigation and control software development, implemen-

tation and testing of the PRISMA mission, to which the author of this thesis contributed, is

described. The attention is focused on the technological aspects implied by the realization of

the autonomous orbit control system tested in-flight with the autonomous orbit keeping experi-

ment on PRISMA. The development of the control system is driven by a compromise between

control performance requirements, on-board computer resources limitation and mission opera-

tional constraints. The model-based-design approach, used for the realization of the PRISMA

flight software, is described as well as the basic layout of the on-board software architecture.

Among the several innovative aspects of the flight software development, some space is dedi-

cated to the advanced software validation and testing realized on the formation flying test-bed

at DLR, the German Aerospace Center, which played a fundamental role in the realization of

the PRISMA mission and its experiments.

Finally, the flight results of the AOK experiment on the PRISMAmission, a fundamental

milestone of this research work, are presented in Chapter 7. This experiment took place in the

summer of 2011 and demonstrated the capability of autonomous precise absolute orbit control

using the analytical control method explained in Sec. 4.1. The 30-day experiment is described

in all its phases with the presentation of the control performance results and the operational

issues.

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the achieved results, draws the main conclusions and gives

some recommendations for future study.
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Appendix A contains the linear dynamic model used in Sec. 4.2.1, Appendix B gives some

further details about the numerical simulations and Appendix D points out some aspects of the

AOK experiment.

The Bibliography is structured in sub-sections each one grouping references dealing about

the same argument and listed in alphabetical order of the authors’ surnames.
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2. Parametrizations

2.1. Overview

A parametrization is defined by the parameters which describe both the absolute motion of a

spacecraft orbiting around the Earth and the relative motion with respect to a nominal orbit. The

set of orbital elements chosen for the absolute state representation and shown in Eq. (2.1) are

the semi-major axisa, the components of the eccentricity vectore, the orbital plane inclination

i, the mean argument of latitudeΩ sum of the argument of perigeeω and the mean anomalyM .
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(2.1)

The choice of this parametrization of the state is dictated by the fact that it does not lead to

singular equations if the eccentricity value tends to zero.Nevertheless this set of orbital ele-

ments leads to singular equations if the inclination angle tends to zero but this case is out of

interest in this study. The components of vectorκ are the mean orbital elements obtained from

the osculating elementsκo using Brouwer’s analytical transformation [12]

κ = ξ(κo) (2.2)
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The mean orbital elements are indeed the most appropriate inthe representation of the secular

evolution of the motion subjected to perturbations. Indeedthe orbital elements of a spacecraft

deviate from their nominal values under the action of perturbing forces. The mission require-

ments are translated into control margins to be applied to the orbital elements to keep the value

of specific parameters, which define the maximum allowed deviation of the actual from the

nominal trajectory of the spacecraft, within their controlwindows. Two different set of parame-

ters, function of the difference between the actual and reference orbital elements, are introduced

in this chapter for the description of the motion of a spacecraft with respect to its RO.

First, specific mission requirements are expressed by meansof operational parameters [3]

which define the maximum allowed deviation of the real from the nominal trajectory of the

spacecraft. Typical operational parameters as the altitude deviation and phase difference at

a certain latitude, local time deviation, in-orbit phasing, specify the nominal position of the

spacecraft’s sub-satellite point in relation to a reference ground track on the Earth’s surface

[44]. The operational parameters are used by the algorithmsdeveloped for the state-of-the-

art ground based orbit control systems. Secondly, a new parametrization, the relative Earth-

Fixed elements (REFE), is derived by considering the problemof the autonomous absolute

orbit control as a specific case of two spacecraft in formation in which one, the reference, is

virtual and affected only by the Earth’s gravitational field. The REFE, analogous to the ROE

[137,159] for the description of the in-orbit relative motion of two spacecraft, are introduced to

describe the relative motion of the real and reference sub-satellite points on the Earth surface.

This parametrization allows a more general and rigourous mathematical formalization of the

absolute orbit control problem.

2.2. Operational Parameters

2.2.1. Phase Difference

The phase difference∆L is the difference, measured along a parallel of latitude, between the

actual ground track and the track pertaining to a RO. The phase difference at the ascending node
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∆LAN is most commonly used as operational parameter for maintenance of phased orbits. In

fact if the inclination remains equal to its nominal value, the monitoring of the phasing at the

equator will be sufficient to monitor the entire phasing gridformed by the network of reference

tracks on Earth.∆LAN can be written in terms of relative orbital elements betweenthe real

satellite and a virtual satellite whose orbit is the RO. By assuming that the real and virtual

satellites pass the equator respectively at timest andtR with in-orbit angular velocitieṡu and

u̇R, and neglecting any differences in the eccentricity of the real and the RO, the differential of

∆LAN is given by:

1

RE

d(∆LAN) =
1

RE

d(∆LANΩ
+∆LANu

) = (Ω̇− Ω̇R)dt− d(|ωE − Ω̇R|∆t) (2.3)

whereRE is the Earth’s equatorial radius,Ω̇ andΩ̇R are the secular rotations of the real and

reference line of nodes respectively ,ωE = 7.292115 × 10−5 rad s−1 is the Earth rotation rate

and∆t = t− tR.

Eq. (2.3) expresses the fact that the difference of longitude of the two tracks at the equator is

due to the superposition of two effects. The differentiald∆LANΩ
is due to the different time-

change rateṡΩ andΩ̇R of the right ascension of ascending node during time interval dt. The

termd∆LANu
, positive if∆t is negative, is due to the fact that the real and reference satellites

pass the equator at different times while the Earth is rotating. Since|ωE − Ω̇R| is constant,

d(|ωE − Ω̇R|∆t) = |ωE − Ω̇R|d(∆t). The differentiald(∆t) can be written as

d(∆t) = dt− dtR =
du

u̇
− du

u̇R

with u̇ =
du

dt
and u̇R =

duR

dt
= n (2.4)

wheren =
√

µ/a3
R

is the mean motion (withµ = 3.9860064 × 1014 m3 s−2). As du = u̇dt,

from Eq. (2.4) it results

d(∆t) =
u̇R − u̇

u̇R

dt (2.5)

Using Eq. (2.5) in Eq. (2.3)

1

RE

d(∆LAN) = (Ω̇− Ω̇R)dt+
|ωE − Ω̇R|

n
(u̇− u̇R)dt (2.6)
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The first derivative ofΩ andu expanded as function ofJ2 [2,21] and of the mean orbital ele-

ments in the first-order truncation of Brouwer’s analytical satellite solution [12] when the orbit

is nearly circular (e ≈ 0) areΩ̇ = −3γn cos i andu̇ = n + 3γn(4 cos2 i − 1) [3]. The second

derivativesd2Ω/dt2 andd2u/dt2 are then

d2Ω

dt2
= 3γn

(

7

2a
cos i

da

dt
+ sin i

di

dt

)

d2ΩR

dt2
= 0 (2.7)

d2u

dt2
= −3n

2a

[

1 + 7γ(4 cos2 i− 1)
] da

dt
− 12γn sin 2i

di

dt

d2uR

dt2
= 0 (2.8)

whereγ = (J2/2)(RE/a)
2 and the derivativesdγ/dt anddn/dt have been written as

dγ

dt
= −2γ

a

da

dt

dn

dt
= −3n

2a

da

dt
(2.9)

Using Eqs. (2.7)-(2.8) and substituting3γn sin i = −Ω̇ tan i and 7γ cos i = −7Ω̇/(3n), the

time derivative of Eq. (2.6) yields

d2(∆LAN)

dt2
= −3

2
|ωE − Ω̇R|

(

RE

a

)

[

1 +
7

3

Ω̇

|ωE − Ω̇R|
+ 7γ(4 cos2 i− 1)

]

da

dt
+

(2.10)

−RE

[

Ω̇ tan i+ 12γ|ωE − Ω̇R| sin 2i
] di

dt

Imposing that the orbit is sun synchronous or near sun-synchronous withΩ̇ = Ω̇R = Ω̇sy,

Eq. (2.10) becomes

d2(∆LAN)

dt2
≈ −3π

TE

(

RE

a

)

(1 + ǫL)

[

da

dt
− ξL

di

dt

]

(2.11)

whereǫL has been approximated as

ǫL ≈ 7

3

(

TE

TSu

)

+ 7γ(4 cos2 i− 1) (2.12)
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and

ξL = −2

3
a

(

TE

TSu

)(

1 + ηL
1 + ǫL

)

tan i ηL = 24γ

(

TSu

TE

)

cos2 i (2.13)

and whereTSu is the Sun period (1 year),TE is the mean period of solar day (86400 s) and

ηL ≪ 1 andǫL ≪1 for near polar orbits.

The evolution of∆L, the phase difference at non-zero latitude, in terms of relative and abso-

lute orbital elements is [3]

∆L = ∆LAN

√

1− (sin u sin i)2 ±RE δix sin u

[

(cos u sin i)2

1− (sin u sin i)2

]−1/2

(2.14)

where in the second term the+ sign has to be used in ascending orbit and the− in descending

orbit,∆LAN is given by Eq. (2.6),u is the argument of latitude andδix = i−iR is the difference

between the real and the nominal inclination.

2.2.2. Local Time Deviation

The local time deviation∆LT is directly equivalent to the deviation of the right ascension of

the ascending nodeΩ from its nominal value.

∆LT = TE
∆Ω

2π
(2.15)

where:∆Ω = Ω− ΩR

The general analytical expression for the evolution of∆LT with the orbital elements [3] is

d2(∆LT )

dt2
= − TE

TSu

(

tan i
di

dt
+

7

2a

da

dt

)

(2.16)

2.2.3. Altitude Deviation at Latitude

The altitude deviation∆h is the difference between the actual and the nominal altitude at lati-

tudeθ. The general analytical expression for the evolution of∆h with the orbital elements [3]
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is

∆h(u) = (1 + ǫh)∆a− a(cosu∆ex + sin u∆ey) + ηh∆i (2.17)

with

ǫh =
J2
6

(

RE

a

)2 [

9

(

1− 3

2
sin2 i

)

− sin2 i cos 2u

]

− e cos(u− ω)

ηh = RE

[

J2
6

RE

a

(

27

2
sin 2i+ sin 2i cos 2u

)

+ (u− ω) sin 2i sin2 u

]

2.2.4. In Orbit Position Deviation

The in orbit position deviation∆u is the difference between the argument of latitude of the real

satellite and that of a virtual satellite moving on the RO affected only by the force model used

to the generation of the reference trajectory. The general analytical expression for the evolution

of ∆u with the orbital elements [3] is

d2(∆u)

dt2
= − 3

2a
n

[

1 +
7

2
J2

(

RE

a

)2

(4 cos2 i− 1)

]

∆a− 6nJ2

(

RE

a

)2

sin 2i∆i (2.18)

2.3. Virtual Formation Parametrization

The definition of the operational parameters in Sec. 2.2 is based on the description of the motion

of a spacecraft with respect to a reference ground track specified by the nominal absolute orbital

elements. The relative Earth-fixed elements are instead defined in this section formulating the

absolute orbit control system design as a formation keepingproblem of two spacecraft in which

one is virtual and not affected by non-gravitational orbit perturbations. Both these parametriza-

tions will be used in the development of this thesis for the realization of an autonomous orbit

control system. The use of the operational parameters allows the straightforward reconsidera-

tion of state-of-the-art orbit control methods from the perspective of autonomy. The on-board

control system used for the AOK experiment (Chapter 7) is based on an analytical method to

control the phase difference at the equator (Sec. 4.1). Withthis approach, the control perfor-
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mance of an on-board and ground-based system can be comparedmore easily.

The use of the REFE parametrization is a step forward in the direction of the definition of a

general and rigorous formalization of the autonomous orbitcontrol problem and the exploration

of new control methods or the exploitation of algorithm already developed for the formation

keeping. Since this approach allows the straightforward use of modern control theory tech-

niques for orbit control a linear and a quadratic optimum regulators are developed in Sec. 4.2

and validated by means of numerical simulations Chapter 5.

2.3.1. Relative Orbital Elements

The most appropriate parametrization to represent the relative motion of the real spacecraft with

respect to the reference is the set of ROE [92,150,159] shownin Eq. (2.19) (where the subscript

R refers to the RO).

δκ =





























δa

δex

δey

δix

δiy

δu





























=





























(a− aR)/aR

ex − exR

ey − eyR

i− iR

(Ω− ΩR) sin i

u− uR





























(2.19)

These parameters are obtained as a non-linear combination of the mean orbital elementsκ =

(a, ex, ey, i,Ω, u) [12,22]. The relative orbit representation of Eq. (2.19) isbased on the relative

eccentricity and inclination vectors [144] defined in Cartesian and polar notations as

δe =





δex

δey



 = δe





cosφ

sinφ



 δi =





δix

δiy



 = δi





cos θ

sin θ



 (2.20)

The phases of the relativee/i vectors are termed relative perigeeφ and relative ascending node

θ because they characterize the relative geometry and determine the angular locations of the

perigee and ascending node of the relative orbit. The normalized positionδr = (δrR δrT δrN)
T/aR

and velocityδv = (δvR δvT δvN)
T/(naR) vectors of the spacecraft relative to the RO in the
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RTN orbital frame (R pointing along the orbit’s radius,N pointing along the angular momen-

tum vector andT = N × R pointing in the direction of motion for a circular orbit) canbe

described through the relative orbital elements [144] as





δr

δv



 =





Tp

Tv



 δκ =





























1 − cos u − sin u 0 0 0

−(3/2)u 2 sin u −2 cos u 0 1/ tan i 1

0 0 0 sin u − cos u 0

0 sin u − cos u 0 0 0

−(3/2) 2 cos u 2 sin u 0 0 0

0 0 0 cos u sin u 0

























































δa

δex

δey

δix

δiy

δu





























(2.21)

Eq. (2.21) represents the first order solution of the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations [142] expressed

in terms of relative orbital elements.

2.3.2. Relative Earth-fixed elements

The constraints on the relative position of the sub-satellite points (SSPs) of the real and reference

spacecraft and on the difference of their altitudes, determine the virtual formation’s geometry to

be maintained in theRTN orbital frame. The SSP is here defined as the intersection between

a sphere of radiusa, centred in the Earth’s centre and tied to its rotation, and the line through

the centre of the Earth and the satellite. Referring to Fig. 2.1 the(λϕη) reference frame has the

origin in the SSP, theλ-axis tangent to the local circle of latitude and pointing eastward, the

ϕ-axis tangent to the local meridian and pointing northward and theη-axis pointing along the

orbit radius. The relative position of the real and reference SSPs is defined in the(λRϕRηR)

frame of the reference spacecraft by the phase difference vector δL = (δLλ, δLϕ)
T and by

δh = ∆h/aR the altitude difference normalized toaR. Considering the actual spacecraft at the

ascending pass over latitudeϕ, the REFE vectorδ̥ = (δLλ δLϕ δh)T components are defined
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as

δLλ = δλδt=0 + δλδt = (δλ− δϕ cot iR)− cosϕ|ωE − Ω̇R|δt (2.22)

δLϕ = δϕ (2.23)

δh = δη (2.24)

where(δλ, δϕ, δη) = (λ−λR, ϕ−ϕR, η−ηR), iR is the RO inclination,ϕ is the real spacecraft’s

latitude at timet, δt = t − tR and tR is the time at which the reference spacecraft passes

at latitudeϕ. Fig. 2.1 depicts the case in whicht > tR. The phase difference vector’s

componentδLλ = δLλ(ϕ, δλ, δϕ, δt) is the distance, normalized toaR, of the real and reference

ground tracks measured along theλ-axis at latitudeϕ. δLλ is also function ofδt because the

real and reference spacecraft pass at latitudeϕ at different times and the coordinate systems

(λRϕRηR) and(λϕη) move with the SSPs while the Earth is rotating. The quantityδλδt=0 is the

normalized distance, measured along theλ-axis, between the intersection pointsS andR1 of the

real and RO projections with the circle of latitudeϕ at timet (Figures 2.1 and 2.2.a). Referring

to Fig. 2.2.a, approximating the spherical triangles as planar, since in the plane(λRϕR) is

R1 ≈ (δϕ cot(π−iR),−δϕ), andS = (−δλ,−δϕ), it resultsδλδt=0 = R1−S ≈ δλ−δϕ cot iR.

The quantityδλδt is the normalized distance measured along theλ-axis between the intersection

pointsR1 andR(tR) of the RO projection with the circle of latitudeϕ at timest andtR (Fig. 2.1).

The minus sign in the second member of Eq. (2.22) is due to the convention thatδλδt is positive

whenδt is negative and vice-versa. The time differenceδt can be written asδt = −δϕ n sin iR

wheren sin iR = vϕ is theϕ-component of the velocity of the reference sub-satellite point

moving on the Earth’s surface. Hence Eq. (2.22) can be written as

δLλ = δλ+

(

|ωE − Ω̇R| cosϕ
n sin iR

− cot iR

)

δϕ (2.25)

As the absolute orbit control requirements are formulated in terms of REFE (Eqs. (2.22)-(2.24))

but the control is realized in terms of ROE (Eq. (2.19)), a direct mapping between the two

systems is required. Referring to Figures 2.2.b and 2.2.c forthe transformation fromRTN to
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Figure 2.1.: Geometry of the relative Earth-fixed elements

Figure 2.2.: Detail of Earth-fixed reference frame (a) and transformation from orbital to Earth-
fixed reference frame (b,c)
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(λϕη) and using Eqs. (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25), the REFE vectorδ̥ = (δLλ δLϕ δh)T can be

mapped intoRTN coordinates with the transformation

δ̥ = TEFδr (2.26)

TEF =















0
|ωE − Ω̇R|

n
cosϕ

(

|ωE − Ω̇R|
n

cosϕ cos iR − 1

)

1

sin iR

0 sin iR cos iR

1 0 0















(2.27)

Eq. (2.25) is singular foriR = 0 + kπ (with k ∈ Z) as for those values ofiR the orbital and

equatorial planes are parallel. It is interesting to remarkthat the termδλδt=0 of Eq. (2.22) can be

written directly in theRTN coordinate system by imposingδϕ = δrT sin iR + δrN cos iR = 0,

and substituting the solutionδrT = −δrN cos iR/ sin iR, singular foriR = 0 + kπ, in equation

δλ = δrT cos iR − δrN sin iR. Finally, from Eqs. (2.21) and (2.26) and substitutingcosϕ =
√

1− (sin u sin i)2 (sinϕ = sin u sin i from the sine formula of spherical trigonometry), vector

δ̥ and its time derivatived(δ̥)/dt, evaluated fixingu = u, can be written in terms of relative

orbital elements using the transformation matrixT = TEFTp (Tp defined in Eq. (2.21)):

δ̥(u, δκ) = T(u)δκ (2.28)

d(δ̥)

dt
= T(u)

d(δκ)

dt
(2.29)

T(u) =









−3

2
uτ 2τsu −2τcu

su

siR
(τciR − 1)

[

τ(1− cu)ciR
cu

+ 1

]

cu

siR
τ

−3

2
usiR 2susiR −2cusiR suciR (1− cu)ciR siR

1 −cu −su 0 0 0









(2.30)

with τ = (|ωE − Ω̇R|/n)
√

1− (sin u sin i)2, su = sin u, cu = cos u, siR = sin iR and

ciR = cos iR. Sinceu(t) is periodic, the vectorial functionδ̥(u, δκ(t)) is obtained from

function δ̥(u(t), δκ(t)) by considering only the subset(u, δκ(t)) of the function’s domain

(u(t), δκ(t)). This is why the term(dT/dt)δκ = (dT/du)(du/dt)δκ = 0 does not compare

in Eq. (2.29) (if the variation ofi is considered negligible). This procedure is justified by the

control design approach explained at the end of Sec. 4.2.1. Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) are valid
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under the assumptions of near circular orbits and separations between the real and reference

spacecraft small when compared to the RO radius (see Eq. (2.21)). The following equations

show the form assumed by the relative Earth-fixed elements ofEq. (2.28) when evaluated at the

ascending node (u = 0).

δLλ =
δiy

sin iR
+

|ωE − Ω̇R|
n

(δu− 2δey) (2.31)

δLϕ = (δu− 2δey) sin iR (2.32)

δh = δa− δex (2.33)

The phase difference vector componentδLλ at the ascending node is commonly used as oper-

ational parameter for the maintenance of phased orbits. If the inclination remains equal to its

nominal value, the control of the phase difference at the equator will be the most effective way

to monitor the displacement between real and reference ground tracks. It can also be noticed

that the maintenance of the altitude deviationδh requires the control of the semi-major axis as

well as the eccentricity vector.
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Analysis

As seen in Chapter 1 the nominal orbit specifications as well asthe orbit keeping accuracy

depend on the type of mission and payload considered. The specification of a target trajectory,

a RO based on the nominal orbit parameters, is fundamental for the definition of the orbit control

strategy. The orbit control is based on the maintenance of pre-defined operational parameters

within prescribed limits which represent the dead-band forthe orbit control. The real and RO

are compared in order to quantify the error of the operational parameters. Thus the actual orbit

will be kept within certain bounds defined with respect to theRO in order to fulfil the mission

requirements. This chapter deals with the RO selection and generation and the orbit perturbation

environment which causes the deviation of the actual from the nominal trajectory.

3.1. Reference Orbit Selection

Fig. 3.1 shows the detailed view of the subsystem of Fig. 1.2 representing the RO selection.

A RO is an orbit representing the mean nominal motion of the satellite over a long time inter-

val. The RO design is based on the orbit’s specifications dictated by the mission requirements

on the local altitude, local time, phasing an coverage. The requirements define the nominal

value of the orbital elements (Eq. (2.1)). The RO’s propagation model has to be as complete

as possible because the controlled spacecraft’s actual orbit has to be as close as possible to the

reference. On the other hand it should not include non-conservative perturbation forces because

usually the RO has to be completely periodic. Thus the RO model should at least consider the
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Figure 3.1.: Reference orbit selection process

non-spherical terms of the Earth gravitational potential so that the RO is an ideal orbit whose

mean orbital elements are periodical functions with invariant maximum and minimum ampli-

tudes. The nominal value of the orbital elements, which meetthe operational requirements, are

obtained [3] by solving the orbital equations of motion including only secular perturbations (in

the case of sun synchronicity, phasing and altitude) and long period perturbations (for the alti-

tude) which are related to the geopotential. The result is a defined relationship, dependent on

the requirements, between different orbital elements as shown in Table 3.1. The level of accu-

racy of the nominal orbital elements’ numerical value is related to the gravitational field model

and the number of terms used. Only the zonal harmonics of evenvalue are considered for the

secular variations and odd value for long-period variations. The elementsa, ex, ey determine

the size, shape and orientation of the orbit within its planewhereasi andΩ characterize the

orientation of the orbital plane. The value of the argument of latitudeu does not require any

Table 3.1.: Orbit specification in terms of nominal mean orbital elements
Orbit specification Related orbital elements
Space fluctuations of altitudeexR

(aR), eyR(aR)
Time fluctuations of altitude exR

(aR, iR), eyR(aR, iR)
Local time aR(iR)
Phasing aR(iR)
Coverage iR
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absolute specification as it represents the time variable. Several specifications can be grouped

for the design of a RO.

3.1.1. Altitude Requirements

The altitude variation constraints can be required in termsof space by minimizing the fluc-

tuations in relation to latitude on a given orbit segment or in terms of time by restricting the

fluctuations in time over a given point of the Earth surface and can be established through a

proper choice ofa, ex andey (e andω).

Minimization of Spatial Fluctuations

The variation of altitude as a function ofu taking into account the variations ofa, ex andey

must be examined to carry out the spatial minimization. Considering the expansion to the first

order in e of the altitude h = h(u,e) and assuming a near circular orbit, there will be a maximum

deviation∆hMAXe=0
relative to the meanhm at the equator and the extreme latitudes [3]

h(u) = hm − eam cos(u− ω)− (∆hMAX,e≈0) cos 2u (3.1)

hm = a

[

1− 3

2
J2

(

RE

a

)2(

1− 3

2
sin2 i

)

]

−RE

[

1− f

2
sin2 i

]

(3.2)

∆hMAX,e≈0 = RE

[

f

2
− J2

6

(

RE

a

)]

sin2 i (3.3)

wheref = 1 − ap/ae is the flattening parameter of the Earth ellipsoid [8] ifae andap are

respectively its semi-major and semi-minor axes.

The minimization of altitude variations in the orbital quadrantsq = 1, 2, 3, 4 corresponding

to u = [0, π/2], [π/2, π], [π, (3/2)π], [(3/2)π, 2π] leads to

ω =
3

4
π − (q − 1)

π

2
, e ≈ 1.57

∆hMAX,e≈0

a
(3.4)

∆hMAX,q =

(

1.57√
2

− 1

)

∆hMAX,e≈0 (3.5)
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Minimization of Time Fluctuations

For the minimization of the altitude fluctuations in time, the variations of the mean orbital

elementse andω have to be cancelled out [3]

de

dt
= f(a, e, ω, i) = 0 (3.6)

dω

dt
= g(a, e, ω, i) = 0 (3.7)

If the low frequency portion of the spectrum of perturbations of the geopotential is considered

(periods much longer than the orbital period) then the long-period variations affectinge andω

are due to the odd number zonal terms of the geopotential whereas the secular variations affect

onlyω and are related to the even number zonal terms. Adding these two effects, the solution of

Eq. (3.6) yields the frozen orbit conditions [23-28]. If only an expansion limited toJ3 is used,

the approximate solution of Eq. (3.6) is

ω = ±π

2
(3.8)

e ≈ − J3
2J2

RE

a
sin i (3.9)

The majority of frozen orbits haveω = π/2. In both cases ofω = ±π/2 the altitude at a

given latitude is the same in the ascending and descending orbits disregarding the influence of

longitude via the tesseral terms of the potential.

3.1.2. Local Time Requirements

Sun synchronism is imposed through the relationship between a andi obtained by setting the

secular angular rotation of the line of nodes, due to the non-sphericity of the Earth, equal to the

known angular rotation of the meridian plane containing themean Sun. The sun synchronism

condition [29,30] is thus represented by Eq. (3.10) where the averaged variation ofΩ due to the

first three zonal termsJ2, J3 andJ4 [21] is represented by Eq. (3.10).

Ω̇ = ωsy (3.10)
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Ω̇ = −3

2
nJ2

(

RE

p

)2
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(3.11)

whereωsy = 1.99099299 × 10−7 rad s−1 is the mean apparent revolution speed of the Sun

around the Earth,RE = 6378140m is the equatorial radius of the terrestrial spheroid,p = a(1−
e2) is the parameter of the orbit andn =

√

µ/a3 is the mean motion (withµ = 3.9860064 ×
1014 m3 s−2).

Eq. (3.10) imposes the constraints that the nominal drift ofthe line of nodes is frozen in

relation to the Earth-Sun direction and thus provides one ofthe two orbital element(a, i) as

function of the other. The semi-major axis of a sun-synchronous orbit has its upper boundary at

12.35 · 106 m for an inclination which tends to 180 deg. The inclination of a sun synchronous

orbit is always more than 90 deg

3.1.3. Phasing Requirements

A repeat-ground-track orbit [31-38] is obtained when thereis a commensurability between the

satellite’s nodal frequency and the Earth’s rotation rate i.e. the time required by the satellite to

complete an integer number of orbits is equal to the total time required by the Earth to complete

an integer number of rotations. IfTR andnR = 2π/TR are respectively the nodal period and

the nodal frequency, the condition for the ground track to repeat everyk orbits ind days can be

formulated as [31]
ωE − Ω̇

nR

=
d

k
(3.12)

whereωE = 7.292115× 10−5 rad s−1 is the Earth rotation rate,̇Ω is the secular rotations of the

line of nodes.

If the zonal coefficientsJ2 andJ4 of the geopotential are considered, the repeat-ground-track
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condition of Eq. (3.12) can be explicitly formulated as [31]
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The phasing of the orbit then define a relationship betweena and i. With a defined repeat-

ground-track pattern and the operational inclination given, the corresponding mean semi-major

axisa can be found by using any standard numerical method.

3.1.4. Coverage Requirements

The payload access to targets observation is a key requirement in the design of an orbit. The tar-

get can be one location, specified by a latitude or longitude,or a region of interest on the Earth’s

surface. To this end, the design of the orbit must satisfy performance metrics that are specified

by the end user as the total time of coverage over a region, theaccess to daytime and nighttime

coverage, or the time required to access a different region,among others. The requirement for

coverage [39-41] of a terrestrial zone extending to a given latitudeϕ will determine, among

other parameters, an acceptable range of values for the inclinationi betweenϕ andπ−ϕ if the

lateral field of view of the payload is not taken into account.

3.2. Reference Orbit Generation

Fig. 3.2 shows the detailed view of the block of Fig. 1.2 representing the RO generation process.

The deviations of the real from the reference orbital elements are defined by means of the

operational parameters (Sec. 2.2) or equivalently by meansof the relative Earth-fixed elements
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Figure 3.2.: Reference orbit generation process

(Sec. 2.3.2). Table 3.2 collects the relationship between the orbit specifications, the operational

parameters, the REFE and the deviation of the real from the nominal orbital elements expressed

by means of relative orbital elements. The dependence of∆h on δix ≡ δi (Eq. (2.17)) has

not be considered as it is negligible on the short time scale.In Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 the

fundamental issues regarding the RO generation will be analysed in detail. As a case study

the PRISMA mission (Sec. 1.4) is used since the analyses carried on in this section are strictly

related to the design and implementation of the on-board orbit control system validated in-flight

with the AOK experiment (Chap. 7).

Table 3.2.: Control specifications
Orbit specification Op. Parameter Rel. EF Element Rel. OrbitalElement
Space fluctuations of altitude∆h δh δa, δex, δey
Time fluctuations of altitude ∆h δh δa, δex, δey
Local time ∆LT δLλ(0) - δLϕ(0)α* δiy
Phasing ∆LAN δLλ(0) δey, δiy, δu
Coverage - - δix
*α = |ωE − Ω̇R|/(n sin iR)

3.2.1. Reference Orbit Propagation Model

As explained in Sec. 3.1, the RO is generated by an orbit propagator which includes in the forces

model only the Earth gravitational field. The actual orbit ofa spacecraft deviates from the RO

under the action of non-conservative perturbing forces. The goal of this section is to quantify the

contribution of the accuracy of the Earth’s gravitational field model used for the RO generation

to the deviation of the actual from the reference values of the operational parameters controlled.

To this end numerical simulations have been performed. In each simulation a propagated orbit

representing the actual trajectory of the MANGO spacecraftin free motion, has been compared
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Table 3.3.: PRISMA spacecraft physical properties
Spacecraft Physical Property MANGO TANGO
Mass [kg] 155.12 38.45
Drag area [m2] 0.5625 0.2183
Drag coefficient [-] 2.5 2.5
SRP effective area [-] 0.5625 0.2183
SRP [4] coefficient [-] 5.5 3.13

with a RO generated using a gravitational field model each time including a higher order and

degree number of harmonics (20x20, 30x30, 40x40, 50x50, 60x60 and 70x70). Tables 3.3

and 3.4 collect respectively the spacecraft physical properties and the force models used for

the propagation of the simulated actual and reference trajectories. The initial state used for the

orbit propagation is shown in Table 3.5 and the run time is onemonth (duration of the AOK

experiment). The POD ephemerides of the spacecraft TANGO, the PRISMA formation’s target

satellite which flies in free motion, have been exploited to calibrate the atmospheric density

model used for the simulations in order to have a high degree of realism. Fig. 3.3 shows the

difference between TANGO’s orbit as estimated by the POD process with an accuracy at the

sub-decimetre level and an orbit propagated with the calibrated model of Table 5.1.

Table 3.4.: Propagation parameters
Orbit Propagation Model
Earth gravitational field GRACE GGM01S 70x70
Atmospheric density Harris-Priester
Sun and Moon ephemerides Analytical formulas [4]
Solid Earth, polar and ocean tides IERS
Relativity effects First order effects
Numerical integration method Dormand-Prince, fixed step 1 s
RO Propagation Model
Earth gravitational field GRACE GGM01S nxn

Table 3.5.: Initial state - POD state on 20-06-2011 at 06:00:00 UTC
ECI state rR[m] rT[m] rN[m] vR[m/s] vT[m/s] vN[m/s]

-3967394.8566 -289822.105 5883191.2151 -6126.365 1487.7675 -4071.5062
Mean orb. el. a[m] ex[−] ey[−] i[deg] Ω[deg] u[deg]

7130522.2961 -0.004058 0.002774 98.28 351.74 123.38
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Figures 3.4-3.8 show the comparison between the actual and the RO propagated with different

models.

Figure 3.3.: Difference between TANGO’s actual (POD) and propagated orbital elements

Figure 3.4.: MANGO’s ROE (Actual-RO)
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Figure 3.5.: MANGO’s REFE at the ascending node (Actual-RO)

Figure 3.6.: MANGO’sδLλ at the ascending node (Actual-RO) - Details

In Fig. 3.4 the comparison is done by means of relative orbital elements, whereas in Fig-

ures 3.6-3.8 the evolution in time of the REFE is shown. It can be noted that in the RO genera-

tion process, the use of a gravitational field model including an order and degree of harmonics
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Figure 3.7.: MANGO’sδLϕ at the ascending node (Actual-RO) - Details

Figure 3.8.: MANGO’sδh at the ascending node (Actual-RO) - Details

lower than 40x40 causes a propagation error. It can be statedtherefore that a gravitational field

model including at least an harmonics order and degree of 40 should be used to avoid the in-

clusion of orbit’s model errors in the generation of the RO. If the RO is generated on-board, the
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quality of the gravitational field which can be used may be limited by the available computa-

tional resources (see Chapter 7) and the errors introduced bythe RO propagation model has to

be evaluated in relation to the control accuracy requirements.

3.2.2. Accuracy Requirements of the Reference Orbit’s Initial State

This section is dedicated to the evaluation of the propagation error introduced by a bias in the

initial state used for the RO generation. The results of thisanalysis are relevant for the case

in which the RO is generated on-board using an actual state ofthe spacecraft (see Chapter 7).

The most accurate satellite state vectors available are those contained in the POD ephemerides

which, for the PRISMA spacecraft, are accurate at the sub-decimetre level. An alternative

source of absolute orbit information is the navigation filter integrated in the spacecraft on-board

computer. The values collected in Table 3.6 are representative of the spacecraft state estimation

errors on-board the MANGO spacecraft. Numerical simulations have been run to understand the

impact of the errors of the initial state on the propagation of the RO. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show

the difference between the actual orbit and a RO propagated using initial states with different

accuracies. The different initial states used for the propagation of the RO are obtained from that

of Table 3.5 by adding the navigation error of Table 3.6 multiplied by 1, 2 and 3. All the orbits,

the actual and the reference, have been propagated using a 70x70 gravitational field model in

order to exclude oscillations due to different gravitational field harmonics modelling. From the

results shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 it can be stated that if the RO is generated on-board using

an actual state of the spacecraft, it is recommendable to usean uploaded POD state vector.

Table 3.6.: On-board navigation error
RTN_ECI state x[m] y[m] z[m] vx[m/s] vy[m/s] vz[m/s]

-3.0 -2.5 -1.0 -0.005 0.006 -0.002
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Figure 3.9.: MANGO’s ROE (POD-RO)

Figure 3.10.: MANGO’s REFE (POD-RO)

3.3. Free Motion Analysis

A study of the orbital variations induced by the natural forces only [12-21], a free motion

analysis, shows that the real orbital elements will tend to diverge from their nominal values.
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Figure 3.11.: Free motion

This leads to a violation of the flight control requirements defined by means of the operational

parameters (Table 3.2). Fig. 3.11 shows the detailed view ofthe subsystem of Fig. 1.2 repre-

senting the dynamics of the system when the control input∆v is zero, i.e. when the system

is in open-loop. From an analysis of the system in open-loop the evolution in time of mission

characteristics may be predicted and an orbit control strategy defined. The main natural forces

perturbing the ideal Keplerian spacecraft orbit are the non-spherical Earth gravitation field, the

Luni-solar gravitation, the atmospheric drag and the solarradiation pressure. The Earth and

Luni-solar gravitation are derived from a potential and maybe treated analytically by means of

the Lagrange equations [8] whereas the other perturbationshave to be treated with the Gauss

equations [5,2]. The evolution in time of each orbital element κi can be modelled [3] as

κi(t) = κ0 +
m
∑

1

Aj sin

(

2π
t

Tj

+ φj

)

+
n
∑

1

Bi(t− t0)
i (3.13)

The first term of Eq. (3.13) represents the mean element associated withκi. The second term

is the periodic evolution of the orbital element with its period Tj, amplitudeAj and phaseφj.

The third term represents the secular evolution ofκi, which is an expansion in powers of the
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time difference. It expresses the long-term trend of the orbital element at the time at which

the periodic effect becomes negligible in relation to the secular effect. The perturbations are

classified in Table 3.7 according to the value of their periodT . The natural evolution of the orbit

causes the operational parameters or the REFE to diverge fromtheir nominal value (Table 3.2).

The free motion analyses carried on in the next sections, arebased on the POD data of

PRISMA (Sec. 1.4) and TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X (Sec. 1.5) which are representative of mis-

sions flying in LEO at respectively 700 and 500 km altitude. Main goal of these analyses is the

study of the orbital perturbation forces environment whichis fundamental for the design of an

on-board orbit control system.

Table 3.7.: Influence of orbit perturbation forces on the orbital elements
Perturbation Short period Mean period Long period Secular

Tj ≤ Torb Torb < Tj ≤ TE TE < Tj

Geo-potential a,ex, ey, i, Ω a,ex, ey, i, Ω ex, ey ex, ey
Atmospheric drag a,ex, ey a a,ex, ey
Luni-solar i, Ω i, Ω
Solar radiation ex, ey, i ex, ey, i
Torb = orbital period,TE = Earth rotation period

3.3.1. Free Motion of the MANGO Satellite

The first step of this analysis was the calibration (Sec. 3.2.1) of the propagator’s parameters

in order to obtain a computed orbit as near as possible to the real one over a long simula-

tion period. The POD ephemerides of the spacecraft TANGO of the PRISMA mission, the

formation’s target satellite which flies in free motion, have been exploited to calibrate the at-

mospheric density model used for the orbit propagations. Fig. 3.12 shows the evolution of the

relative orbital elements between the POD ephemerides and the RO (generated with the param-

eters of Tables 3.4-3.6) and between the propagated orbit and the RO. As one can see the orbit’s

propagation obtained over one month is very representativeof the reality considering that the

PRISMA POD ephemerides [83-85] have an accuracy at the sub-decimetre level. Figures 3.13-

3.15 highlight the contributions of each orbital perturbation force to the deviation of the real
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from the RO for the satellite MANGO flying in a near sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of

about 700 km.

Figure 3.12.: TANGO’s ROE (POD-RO) - Propagator calibration

Figure 3.13.: MANGO’s in-plane ROE (Propagated-RO)
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Figure 3.14.: MANGO’s out-of-plane ROE (Propagated-RO)

Figure 3.15.: MANGO’s REFE at the ascending node (Propagated-RO)

The perturbation forces (Table 3.4) are the atmospheric drag, the solar radiation pressure and

the luni-solar third body gravitational field. As shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 the atmospheric

drag and the solar radiation pressure affect the in-plane (δa, δex, δey, δu) relative motion of the
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real from the RO and give a negligible contribution to the out-of-plane motion (δix, δiy). On the

other hand the contribution of the third body perturbation is relevant in the out-of-plane relative

motion and negligible in the in-plane. Considering the REFE computed at the orbit’s ascending

node (Equations (2.28)-(2.29) and Equations (2.31)-(2.33)) the atmospheric drag has the major

influence on the evolution in time ofδLλ andδLϕ whereas the solar radiation pressure give the

main contribution to the evolution ofδh.

3.3.2. Free Motion of the TerraSAR-X Satellite

The calibration of the propagator’s parameters for the caseof the TerraSAR-X satellite is

shown in Fig. 3.16 which shows the evolution of the relative orbital elements between the POD

ephemerides and the RO and between the propagated orbit and the RO. In this case a free mo-

tion orbit arc of 7 days has been used as this is the maneuver cycle of TSX. The modelled forces

used for the propagation are the same of Table 3.4 whereas TSX’s physical propierties and the

propagation initial state are collected respectively in Tables 3.8 and 3.9. The initial state is the

POD state of TSX on 03-07-2011 at 06:00:00 UTC and the solar radiation pressure reference

area is the same as the drag area. Figures 3.17-3.19 highlight the contributions of each orbital

perturbation force to the evolution in time of the ROE and REFE. The same considerations of

the previous section are valid here. Despite the fact that the mass of TSX (Table 3.9) is about

ten times larger than the mass of MANGO (Table 3.4) the orbital decay rate of TSX is much

larger. This is due to the fact that as TSX flies at an altitude 200 km lower than MANGO the

atmospheric drag is stronger, and of course also to the larger drag area.

Table 3.8.: Physical properties of the TerraSAR-X spacecraft
TSX Mass [kg] Drag and SRP area [m2] Drag coefficient [-] SRP coefficient [-]

1341.17 3.2 3.0 3.0

Table 3.9.: Propagation initial state
RTN_ECI state rR[m] rT[m] rN[m] vR[m/s] vT[m/s] vN[m/s]

4888898.0844 289059.4988 -4852522.5771 -5165.0722 -1691.6329 -5308.9558
Mean orb. el. a[m] ex[−] ey[−] i[deg] Ω[deg] u[deg]

6883553.0003 0.000026 0.001251 97.43 190.82 225.11
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Figure 3.16.: TSX’s ROE (POD-RO) - Propagator calibration

Figure 3.17.: TSX’s in-plane ROE (Propagated-RO)
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Figure 3.18.: TSX’s out-of-plane ROE (Propagated-RO)

Figure 3.19.: TSX’s REFE at the ascending node (Propagated-RO)
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This chapter deals with the regulator block of Fig. 1.2. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the regulator

receives as input the difference between the actual and nominal parameters to be controlled

and issues an orbital maneuver computed with a specific algorithm. Three types of control

algorithms are presented. The first is the one used in the AOK experiment (Chapter 7) on

the PRISMA mission. The AOK controller adopts a guidance law for the orbital longitude of

the ascending node and implements an analytical feedback control algorithm using along- and

anti-along-track velocity increments. The second and third controllers are the linear and the

quadratic optimal regulators from modern control theory. In the case of the analytical meth-

ods the mission dependent orbit’s requirements are translated into thresholds applied on some

operational parameters (Sec. 2.2) which specify the main features of the orbit’s ground track

geometry. The analytical model which describes the evolution of each operational parameter

in relation to the orbital elements allows then the definition of a control cycle. In the case of

the numerical feedback methods the problem is defined as a virtual formation control design

Figure 4.1.: Orbit regulator
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by means of the relative Earth-fixed elements (Sec. 2.3) and solved with the techniques of the

modern control theory. The analytical and numerical feedback control methods will be com-

pared by means of numerical simulations in Chapter 5 where some conclusions will be drawn

about the advantages and drawbacks in using and operating each type of orbit controller.

4.1. Analytical Control of Phase Difference

Remote sensing satellites in LEO are often required to carry out repeat Earth coverage in order

to ensure identical geometric conditions of observation. If the orbit’s inclination can be assumed

to remain equal to its nominal value, controlling the phase difference at the equator will suffice

to keep the phasing of the orbit. This section is dedicated toan analytical method for the

control of the phase difference. Among the control methods presented in this chapter, only this

algorithm was validated in-flight with the AOK experiment onthe PRISMA mission because it

had a most advanced implementation status at the moment of its selection.

4.1.1. Control Concept

Specific mission requirements are expressed by means of operational parameters [3] functions

of the orbital elements, which define the maximum allowed deviation of the actual from the

nominal trajectory of the spacecraft. Typical operationalparameters (Sec. 2.2) are the altitude

deviation and phase difference at a certain latitude, localtime deviation and in-orbit phasing

which specify the nominal position of the sub-satellite point in relation to a reference ground

track on the Earth’s surface [44]. The orbital elements of a spacecraft deviate from their nominal

values under the action of perturbing forces. Once the mission requirements have been trans-

lated into orbit control margins, it is necessary to computethe corrections to be applied to the

orbital elements to keep the value of the operational parameters within their control windows.

The following equations in the mean elements are the Gauss variational equations of motion

adapted for near-circular, non-equatorial orbits [3] and provide the relationships between the
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velocity increments in theRTN orbital frame and the increments in the orbital elements.
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(4.1)

wherev is the spacecraft’s velocity magnitude. The implementation of an orbit control strat-

egy implies the specification not only of the magnitude of thecorrective maneuvers but also

the geometric and time characteristics which maximize their efficiency. The choice of the less

expensive maneuvers’ in-orbit location depends on the operational parameter that has to be

controlled. An out-of-plane maneuver∆vN to change the orbit’s inclination, for example, ac-

cording to the Gauss equations (Eq. (4.1)) is most effectiveif placed at the node (u = 0) while

at the orbit’s highest latitude (u = π/2) if Ω has to be changed. On the other hand, while the

semi-major axis can be changed with an along-track maneuver∆vT with the same effectiveness

anywhere along the orbit, the∆vT most effective [74] to controlδLλ (Eqs. (2.31)-(2.33)) has to

be computed at the equator (ascending or descending node) for reasons of symmetry.

4.1.2. Basic Orbit Keeping Strategy

Referring to Eq. (2.10) ifda/dt anddi/dt are taken as constants,∆LAN is found to have a near

parabolic variation as its second derivative is constant. Apositive∆LAN means that the ground

track of the satellite at the equator lies eastwards with respect to the reference track. This means

that if it is assumed that the semi-major axis has a linear decay under the influence of the atmo-

spheric drag, the real orbit LAN will move parabolically eastwards of the reference LAN. Based

on this consideration a simple control cycle can be imposed [3]. When the deviation between

the real and nominal LAN exceeds a pre-defined upper bound∆LMAX a correcting impulse in

the along-track direction of the satellite’s orbit is applied as much as twice as would be neces-
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sary in order to return to the initial semi-major axis’ value. As a result, just after the impulse

the satellite’s LAN begins to move westward, reaches the lower bound of the allowable band

and drifts back to the upper limit where the next correction maneuver is made. The theoretical

maneuver cycleT and the semi-major axis increments∆ac to be applied (Fig. 4.2) can thus be

obtained from Eq. (2.10) assuming also thatdi/dt is negligible compared toda/dt [3].

∆ac =
1

2

√

K

∣

∣

∣

∣

da

dt

∣

∣
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∆Lc (4.2)
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16

3π

(
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RE

)
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with ∆Lc = ∆LMAX in steady state phase (no RO acquisition). From the Gauss equations

adapted for circular orbits, the velocity increment to be applied is

∆v =

(

∆ac
2a

)

v (4.5)

where v is the satellite velocity. By considering Eqs. (4.2) and (4.5) it is straightforward to

conclude that a correct and fine estimation of the maneuver isstrictly connected to a correct

estimation ofda/dt which is mainly determined by the atmospheric drag. Fig. 4.2shows the

possible evolutions of the LAN deviation after a maneuver based on different estimated values

of da/dt. It is evident that ifda/dt has been underestimated the∆v applied results in a∆ac

that is smaller than necessary to impose an optimal maneuvercycle period. On the other hand

if da/dt has been overestimated the∆v applied results in a∆a that is too large and the negative

LAN deviation exceeds the lower dead-band−∆LMAX resulting in requiring an anti-along-

track maneuver to keep the LAN value within the control window. The better the estimation

of da/dt, the closer the realized maneuver cycle will be to the ideal one thus minimizing the

number of required maneuvers (Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.2.: Maneuver with estimatedda/dt

4.1.3. Reference Orbit Acquisition

A fundamental requirement of an autonomous orbit control isto bring back the LAN devia-

tion within the control window limits±∆LMAX starting from an error which has a magnitude

greater than the allowed threshold. This type of maneuver can be requested to be optimal in the

sense that it minimizes the amount of fuel required and can berequired to be performed within

certain time constraints. If no time requirements are enforced, an optimal maneuver will impose

a∆ac that will let the LAN to drift in free motion, with respect to the reference, along a parabola

whose vertex lays on the minimum threshold of the control window. Referring to Fig. 4.3 in
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Figure 4.3.: Smooth and timed RO acquisition from positive LAN deviation values

general the maneuver’s∆ac for a RO acquisition is given by Eq. (4.2) where the proper∆Lc

can be computed given an initial phase difference∆Lini and a time constraint. Imposing an

initial semi-major axis displacement∆ac with an along-track maneuver, the evolution of the

LAN error can be represented in the planet−∆L by a parabola of equation

∆L =
8∆Lc

T 2
t2 − 8∆Lc

T
t+∆Lini (4.6)

with T given by Eq. (4.3). The time required for the return of the LANerror within the control

window limits is then the intersection of parabola of Eq. (4.6) with line of equation∆L =

∆LMAX

tc =
T

2



1− 1

2

√

4 +
2(∆LMAX −∆Lini)

∆Lc



 (4.7)
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Imposing thattc ∈ ℜ andtc ≥ 0, the following conditions on∆Lc and∆Lini are obtained

∆Lc ≥
∆Lini −∆LMAX

2
and ∆Lini ≥ ∆LMAX (4.8)

Smooth Maneuver

If the RO acquisition has to be performed with the only requirement of minimizing the maneuver

size with no time constraints, the vertex ordinate of the parabola of Eq. (4.6) will be imposed to

be equal to−∆LMAX i.e. placed on the lower threshold of the control window. In the ideal case

this kind of maneuver, indicated assmoothin Fig. 4.3, does not require any further correction

to the initial∆v. The resulting∆Lc is then

∆Lc =
∆Lini +∆LMAX

2
(4.9)

and the acquisition time is

tsmooth =
T

2

(

1−
√

∆LMAX

∆Lc

)

=
1

2

√

K

∣

∣

∣

∣

da

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1

∆Lc

(

1−
√

2∆LMAX

∆LMAX +∆Lini

)

(4.10)

with K given by Eq. (4.2). The RO acquisition maneuver is computed with Eqs. (4.2) and (4.5)

using∆Lc given by Eq. (4.9).

Timed Maneuver from positive deviation

If a time constrainttc ≤ τ is imposed andtsmooth > τ , whereτ is a fixed time interval, atimed

maneuver is required as indicated in Fig. 4.3. If the initialphase difference deviation∆Lini has

a positive value, Eq. (4.7) can be solved for∆Lc imposingtc = τ andT given by Eq. (4.3) and

yields

∆Lc =
1

K

∣

∣

∣

∣

da

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

[

K

∣

∣

∣

∣

da

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1
(∆Lini −∆LMAX)

8τ
+ τ

]2

(4.11)

whereK is given by Eq. (4.2). The RO acquisition maneuver is computed with Eqs. (4.2)

and (4.5) using∆Lc given by Eq. (4.11). This kind of maneuver requires an anti-along-track
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counter-maneuver when the negative LAN deviation reaches the lower deadband−∆LMAX .

Timed Maneuver from negative deviation

If the initial phase difference deviation has a negative value, the problem can be solved by

considering Fig. 4.4. The value of−∆ac has to be found such that starting from an initial value

−∆Lini, ∆L will evolve in time on the timed maneuver parabola of Eq. (4.12) thus fulfilling

the RO acquisition time constraint.

Figure 4.4.: Timed RO acquisition from negative LAN deviation values
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∆L1 =
8∆Lc

T 2
t21 −∆Lc =

8

K

(

da

dt

)

t21 −∆Lc (4.12)

The parabola of Eq. (4.12) is written in coordinatest1,∆L1 obtained fromt,∆L with the co-

ordinates transformationt1 = t + ∆t , ∆L1 = ∆L. Imposing that points of coordinates

(∆t,−∆Lini)1 and(∆t+ τ,−∆LMAX)1 belong to the parabola of Eq. (4.12) it results

∆t =
τ

2

[

K

∣

∣

∣

∣

da

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1
(∆Lini −∆LMAX)

8τ 2
− 1

]

(4.13)

∆Lc =
(∆Lini −∆LMAX)

2

[

K

∣

∣

∣

∣

da

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1
(∆Lini −∆LMAX)

16τ 2
− 1

]

+
2τ 2

K

∣

∣

∣

∣

da

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

+∆Lini (4.14)

whereK is given by Eq. (4.2). The anti-along-track RO acquisition maneuver is computed with

Eqs. (4.2) and (4.5) using∆Lc given by Eq. (4.14).

4.1.4. On-board Atmospheric Drag Estimation

As atmospheric density has a remarkable variability over time mainly due to fluctuations in the

solar flux (see Appendix D) an atmospheric model cannot provide the necessary accuracy for

strict LAN control requirements. On the other hand, as in case of the MANGO satellite, it is not

always possible to have on-board accelerometers accurate enough (< 10−5 m/s2) to extrapolate

the drag acceleration from their measurements. Neverthelessda/dt can be estimated on-board

using the actual orbit’s semi-major axis estimated by the navigation filter with an accuracy of 4

m 1σ (see Sec. 7.1.8) and the RO. The value ofda/dt is then found with the following procedure

explained with the help of Fig. 4.5.

The actual and reference semi-major axis data are first filtered by taking their values at the

ascending node and smoothed if required. The difference∆aAN between the actual and refer-

ence semi-major axis values is computed. The value ofda/dt is finally found as the slope of the

line representing the linear fit over the time of a sample of∆aAN data. A smoothing process

of the on-board estimated values of∆aAN is required in the computation ofda/dt in presence

of noise due to short period harmonics not included in the gravitational field model used for the
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RO propagation or errors in the on-board estimation of∆aAN . Fig. 4.5 shows the comparison

of the∆aAN curves obtained with a RO generated with a 70x70 gravitational field model and

one generated with a 5x5 model. The real orbit is generated bynumerical orbit propagation

including the aspherical Earth gravitational field (GGM01Smodel) through an expansion in

spherical harmonics up to degree and order 70, tides and relativity gravitational field perturba-

tions, the Sun and Moon third body forces, the atmospheric drag (atmospheric density model

Harris-Priester) and solar radiation pressure. It can be noticed in Fig. 4.5 that in the case of the

5x5 orbit model a short period (for example 10 points) linearfitting without data smoothing is

totally unreliable for estimating the atmospheric drag. A long period (50 points) linear fitting

would allow an accurate estimation ofda/dt, but requires a minimum maneuver cycle period of

50 orbits (i.e. more than 3 days) which could be too long as in the case of the AOK controller

(Chapter 7). Nevertheless an efficient estimation ofda/dt is still possible using samples of 10

∆aAN values with a proper smoothing process. The smoothing filtertakes as input the points

marked by circles in Fig. 4.5 and flattens them on a lineλ keeping unaltered the ratios of their

distances from it. Lineλ is defined by point(x1, y) and angular coefficientm wherex1 is the

x-coordinate of the first point,y is the mean of the y-coordinates of all the points of the sam-

ple andm is the estimatedda/dt. The smoothed pointsyksth are computed with the following

equations

yksth = mxk + q ± d
√
1 +m2

f
(4.15)

d =
|yk − (mxk + q)|√

1 +m2
q = y −mx1 (4.16)

where in the second term of Eq. (4.15) the+ sign has to be used ifyk ≥ mxk + q, the− sign

if yk < mxk + q andf ≥ 1 is a flattening coefficient uploaded by TC. An initial value of

da/dt, estimated on-ground and uploaded to the spacecraft, is used for the very first smoothing

process. The output pointsyksth of the smooth filter are marked by triangles in Fig. 4.5. If the

RO is generated with a 70x70 gravitational field model no datasmoothing is required.

The AOK controller uses a GRACE GGM01S 20x20 gravitational field model for the on-

board RO generation (Sec. 7.1.2) and a sample buffer of 10∆aAN ’s which is renewed at each
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Figure 4.5.: On-board estimation process ofda/dt

ascending node passage with a first-in-last-out logic so thus the last 10 orbits data are always

stored in the buffer. The buffer is reset after each maneuver. In case no fitting is possible

because there isn’t a sufficient number of samples in the buffer, theda/dt is estimated using the

first of the Gauss equations (Eq. (4.1)) approximated for circular orbits [3]

da

dt
= − ρ

B

√
µa (4.17)

whereρ is the atmospheric density from the Harris-Priester model,B = m/(ACD) is the

ballistic coefficient of the satellite andµ = 3.9860064× 1014 m3 s−2.

4.2. Virtual Formation Model

This section analyses the problem of the autonomous orbit control of a satellite in LEO using

the linear and the quadratic optimal regulators from the classical control theory [9, 10]. For

the implementation of the linear regulators the problem hasbeen formulated as a specific case

of two spacecraft in formation in which one, the reference, is virtual and affected only by the
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Earth’s gravitational field. The control action is realizedby means of in-plane and out-of-plane

velocity increments. The state-space representation approach is used here for the realization of

the autonomous orbit control with techniques from modern control theory. In general, the linear

model used has state-space representation form

ǫ̇ = Aǫ+B∆v + xd (4.18)

y = Cǫ (4.19)

∆v = −Gy −Gdxd (4.20)

whereǫ is the state vector,A andB are respectively the dynamic model and control input

matrix, xd is the modelled state perturbation,∆v is the impulsive velocity increment vector,

andG andGd are, respectively, the output and disturbance gain matrices. The output vectory

is comprised of relative Earth-fixed elements introduced byEq. (2.28).

4.2.1. Linear Dynamic Model

The state-space model of the orbital motion of the real and reference spacecraft is given by

κ̇ = Ãg(κ) + Ãd(κ) (4.21)

κ̇R = Ãg(κR) (4.22)

whereκ = (a, ex, ey, i,Ω, u) is the mean orbital elements vector.

Vector functionsÃg andÃd (Eqs. (A.1) and (A.3) in Appendix A) describe the behaviour of

the mean orbital elementsκ under the influence of theJ2 gravitational perturbation and atmo-

spheric drag [5,21]. The mean orbital elementsκR of the reference spacecraft are affected only

by the Earth’s gravitational field as they define the nominal trajectory [3,32]. The linearization

aroundκR of the difference between Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) yields

d(δκ)

dt
= Ã(κR)δκ+ Ãd(κR) (4.23)
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where

Ã(κR) =
∂[Ãg(κ) + Ãd(κ)]

∂κ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

κR

(4.24)

is the Jacobian evaluated atκR of the vectors sum̃Ag(κ)+Ãd(κ), andδκ is the relative orbital

elements vector. Making the proper modifications to matrixÃ(κR) for the normalization inaR

and the introduction ofδiy (Eq. (2.19)), and adding the control termB(κ)∆v:

ǫ̇ = A(κR)ǫ+ xd +B(κ)∆v (4.25)

whereA(κR) = Ag(κR) + Ad(κR) (Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4)),ǫ = aRδκ is the relative or-

bital elements vector (Eq. (2.19)) normalized to the semi-major axis,xd results from the direct

(dyadic) vectors product(Ãd(κR))(1, aR, aR, 1, 1, 1)
T and∆v = (∆vR,∆vT ,∆vN)

T is the

vector of impulsive velocity increments in theRTN orbital frame.

Matrix B(κ) (Eq. (A.5)) represents the Gauss variational equations of motion adapted for

near-circular non-equatorial orbits [3]. The elements of matrix B(κ) are computed with good

approximation [5] using the mean orbital elements. The Gauss equations provide the rela-

tionships between the impulsive velocity increments∆vs in theRTN orbital frame and the

increments of the orbital elements. Eq. (4.25) can be written in the general form





ǫ̇

ẋd



 =





A I

0 A0









ǫ

xd



+





B

0



∆v (4.26)

Eq. (4.26) is the representation of a tracking system [9] in which the atmospheric drag pertur-

bation vectorxd is represented as an additional state variable, the disturbance input, which is

assumed to satisfy the modelẋd = A0xd and I is the 6x6 identity matrix. If the feedback

controller is designed to compute the control inputs∆vj always in the same place of the orbit

(u = u), xd can be assumed as constant (Eq. (A.3)) i.e.A0 ≡ 0. This design approach stems

from the consideration that the implementation of an orbit control strategy implies the specifica-

tion not only of the magnitude of the corrective maneuvers but also the in-orbit location which

maximizes their efficiency (Sec. 4.1.1).
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4.2.2. Reduced Model

In case no eccentricity or inclination are to be actively controlled, the model can be reduced by

considering only the statesδa, δiy andδu. The elementsaij = agij+adij are given by Eqs. (A.2)

and (A.4). The use of this model allows the design of a linear controller for the relative Earth-

fixed elementsδLλ andδLϕ. The passive control ofδh can be achieved by a proper in-orbit

placement of the along-track maneuvers as explained in the next section.

Ar =
3

4

(

a

RE

)2
nJ2

(1− e2)2











a11 0 0

a51 0 0

a61 0 0











ǫr = aR











δa

δiy

δu











(4.27)

Br =
1

n











0 2 0

0 0 sin u

−2 0 − sin u/ tan i
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m
CDρ











√
µa

0

0











If the reduced model of Eq. (4.27) is used, Eqs. (2.28)-(2.30) can be written, considering only

the statesδa, δiy andδu, as

δ̥(u, ǫr)aR = Tr(u)ǫr
d(δ̥)

dt
aR = Tr(u)Arǫr (4.28)

Tr(u) =













−3

2
uτ

[

τ(1− cu)ciR
cu

+ 1

]

cu

siR
τ

−3

2
usiR (1− cu)ciR siR

1 0 0













(4.29)

4.2.3. Characteristic Polynomial

The characteristic polynomial of matrixA of Eq. (4.25) has the form

|sI−A| = s2(s− a11)(s
3 + bs2 + cs+ d) (4.30)

b = −(a22 + a33) c = a22a33 − a26a62 − a36a63 − a23a32 (4.31)

d = a26(a62a33 − a63a32) + a36(a63a22 − a23a62) (4.32)
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and the elementsaij of matrixA are given by the summation of Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4).

Table 4.1 collects the analytic expressions of the roots of Eq. (4.30), the poles of the system

[9], in the general case with non-zero (I) and zero (II) eccentricity and in the case in which

A ≡ Ag (III) (no drag).

Table 4.1.: Analytic expressions of the poles
Case s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6

I. 0 0 a11 v + z − b

3
−1

2
(v + z)− b

3
+

√
3

2
(v − z)j −1

2
(v + z)− b

3
−

√
3

2
(v − z)j

II. 0 0 0 a11 −α

√

µ

a
− β(5 cos2 i− 1)j −α

√

µ

a
+ β(5 cos2 i− 1)j

III. 0 0 0 0 −β(5 cos2 i− 1)

√

3e2 + 1

e2 − 1
j β(5 cos2 i− 1)

√

3e2 + 1

e2 − 1
j

I. A = Ag +Ad II. A = Ag +Ad ande = 0 III. A = Ag

with

α =
A

m
CD β =

3

4

(

RE

a

)2

nJ2

v =
3

√

r

2
+

√

q3

27
+

r2

4
z =

3

√

r

2
−
√

q3

27
+

r2

4

q =
3c− b2

9
r =

9bc− 27d− 2b3

54

andb, c andd given by Eqs. (4.31)-(4.32).

The poles in the origin have multiplicity 2 in case I, multiplicity 3 in case II and 4 in case III.

Thus, in every case the system is not stable in the sense that at least one initial stateǫ(0) exists

for which ǫ will diverge over time. It is worthwhile to point out that in case III, the poles are

representative of the solutions of the system dynamics unforced by external non-conservative

forces. In cases I and II the system is in fact rendered non-homogeneous by the atmospheric

drag perturbation force (ǫ̇ = Aǫ + Ãd). In case III where the Earth’s gravity is the only force

modelled, the unique initial condition for which the systemis stable isǫ(0) = 0. In case III

with an initial conditionǫ(0) 6= 0, δa will remain constant,δu will diverge and all the other
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states, the components of the eccentricity and inclinationvectors, will be affected by long period

perturbations due to the Earth’s gravitational field zonal coefficientJ2. The poles of the reduced

system of Eq. (4.27) ares1 = 0, s2 = 0 ands3 = a11.

4.2.4. Model Validation

The POD ephemerides [83,85] of the spacecraft TANGO [92], the target spacecraft of the

PRISMA formation, have been used for the validation of the linear dynamic models of Eqs. (4.25)

and (4.27). TANGO is in free motion not having any orbit control capability and has an orbit

almost identical to MANGO’s. The POD positions of TANGO provide a picture of the real orbit

perturbation forces environment. In Fig. 4.6 the lines noted as POD are the evolution over 3

days of the difference between TANGO’s orbital elements anda RO. The RO [73,74] has been

generated using a gravitational field model (GRACE GGM01S, 70x70 degree-order) as the only

modelled force. The initial state of the RO is the first state of the POD ephemerides considered

and is given in Table 4.2. The propagated relative elements with respect to the RO are obtained

from the dynamic models of Eqs. (4.25) (full) and (4.27) (reduced) with a null initial error. The

Figure 4.6.: Evolution in time of TANGO’s real (POD) and propagated orbital elements with
respect to the RO
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Table 4.2.: Propagation parameters
ECI state rR[m] rT[m] rN[m] vR[m/s] vT[m/s] vN[m/s]

-3967394.8566 -289822.105 5883191.2151 -6126.365 1487.7675 -4071.5062
Mean orb. el. a[m] ex[−] ey[−] i[deg] Ω[deg] u[deg]

7130522.2961 -0.004058 0.002774 98.28 351.74 123.38

spacecraft’s physical properties are collected in Table 3.3 and the initial state, in Earth centred

inertial coordinates (ECI), shown by Table 4.2. The propagation is over 12 hours, a reasonable

duration for the validation of such a linear rough model. Thetwo linear dynamic models give

identical results in the propagation. This means that if only the control variablesδa, δiy andδu

are used for the design of the orbit control system, the reduced model of Eq. (4.27) can be used

without any loss of accuracy with respect to the full model. The comparison of the propagation

with the POD data highlights the lack of accuracy of the modelin the out-of-plane (δix, δiy)

motion prediction as the gravitational field is modelled only by theJ2 zonal coefficient and

neither the third body gravitational perturbation nor the solar radiation pressure are included

in the model. Table 4.3 collects the values of the poles of system Eq. (4.25) computed in the

state of Table 4.2. Fig. 4.7 shows the non-zero real and imaginary parts of the poles computed

at the ascending nodes of the RO. The poles have been computedfrom the entries of matrixA

Figure 4.7.: Poles computed with the RO states
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(Eq. (4.25)) after converting each state in orbital elements. Considering the order of magnitude

of the real and imaginary parts of the poles displayed in Table 4.3 it can be concluded that on

the short period the dynamic of the system is mainly determined by the zonal coefficientJ2 only

(case III).

Table 4.3.: Poles computed in the initial state
Case s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6

I. 0 0 -1.38·10−12 -7.95·10−14 -2.73·10−12 + 6.106·10−7j -2.73·10−12 - 6.106·10−7j
II. 0 0 -1.38·10−12 0 -2.73·10−12 + 6.106·10−7j -2.73·10−12 - 6.106·10−7j
III. 0 0 0 0 6.106·10−7j -6.106·10−7j

I. A = Ag +Ad II. A = Ag +Ad ande = 0 III. A = Ag

4.3. Virtual Formation Control

4.3.1. Linear Control

The linear control law for the system Eq. (4.26) has the general form [9] of Eq. (4.20). G

andGd are the gain matrices andy = Cǫ is the system’s output. The terms of matrixC

will be computed from Eq. (2.30) as the goal of the proposed absolute orbit controller is the

maintenance of one or more relative Earth-fixed elements within their control windows. In

order for the closed-loop system to be asymptotically stable, the characteristic roots [9] of the

closed-loop dynamics matrixAc = A − BGC must have negative real parts. This can be

accomplished by a suitable choice of the gain matrixG if the system is controllable. Once

the gains and thus the poles of matrixAc have been set, matrixGd is obtained substituting

Eq. (4.20) in Eq. (4.25), imposingy = Cǫ and the steady state conditionǫ̇ = 0:

Gd = (CA−1
c B)−1CA−1

c I (4.33)

The linear control system is designed by means of poles placement. The choice of which relative

EF has to be controlled is dictated by the mission requirements, whereas the best place and

direction of the orbital maneuvers is determined both by which relative EF is controlled and by
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the Gauss equations (Eq. (A.5)). First, an in-plane orbit control system will be considered with

the single control input∆vT and two outputsδLλ, d(δLλ)/dt computed at the orbit’s ascending

node. This is the basic control required for the maintenanceof a repeat-track orbit [3]. Secondly,

an in-plane/out-of-plane controller with two control inputs ∆vT , ∆vN and three outputsδLλ,

d(δLλ)/dt, δiy is designed. In this case the in-orbit phasingδLϕ can be restrained in a control

window as well. The design of these regulators will be based on the reduced model Eq. (4.27).

In-plane control with one input ( ∆vT) and two outputs ( δLλ, d(δLλ)/dt)

In this case, the design of the feedback system is finalized tocontrolδLλ andd(δLλ)/dt, com-

puted at the ascending node (Eqs. (2.31)-(2.33)), by means of along-track velocity increments.

This means that the orbit controller is designed to work onlyonce per orbit at most. The system

components are

Ar =











ar11 0 0

ar21 0 0

ar31 0 0











ǫr = aR











δa

δiy

δu
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b1

0

0











(4.34)

G =
(

g1 g2

)

Gd =
(

g0 0 0
)

xdr =











xd1

0

0











with ar11, ar21, ar31, b1 = 2/n, xd1 given by Eq. (4.27) andg1, g2 ∈ R. The outputy = Cǫr is

aR





δLλ

d(δLλ)

dt



 = aR





0 c12 c13

c21 0 0















δa

δiy

δu











(4.35)

where the termsc12 = 1/ sin iR, c13 = |ωE − Ω̇R|/n andc21 = ar21/ sin iR + ar31|ωE − Ω̇R|/n
are obtained from Eqs. (4.28)-(4.29) imposingu = 0.

The control input is given by∆vT = −(g1δLλ + g2d(δLλ)/dt)aR. The objective here is
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to find the gainsg1 and g2 which place the poles of the closed-loop dynamic matrixAc =

Ar −BrGC at the locations desired. The characteristic polynomial ofAc is

|sI−Ac| = s[s2 + (b1c21g2 − ar11)s+ b1(ar21c12 + ar31c13)g1] = s[s2 + â1s+ â2] (4.36)

â1(g2) = b1c21g2 − ar11 â2(g1) = b1(ar21c12 + ar31c13)g1 (4.37)

One of the three poles ofAc is placed in the origin regardless of the value of the gains. This is

due to the fact that the part of the system depending onδiy is not controllable by∆vT . Indeed

the controllability test matrix

Qctr =
(

B ArBr A2
rBr

)

=











b1 ar11b1 a2r11b1

0 ar21b1 ar11ar21b1

0 ar31b1 ar11ar31b1











(4.38)

has rank 2, smaller than the maximum rank 3. Nevertheless at the ascending nodeδLλ =

k1δiy+k2δe+k3δu ((Eqs. (2.31)-(2.33))) can be controlled by means of variations ofδu which

compensate the variations ofδiy andδe. The closed-loop poless = (−â1 ±
√

â21 − 4â2)/2 of

Eq. (4.36) are real (complex-conjugate) if|â1| >= 2
√
â2 (|â1| < 2

√
â2) and â2 = b1c21g1 >

0. If â1 > 0 the poles are placed on the left of the imaginary axis of the complex plane

and the closed-loop system is stable. If Ifâ1 < 0 the system is not stable. These stability

conditions impose constraints on the value of the gains as resumed by Table 4.4 wherêa2 is

given by Eq. (4.37). If the poles chosen are complex-conjugate, the contribution of the term

Table 4.4.: Gain constraints
Pole type c21(i) > 0 and g1 > 0 c21(i) < 0 and g1 < 0

Real g2 >
ar11 + 2

√
â2

b1c21
g2 <

ar11 + 2
√
â2

b1c21

Complex
ar11
b1c21

< g2 <
ar11 + 2

√
â2

b1c21

ar11 + 2
√
â2

b1c21
< g2 <

ar11
b1c21
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−g2(d(δLλ)/dt)aR to the control action∆vT will be negligible asaRd(δLλ)/dt has an order

of magnitude of 30/86400 m s-1 [74] and the value ofg2 is limited in the range indicated in the

second row of Table 4.4. This means that in order to control alsod(δLλ)/dt the poles have to

be on the negative real axis since in this way a suitably largevalue ofg2 can be obtained. The

gains are related to the poles by the following equation

g1 =
s1s2

b1(ar21c12 + ar31c13)
g2 =

s1 + s2 + ar11
b1c21

(4.39)

with s1, s2 ∈ R−. The gain values chosen as a first guess areg1 = sgn(c21)∆vTδL
/(aRδLλMAX

)

andg2 = sgn(c21)∆vTdδL
/(aRd(δLλ)/dt)MAX where∆vTδL

,∆vTdδL
, aRδLλMAX

, (aRd(δLλ)/dt)MAX

∈ R+ are limits imposed by design and sgn(c21) is the sign ofc21. The dynamics of the closed-

loop system can be verified and adjusted by computing the poles with Eq. (4.39), adjusting their

placement and iterating the process.

The control input is

∆vT = −GCǫr = −(g2c21δa+ g1c12δiy + g1c13δu)aR (4.40)

The following subsystem of Eq. (4.34) is considered for the determination of the disturbance

gain matrixGd (Eq. (4.20))

d(δa)

dt
aR = (ar11δa)aR + b1∆vT + xd1 y = aRδa (4.41)

for which Eq. (4.33) yieldsg0 = 1/b1 and then

Gd =

(

1

b1
0 0

)

(4.42)

The termxd1/b1 for a small satellite in low Earth orbit has an order of magnitude of 10−8

m/s and is absolutely negligible in the computation of∆vT . This is not surprising sinceGd

represents the instantaneous effect of the drag and not its integration over time.

The maneuvers have to be computed at the ascending node but can be executed with the
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same effectiveness in any place along the orbit as they have to changeδu by means of semi-

major axis increments (first row of Eq. (A.5)). Neverthelessthe along-track maneuvers can be

located [92] in order to be the most effective on the control of the relative eccentricity vector

componentsδex andδey. Solving the second and third of the Gauss equationsǫ̇ = B(κ)∆v

in u and imposing that the effect of the velocity increment∆vT is decreasing the magnitude of

δex andδey, the eccentricity vector can be passively controlled with aproper in-orbit location

[44] of the along-track maneuver:

uM = arctan

(

δey
δex

)

+ kπ (4.43)

k = 0 if (δex∆vT ) < 0 (4.44)

k = 1 if (δex∆vT ) > 0 (4.45)

In-plane/out-of-plane control with two inputs ( ∆vT, ∆vN) and three outputs

(δLλ, d(δLλ)/dt, δiy)

In this case, the design of the system is finalized to control the relative Earth-fixed elementsδLλ

andδLϕ at the ascending node by means of along-track and cross-track velocity increments. At

the ascending nodeδLλ andδLϕ are related each other by equationδLλ = k1δiy+k2δLϕ where

k1 andk2 are the values displayed in Eqs. (2.31)-(2.33). The only chance of controlling at the

same timeδLλ and δLϕ is thus selectingδiy as one of the controlled outputs. The velocity

increment∆vN to controlδiy has to be placed at the orbit’s highest latitude (u = π/2) in order

to maximize its effectiveness (fifth row of Eq. (A.5)). The execution of∆vT will be placed with

the rule of Eq. (4.43). The system components areAr andǫr from Eq. (4.34) and

Br =











b1 0

0 b2

0 0











G =





g1 g2 0

0 0 gN



 (4.46)

whereb1 = 2/n, b2 = sin u/n are given by the first and fifth rows of matrixB (Eq. (A.5)) and

the term ofBr relating∆vN andδu has been omitted by design. The outputy = Cǫr is
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aR











δLλ

d(δLλ)

dt

δiy











= aR











0 c12 c13

c21 0 0

0 1 0





















δa

δiy

δu











(4.47)

wherec12, c13 andc21 are the same as in Eq. (4.35). The system is controllable as the rank of

the controllability matrix is 3. The characteristic polynomial ofAc = Ar −BrGC is

|sI−Ac| = s3 + (b1g2c21 + b2gN − ar11)s
2 + [b1g1(ar21c12 + ar31c13) + b2gN(b1g2c21 − ar11)]s

+ar31c13b1b2g1gN = s3 + â1s
2 + â2s+ â3 (4.48)

â1(g2, gN) = b1g2c21 + b2gN − ar11 (4.49)

â2(g1, g2, gN) = b1g1(ar21c12 + ar31c13) + b2gN(b1g2c21 − ar11) (4.50)

â3(g1, gN) = ar31c13b1b2g1gN (4.51)

The proper control gains can be found by splitting the problem in two distinct sub-problems.

The first-guess values ofg1, g2 are the same found solving the problem of the previous section.

The cross-track maneuver gain is found with the relationgN = aRδiyMAX
/∆vNMAX

where

δiyMAX
,∆vNMAX

∈ R+ are imposed by design. The placement of the closed-loop poles and

the dynamic response of the system can then be verified by finding the roots of Eq. (4.48). The

control input is

∆vT = [−g2c21δa− g1(c12δiy + c13δu)]aR ∆vN = −gNδiyaR (4.52)

4.3.2. LQR Control

The linear quadratic optimal regulator (LQR) [9] is best suited for a multiple-input/multiple-

output system like that here considered. Here, instead of seeking a gain matrix to achieve

specified closed-loop locations of the poles, a gain is sought to minimize a specified cost func-

tion Λ expressed as the integral of a quadratic form in the stateǫ plus a second quadratic from
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in the control∆v

Λ =

∫ T

t

[

ǫT (τ)CTQyCǫ(τ) + ∆vT (τ)R∆v(τ)
]

dτ (4.53)

whereQ = CT (τ)Qy(τ)C is the6 × 6 state weighting symmetric matrix,Qy is weighting

matrix of the outputy = Cǫ andR is the3 × 3 control weighting symmetric matrix. The

optimal steady-state (T = ∞ in Eq. (4.53)) gain matrixG for system Eq. (4.26) is

G = −R−1BTM̄ (4.54)

whereM̄ is the steady-state solution to the Riccati equation

− ˙̄M = M̄A+ATM̄− M̄BR−1BTM̄+Q = 0 (4.55)

The disturbance gain matrixGd for the case of Eq. (4.26) in whichxd is constant, is given by

Gd = −R−1BT (Ac
T )−1M̄I (4.56)

whereAc = A − BG is the closed-loop dynamics matrix,̄M is given by Eq. (4.55) andI is

the identity matrix. As already remarked in Sec. 4.3.1, the termGdxd can be neglected. In the

performance function defined by Eqs. (4.53) the quadratic form yTQy represents a penalty on

the deviation of the real from the RO and the weighting matrixQ specifies the importance of

the various components of the state vector relative to each other. The term∆vTR∆v is instead

included to limit the magnitude of the control signal∆v and to prevent saturation of the actuator.

Overall the gain matrices choice is a trade-off between control action cost (i.e., small gains to

limit propellant consumption and avoid thruster saturation phenomena) and control accuracy

(i.e. large gains to limit the excursion of the state from itsreference value). The choice of the

weighting matrices is done here with the maximum size technique [10]. The aim of this method

is to confine the individual states and control actions within prescribed maximum limits given

respectively byyiMAX
and∆viMAX

. The terms ofQy andR will be thus chosen with the rule
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imposed by the following equations.

Qyii =
ki

y2iMAX

, Qyij =
kij

2yiMAX
yjMAX

, kij ∈ R for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2, 3 (4.57)

Rii =
hi

∆v2iMAX

, Rij =
hij

2∆viMAX
∆vjMAX

, hij ∈ R for i = R, T,N and j = R, T,N (4.58)

The choice of diagonalQy andR matrices is usually a good starting point in a trial-and-error

design procedure aimed at obtaining the desired propertiesof the controller.

4.3.3. Discrete Control

The absolute orbit control problem has been solved in Sections 4.3.1-4.3.2 in the continuous

time domain. Nevertheless if the regulator has to control the value of the REFE computed in

one specific point of the orbit (e.g. at the ascending node), the problem is defined in the discrete

domain. Fig. 4.8 helps to visualize this important concept,showing the variation with time of

the REFE of the MANGO satellite flying in free motion (Sec. 3.3.1). The REFE are computed

(Eqs. (2.28)-(2.30)) inu = u(t) (continuous time domain) and once per orbit inu = 0 (discrete

time domain).

The linear regulators can be design in the continuous domain, as done in the previous sec-

tions, as long as the relation between the stability condition in the continuous and discrete

domains is provided. Each closed-loop polesi in the continuous domain, root of the character-

istic polynomial|sI −Ac|, can be mapped into a polesiD in the discrete domain in a different

way, depending on the discretization method used, using oneof the following relations

siD = 1 + Tdusi Euler (4.59)

siD =
1

1− Tdusi
Euler backward (4.60)

siD =
1 + Tdusi/2

1− Tdusi/2
Tustin (4.61)

where the control duty cycleTdu = pTN , with p ∈ Z+, is also the discretization step multiple

of the nodal periodTN .
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The asymptotic stability condition in the discrete domain is |siD | < 1. Fig. 4.9 shows the

stability region as mapped from the continuous into the discrete domain when the discretization

methods of Eqs. (4.59)-(4.61) are used. Eulers’s method maps part of the left half of the complex

plane into points placed out of the unitary circle in the discrete domain. This means that,

depending on the discretization stepTdu, stable poles in the continuous domain may be mapped

into unstable poles in the discrete domain. For this reason Euler’s method is generally not used.

Euler’s backward method maps the stability region in the continuous domain into a subset of the

discrete stability region. Finally Tustin’s method maps exactly the continuous into the discrete

stability region.

The linear regulator can be designed in the continuous domain with a proper choice of the

polessi and duty cycleTdu, provided that the stability condition|siD | < 1 in the discrete domain

is verified by means of Eqs. (4.59)-(4.61).

Figure 4.8.: REFE computed in u(t) and at the ascending node
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Figure 4.9.: Region of stability as mapped from the continuous to the discrete domain
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In Chapter 4 the problem of the autonomous absolute orbit control has been formalized using

the operational parameters and the relative Earth-fixed parametrization presented respectively

in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The REFE parametrization has been used for the design of a linear and

a quadratic optimal regulators for orbit maintenance. The state-space representation has been

used for the mathematical formulation of the problem. The system to be controlled has been

described by means of a linear dynamic model including theJ2 zonal coefficient of the Earth’s

gravitational field and the atmospheric drag perturbation force. An analytical algorithm based

on the control of the phase difference (Sec. 2.2.1) at the equator has been developed for the RO

acquisition and maintenance and validated with the AOK experiment on the PRISMA mission

(Chapter 7).

This chapter is dedicated to the presentation of numerical simulations in which the different

types of orbit control presented in Chapter 4 are compared. Two types of numerical simulations

are carried on. A first set of simulations is based on an orbit propagation model including the

gravitational field and a constant atmospheric drag as the only orbit’s perturbation force. By

means of these ideal simulations the performance of the different controllers can be compared

in theoretical design conditions. A second set of simulations are run to compare the behaviour of

the controllers in a realistic orbit environment. As a case study the PRISMA mission (Sec. 1.4)

is used. The simulation results are evaluated from a performance and operational point of

view in order to formulate a first conclusion about the advantages and disadvantages of the

different control techniques. The DLR/GSOC simulation platform (Sec. 6.4) is used to make

the analyses. This test platform includes a very accurate orbit propagator, the control software

and allows the simulation of actuators and navigation errors.
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5.1. Simulation Parameters

Two types of numerical simulations were run in order to validate and compare the control meth-

ods explained in the previous sections. A first set of simulations was based on an orbit prop-

agation model with the gravitational field and a constant atmospheric drag as the only orbit’s

perturbation force. This is also the perturbation model on which the analytical algorithm of the

AOK controller (Sec. 4.1) is based. By means of these ideal simulations the performance of

the different controllers could be compared in theoreticaldesign conditions. A second set of

simulations was run to compare the behaviour of the controllers in a realistic orbit environment.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 collect respectively the orbit propagation parameters and the sensor, actua-

tors and navigation models used for the simulations. The physical parameters of the MANGO

spacecraft are shown in Table 3.3. The propulsion system is characterized by a Minimum Im-

pulse Value (MIV) and a Minimum Impulse Bit (MIB). Consequentlythe thrusters can only

realize∆vs which are larger than MIV and integer multiples of MIB. Furthermore, the execu-

tion error of the thrusters is quantified by the relationξ = |(∆Vreal − ∆Vcmd)/∆Vcmd| · 100
where∆vcmd is the velocity increment commanded by the on-board controller and∆vreal is

the actual velocity increment executed by the propulsion system. Finally the attitude control

error, which causes thrusters misalignment, is treated as Gaussian noise with zero bias and a

0.2◦ standard deviation in the three spacecraft’s body axes. Thevalues of the navigation ac-

curacy refer to the magnitude of the absolute position and velocity vectors in theRTN frame

and are typical of an on-board GPS based navigation system [83]. For further details about

Table 5.1.: Propagation parameters
Orbit Propagation Model
Earth gravitational field GRACE GGM01S 40x40
Atmospheric density Harris-Priester
Sun and Moon ephemerides Analytical formulas [4]
Solid Earth, polar and ocean tides IERS
Relativity effects First order effects
Numerical integration method Dormand-Prince
RO Propagation Model
Earth gravitational field GRACE GGM01S 30x30
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the navigation accuracy in the simulations see Appendix B. The initial state used for the orbit

propagation is the same shown in Table 4.2 and the run time is one month. The RO is assumed

to be generated on-ground and uploaded to the satellite. TheRO has been propagated using the

GRACE GGM01S 30x30 gravitational field (different than the model used for the actual orbit

propagation) to simulate the inaccuracies which also the best available model has with respect

to the actual Earth’s gravitational field. The atmospheric density and solar radiation pressure

models have been calibrated (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) in order to have a high degree of

realism.

Table 5.2.: Navigation and actuators accuracy
Propulsion System Accuracy Value
MIV 7 · 10−4 [m/s]
MIB 7 · 10−5 [m/s]
ξ 5 [%]
Attitude Control Accuracy Value
Mean 0 [deg]
σ 0.2 [deg]
Absolute Navigation Accuracy Value
Mean 3.4 [m]
σ 1.6 [m]

5.2. In-Plane Orbit Control

5.2.1. Ideal Simulation Scenario

In these simulations a constant atmospheric drag is the onlyperturbation force included in the

orbit propagation model and no thruster, attitude and navigation errors are included. The gravi-

tational field model used for the orbit propagation is the GRACEGGM01S 40x40 whereas that

used for the RO generation is the GRACE GGM01S 30x30. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show respec-

tively the ROE and the REFE of the spacecraft in case the orbit control system is designed with

the analytical algorithms of the AOK experiment, Eq. (4.40)(linear) and Eq. (4.54) (LQR). The

REFE are computed at the ascending node (u = 0). In Fig. 5.1 only the orbital elements influ-
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Figure 5.1.: ROE (in-plane control)

Figure 5.2.: REFE (in-plane control)

enced by∆vT are shown. Table 5.3 collects the parameters used for the design of the linear reg-

ulators (Eqs. (4.39), (4.57) and (4.58)). The maneuver dutycycle imposed in all the simulations

was two orbital periods i.e. the controllers could compute and command maneuvers once every
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Table 5.3.: Regulators design parameters
AOK Linear LQR

δLλMAX
[m] 5 10 10

(dδLλ/dt)MAX
[m/s] - 100/86400 200/86400

∆vRMAX
[m/s] - - 10−6

∆vTMAX
[m/s] - 10−3 10−3

∆vNMAX
[m/s] - - 10−6

third orbit. The execution of the maneuvers takes place at the ascending node for the analytical

controller and is placed with the rule of Eq. (4.43) for the linear regulators. Figures 5.1 and 5.2

show how the phase difference vector componentδLλ is maintained in its control window by

means of along-track maneuvers which change the value of theorbit’s semi-major axis. The

guided time evolution ofδa determines that ofδu and thus the timing of the real with respect to

the virtual spacecraft in passing at the ascending node (Eq.(2.22)). The different time evolution

of δu with respect to that in free motion can be observed comparingFigures 3.13 and 5.1. The

drift of the phase difference vector componentδLϕ is actually used to compensate the drift of

δiy in the control ofδLλ (Eqs. (2.31)-(2.33)). The correct placement of the maneuvers allows

the control of the eccentricity vector (and thusδh) by the linear regulators whereas the analyti-

cal controller has no eccentricity vector control capability as it executes the maneuvers only at

the orbit’s ascending node. Fig. 5.3 shows the orbital maneuvers commanded by the on-board

controllers and executed by the spacecraft thrusters. Table 5.4 collects the control performance

and the maneuver budget. The goal of controllingδLλ by means of along- and anti-along-track

velocity increments is achieved by the three controllers with very similar performances. The

main difference between the AOK analytical controller and the numerical regulators is that the

AOK’s maneuvers computation is based on a long term prediction of δa highly dependent on

the correct estimation of the semi-major axis decay rateda/dt. On the other hand, the linear

regulators compute the orbital maneuvers with a pure feedback logic based on the values of the

control gains. This fundamental difference between the twocontrol strategies is demonstrated

by examining Fig. 5.3. The linear and LQR regulators commandgroups of equal sized consec-

utive maneuvers (≈ 8 ·10−4 m/s) at non-regular time intervals whereas the AOK control system

commands larger maneuvers (≈ 2.5 · 10−3 m/s) at a deterministic maneuvers cycle of two days.
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Figure 5.3.: Commanded and executed orbital maneuvers

Table 5.4.: Control performance and maneuver budget with in-plane control
δLλ [m] Min Max Mean σ RMS ∆vT [m/s] Min Max TOT
AOK -7.4 9.2 0.18 3.6 3.6 AOK 0.0018 0.0025 0.0373
Linear -0.6 9.9 5.3 1.7 5.6 Linear 0.0007 0.0011 0.0379
LQR -1.2 9.1 4.8 1.8 5.1 LQR 0.0007 0.001 0.0374

The AOK algorithm has an optimal control performance, in terms of control accuracy and∆v

budget, if it has an accurate knowledge of the semi-major axis decay rate as in the case of this

simulation. The constant value of the atmospheric density used for the orbit propagation was in

fact given as input to the AOK software to simulate a very accurate on-board estimation of the

semi-major axis decay rate.

5.2.2. Realistic Simulation Scenario

These simulations were run using the parameters of Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The regulators have

been designed with the same parameters of Table 5.3 with the exception of the imposition of

δLλMAX
= 15 m for all the regulators. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show respectively the ROE and the

REFE of the spacecraft. A RO acquisition based on the control of δLλ (Sec. 1.4) has also
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Figure 5.4.: ROE (in-plane control)

Figure 5.5.: REFE (in-plane control)

been simulated. Table 5.5 collects the control performanceand the maneuver budget during the

steady state phase following the RO acquisition. The degradation of the control performance

with respect to the ideal case (Table 5.4) is mainly caused bythe inclusion of the on-board
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Table 5.5.: Control performance and maneuver budget with in-plane control
δLλ [m] Min Max Mean σ RMS ∆vT [m/s] Min Max TOT
AOK -37.2 23.3 -9.8 13.5 16.7 AOK -0.0078 0.0107 0.0942
Linear -15.4 24.0 6.5 7.8 10.2 Linear -0.0044 0.0112 0.0946
LQR -13.3 24.5 3.9 7.5 8.4 LQR -0.0049 0.0114 0.1228

navigation error in the simulation model. The placement of the maneuvers with the rule of

Eq. (4.43), not optimized [44] from time to time, is not sufficient for a strict control of the

relative eccentricity vector as the solar radiation pressure perturbing force is this time included

in the orbit’s perturbation forces and the orbit is not at frozen eccentricity. The AOK controller

has in this case the additional disadvantage of inaccuracies in the on-board estimation of the

atmospheric drag [72,74] and for this reason has a control accuracy performance slightly worse

than the linear regulators. The reliance of the AOK analytical controller on a correct on-board

estimation of the atmospheric drag can be noticed comparingFigures 5.3 and 5.6. The loss

of accuracy in the on-board estimation ofda/dt [74] entails the loss of determinism in the

maneuver cycle. Table 5.6 offers an overview of the different pole placements in open- and

closed-loop.

Figure 5.6.: Commanded and executed orbital maneuvers
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The LQR is able to find an optimal placement for all the poles while the linear in-plane

regulator can instead place two poles only. Nevertheless poless5 ands6 by which depend the

control ofδLλ andd(δLλ)/dt using along-track velocity increment are placed in a similar way

by both methods. Fig. 5.7 shows the mapping of the poles from the continuous to the discrete

domain when the Tustin discretization method (Eq. (4.61)) is used. The values of the poles used

for the design of the regulators in the continuous domain guarantee the system stability also in

the discrete domain. The stability in the discrete domain would not be kept with the use of the

Euler discretization method.

Figure 5.7.: Mapping of continuous to discrete poles with the Tustin discretization method
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Table 5.6.: Poles
Open loop Linear in-plane LQR in-plane In/out-of-plane

s1 0 - -8.77·10−10-8.78·10−10j -
s2 0 - -8.77·10−10+8.78·10−10j -
s3 -2.38·10−12 - -3.16·10−12 - 6.11·10−7j -
s4 -5.71·10−7 0 -3.16·10−12 + 6.11·10−7j -3.56·10−1

s5 -1.94·10−5 + 4.35j -1.61·10−1 -2.87·10−1 -1.61·10−1

s6 -1.94·10−5 - 4.35j -7.72·10−5 -1.93·10−4 -1.15·10−4

5.3. In-Plane/Out-of-Plane Orbit Control

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show respectively the ROE and the REFE of the spacecraft in case of in-

plane/out-of-plane orbit control realized with the linearcontroller of Eq. (4.52) and in a realistic

simulation scenario (Table 5.1). The gains were computed imposing the limitsδLλMAX
= 10 m,

(dδLλ/dt)MAX
= 100/86400 m/s andδiyMAX

= 40 m on the outputs and∆vTMAX
= 1 · 10−3

and∆vNMAX
= 1.5 · 10−2 m/s on the inputs. The value ofδiyMAX

was chosen to keepδLϕ in a

control window of 1500 m. The duty cycle imposed for the in-plane maneuver at the ascending

node was 4 orbital periods (6 hours) and 8 (12 hours) for the out-of-plane maneuvers placed

at u = π/2. Unlike the case of the previous section, all the three states δa, δiy andδu are

controlled as all the poles are placed on the left of the imaginary axis (Table 5.6). As expected

the out-of-plane velocity increments allow the control ofδLϕ. The same considerations of the

previous section regarding the in-plane control are valid here. In Fig. 5.8 one can also observe

thatδix is not influenced at all by∆vN as the out-of-plane maneuvers are executed only when

u = π/2 (Eq. (A.5)). Fig. 5.10 shows the orbital maneuvers commanded by the on-board

controller and executed by the spacecraft thrusters. A regular maneuver cycle of the in-plane

and out-of-plane maneuvers cannot be detected.

Table 5.7 collects the control performance and the maneuverbudget. The in-plane control

accuracy and cost is very similar to that of the simple linearcontroller of the previous section

(Table 5.5). The out-of-plane∆v spent is 0.51 m/s, rather expensive compared to the in-plane

maneuver budget. These simulations results confirm that thein-plane and out-of-plane control
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problems can be treated separately in the design of the regulator.

Figure 5.8.: ROE (in-plane and out-of-plane control)

Figure 5.9.: REFE (in-plane and out-of-plane control)
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Figure 5.10.: Commanded and executed orbital maneuvers

Table 5.7.: Control performance and maneuver budget with in-plane and out-of-plane control
δL [m] Min Max Mean σ RMS ∆v [m/s] Min Max TOT
δLλ -17.5 26.3 2.4 6.7 7.1 ∆vT -0.0021 0.0032 0.094
δLϕ -153.9 1269.2 403.4 293.1 498.6 ∆vN -0.0044 0.0312 0.51

5.4. Discussion

The control methods presented in Chapter 4 have been validated and compared by means of

numerical simulations. The linear and quadratic regulatorhave a performance similar to the an-

alytical (AOK) controller. Despite the fact that the linearregulators here considered can place

two to three poles only on the left of the imaginary axis, their performance is comparable and

in some cases better than the LQR regulator. In a realistic simulation scenario the degradation

of the control performance with respect to the ideal case is mainly caused by the on-board nav-

igation error. The AOK controller has in this case the additional disadvantage of inaccuracies

in the on-board estimation of the semi-major axis decay and for this reason has a performance

slightly worse than the numerical regulators. The main difference between these methods is

that the maneuvers’ computation by the analytical controller is based on a long term orbit pre-
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diction whereas the linear regulators compute the control actions with a pure feedback logic

based on the values of the control gains. The accuracy of the orbit model plays therefore a

critical role in the implementation of the analytical controller. For the implementation of the

numerical feedback regulators, the critical issue is not the prediction accuracy of the model but

its reliability in defining the stability conditions of the closed-loop system in the determina-

tion of the gains. The PRISMA analytical controller has demonstrated in-flight to be robust,

cost-effective and capable of very good control accuracies. With the on-board availability of an

accurate orbit model, this type of analytical controller has an optimal control performance in

terms of accuracy and costs, and a deterministic maneuvers cycle whose duration depends on

the size of the control window. On the other hand, the numerical regulators have a simpler flight

software implementation and an enhanced flexibility given by the possibility of varying the type

of on-board controller simply by uploading to the spacecraft different gain configurations. The

type of control of these feedback systems is in fact entirelydetermined by the type and value of

the gains.
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Architecture

The practical implementation of an on-board autonomous orbit control system implies the so-

lution of problems concerned with the software development, validation and testing and its

integration in the overall spacecraft flight-software. Thedevelopment of the control system

is driven by a compromise between control performance requirements, on-board computer re-

sources limitation and mission operational constraints. This chapter deals with the development,

testing and on-board integration of the absolute autonomous orbit control system on-board the

spacecraft MANGO of the PRISMA mission (Sec. 1.4). Though this is a mission specific im-

plementation it stems from a general approach that can be applied in any other mission in LEO.

After a general description of the model-based design approach and the system architecture, the

attention is focused on the PRISMA/DLR flight software development and testing to which the

author of this thesis has given a fundamental contribution.The technological aspects implied by

the realization of the autonomous orbit control system tested in-flight with the AOK experiment

are explained.

6.1. Software Design

6.1.1. Model-based Design Approach

Model-Based Design (MBD) is a mathematical and visual method for the realization of complex

engineering systems and it is also applied in designing embedded software. The MBD approach
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[122-129] is considerably different from traditional design methodology. In this method, com-

plicated systems can be created by using mathematical models representing system components

and their interactions with their surrounding environment. Rather than using complex structures

and extensive software code, blocks with advanced functional characteristics are defined. These

blocks, assembled in a complex system model and used with simulation tools, can lead to rapid

prototyping, software testing, and verification. This approach raises the abstraction level for

the development in order to allow an efficient handling of ever more complex systems. En-

gineers can continuously test the design as it evolves, checking it against requirements and

finding mistakes earlier in development when they are easierand less costly to correct. In ad-

dition, model-based design automates code generation for the embedded system by eliminating

the need to hand-code the guidance, navigation and control algorithms. By introduction of ad-

vanced, automated code-generation technology these models can also be used as the input to an

automatic code generation tool for embedded systems. Hardware-in-the-loop simulations are

also enhanced by this approach and the testing of dynamic effects on the system can be done

more quickly and efficiently than with traditional design methodology.

The MBD process consists of four main steps. The first phase involves the definition and

design of the objective system and the identification of system components. The next step

is the implementation part in which the system components are mathematically modelled and

a suitable software code in a selected language is generatedto implement the system. For

embedded systems, the preferred programming language is C/C++. After the code development,

the next step is validation and testing by means of simulations. If the tests show that there are

mistakes in the system design, then system designer should revise his design and pass it to code

developers to implement the revised system. Finally when the implemented system has been

validated and extensively tested the production of embedded code generation can start.

A model-based design method is used for the complete on-board application software of the

PRISMA mission. To this end, the on-board software is implemented inMATLAB/Simulink

blocks which are then auto-coded withReal Time Workshopand executed under the operating

system Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems (RTEMS) on the on-board LEON3

processor [129,135].
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6.1.2. Design Strategy

The PRISMA on-board software main development and simulation environment was realized

with MATLAB/Simulinkby Mathworks. All high-level application software is implemented as

Simulink models. Furthermore, the data acquisition and handling, the telemetry and telecom-

mand interface as well as the application tasks scheduling is incorporated within Simulink mod-

els. Basic software, consisting of device drivers, interrupt handler etc. and other platform de-

pendent software is programmed in handwritten C/C++ [123,128]. For the basic software, the

Gaisler Research RTEMS Cross Compiling System [126] is used fordevelopment and debug-

ging. All the hardware interfaces work via the basic software. The Application Software is

as far as possible platform independent, i.e. easily portedto another hardware platform and/or

using another real time operating system (RTOS). Criteria asfunctionality, code efficiency, pre-

dictability, verifiability and simplicity have been employed in the development strategy for the

on-board software system architecture. The simplicity criterion has received special attention

in the development of the PRISMA on-board software architecture.

6.1.3. System Architecture

The on-board software (OBS) architecture is structured in two main layers consisting in a Ba-

sic Software (BSW) level and an Application Software (ASW) level communicating with each

other through dedicated message queues. The BSW includes basic system applications, device

drivers and I/O-utilities. The ASW includes all the top-level applications like spacecraft control

and telecommand (TC) and telemetry (TM). The ASW consists of anumber of application com-

ponents each one encapsulating a logically-grouped functionality. Each application component,

with its uniform internal structure and interface, is executed via an Asynchronous Monotonic

Scheduler (AMS) with a specified sample time and priority. The external data stores provide

access to the Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) components. The internal data store is used for

communication between the application components. Fig. 6.1 shows the internal structure of an

application core. The input section includes the processing of incoming TCs, the external data

e.g. from sensors, and internal data from other applicationcomponents. The application core
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Figure 6.1.: Internal structure of an application component [128]

contains most of the components’ algorithms. The output section stores the external output vec-

tor and holds a component which invalidates already exploited sensor data. The worker sends

actuator commands, housekeeping data and provides other application core’s services. Finally,

the supervisor implements the failure detection isolationand recovery (FDIR) functions.

6.1.4. Guidance, Navigation and Control Application Cores

An application core is implemented as an input/output function. The function retrieves the input

vector, executes its algorithms and delivers an output vector. Each application core runs with

a basic sample time. The execution time of each algorithm in the application core has to be

smaller than the basic sample time. For this reason the algorithms with a considerable com-

putational demand cannot be executed in application cores with small sample times. Most of

the guidance, navigation and control (GNC) algorithms beingdedicated to sensor data process-

ing and filtering, have limited computational requirementsand can therefore be grouped into

a GNC application component which runs at a rate of 1 Hz. The navigation task of absolute

and relative on-board orbit determination based on GPS datais instead computationally very
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Table 6.1.: Application components for GNC software
Component Sample time [s] Features
BSW 1 Direct interface with the GPS hardware
ORB 30 Absolute and relative on-board orbit determination
GNC 1 Majority of GNC algorithms

demanding and may thus not be integrated into the GNC application component. The ORB

application component which runs with a sample time of 30 s (1/30 Hz) has been therefore

defined. The ORB allows a proper separation of computational intensive GNC algorithms from

less demanding ones. The software functions which interface directly the GPS hardware are

located in the BSW application component which runs at a rate of 1 Hz. The software archi-

tecture for navigation, guidance and control must thus takeinto account the specific application

components for PRISMA and associate functional tasks with the appropriate application com-

ponents. Table 6.1 resumes the main features of the application components of the GPS-based

flight software.

6.2. Guidance, Navigation and Control Software

Architecture

6.2.1. Top-level Architectural Design

Fig. 6.2 shows the top-level architectural design of the DLR’s GPS-based flight software on the

MANGO and TANGO spacecraft [94,143]. The application coresBSW, ORB and GNC are

implemented as tasks with different priority with sample times respectively of 1, 30 and 1 s.

The software is structured into the subsystems GPS interface (GIF), GPS-based Orbit Deter-

mination (GOD), Autonomous Orbit Keeping (AOK), GPS-basedOrbit Prediction (GOP) and

Autonomous Formation Control (AFC), according to their functional objectives. The depicted

architectural design emphasizes the flow of information which is directed from bottom to top.

The sensors and actuators involved in the GPS-based GNC functionalities are represented in

Fig. 6.2 by the boxes GPS, SCA (star camera), ACC (accelerometer), MM (magnetometer),
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Figure 6.2.: Simplified scheme of the software architecture

SS (sun sensor) and THR (thrusters). Solid lines indicate data variables which are directly

exchanged between application cores, while dashed lines represent variables which are condi-

tioned and filtered by auxiliary on-board software modules (not indicated).

GIF is located within the BSW application core and receives the messages from the opera-

tional Phoenix-S receivers [105] on MANGO and TANGO. GIF performs message validation,

editing, and extraction and stores the extracted raw GPS data for access by the orbit determi-

nation function. GIF provides to the OBS the GPS time for on-board time synchronization and

writes GPS data and internal status parameters to a data buffer for further download as house-

keeping data. GPS raw measurements are read as internal databy GOD which is part of the

ORB application core. GOD implements an extended Kalman filter to process GRAPHIC ob-

servables as well as single difference carrier phase measurements from MANGO and TANGO.

Attitude data from both spacecraft are applied to correct for the GPS receivers antenna offset

with respect to the spacecraft center of mass. Furthermore,a history of maneuver data is pro-

vided to GOD and taken into account in the orbit determination task. GOD performs a numerical

orbit propagation which is invoked after the measurement update and provides orbit coefficients
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for interpolation to GOP for both spacecraft. As a result, GOD outputs MANGO and TANGO

orbit parameters which are also stored internally. These parameters are then accessed by GOD

in the next execution step to compute position/velocity at the successive measurement times

and by the orbit prediction function located in the GNC core.The GOP subsystem retrieves the

on-board time, or Spacecraft Elapsed Time (SCET), and the orbit coefficients which have been

generated by GOD. These parameters are used to compute 1 Hz updates of the MANGO and

TANGO spacecraft position and velocity at the SCET. In the case that orbit maneuvers have

been executed in the past interval, GOP generates a new set oforbit coefficients which is used

internally until a new set is provided by GOD. Auxiliary information provided by GOD is ap-

plied by GOP to derive accuracy related information on the MANGO and TANGO states. Due

to the different data rates of the GPS-based navigation modules, orbit maneuvers data have to

be taken into account in both GOD and GOP. In particular at each GNC core step, the GOP task

accounts for maneuvers which have not been considered by GODin the last orbit determina-

tion/prediction process.

Among the users of the GPS-based navigation data the AFC and AOK modules are located

in the GNC and ORB cores respectively. AOK is dedicated to the precise autonomous absolute

control of MANGO’s orbit whereas AFC controls the two spacecraft relative motion. The

required velocity increments computed by these two modules, which are activated only when

the spacecraft is put in AOK or AFC mode [89], are provided to the on-board flight software for

the execution.

6.2.2. Subsystems Implementation

Fig. 6.3 shows the BSW, ORB and GNC application cores as they areimplemented in MAT-

LAB/Simulink. At the lowest level, the subsystems GIF, GOD, GOP, AOK and AFC, which

form the inner structure of the cores as depicted in Fig. 6.2,consist of S-functions provid-

ing a C/C++ interface to the application software [127]. TheseS-functions are hand-coded

in C/C++ and are based on the libraries of Montenbruck and Gill [4]. In particular, C++ low

level routines, which are interfaced with MATLAB/Simulink high level structures, represents

the computational layer of the software system including for example numerical integrations,
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Figure 6.3.: Simulink subsystems implementing the BSW, ORB and GNC application cores

data filtering, etc. MATLAB/Simulink provides instead the communication layer, including in-

put/output interfaces, complex logics, time synchronization. The prototyping of the software

as well as the related analysis and simulations are performed first on a host standard laptop

PC in a MATLAB/Simulink environment. All the functions can then be auto-coded using the

MATLAB tool Real Time Workshop and executed under the operating system RTEMS on the

target LEON3 processor. The full consistency of the flight software generation chain can thus

been verified by comparing relevant outputs generated by thesoftware running on the host and

target computer.

6.3. Autonomous Orbit Keeping Software Module

6.3.1. Top-level Architectural Design

Fig. 6.4 shows the inner structure of the ORB core which includes the software module GOD

and AOK. The AOK module is dedicated to the autonomous orbit control of spacecraft MANGO

and implement the analytical algorithm presented in Sec. 4.1. When the spacecraft MANGO

is put in AOK mode (Chapter 7), the GOD is put in solo navigationmode and only the GPS
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Figure 6.4.: Inner structure of the ORB application core

data of MANGO are considered by the on-board orbit estimation process. AOK receives the

navigation data from GOD and at each ascending node pass computes the actual value of the

LAN and compares it with the reference value. If the difference between the real and reference

LAN has exceeded the imposed limit, an along-track maneuveris commanded. The inputs and

outputs of AOK are listed in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The AOK’s inputs consist of navigation data

and TCs. The TCs include parameters for the controller configuration and a 3.2 days seg-

ment of the RO to be stored on-board the spacecraft. The outputs include the time and value of

the eventual commanded orbital maneuver, the telemetry parameters for the monitoring of the

AOK module and an error diagnostics status byte. AOK, as every DLR’s flight software mod-

ule, outputs a status bytes indicating anomalies detected during the execution of the software

instructions. This functionality provides also input to specific Fault Detection Isolation and
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Table 6.2.: AOK software module input
Input variable Type(size) Description
enableFunction_DLR_AOK boolean(1) Flag for AOK activation

DLR_GNC_SCET uint32(2)
GPS integer and fractional seconds since
initial epoch GPS

DLR_MAIN_stateEME double(8)
MANGO position and velocity in ECI
frame

DLR_GPS_UTC double(1) Leap seconds

ORB_GOD_aux double(11)
MANGO’s ballistic coefficient and esti-
mated position components vector stan-
dard deviation

ORB_GOD_status uint8(1) GOD status byte
TC_DLR_AOK double(121) AOK telecommands

Recovery (FDIR) algorithms implemented into the on-board software. The objective of this

measure is to improve robustness and continuity of the system operations, independent from

ground contacts. Table 6.4 shows the structure of the AOK status byte. If AOK is put inidle

mode, the execution of the software breaks and the code is runnormally at the next call. If a

resetoccurs, the execution of the software breaks, the value of some internal variables is put to

zero and the code is run at the next call. If the input navigation data are not valid AOK is put in

idle mode (bits 0 and 1). If one of the check on the inputs results negative, AOK is automati-

cally put in resetor idle mode (bits 2 and 5) and recovered once the value of the inputs results

valid. Illegal operations (e.g. divisions by zero or squareroots of negative numbers) detected

by means of checks on the variables included in a computation, can also trigger theresetor idle

states. Bit 3 is set when an orbital maneuver has been issued successfully whereas bit 4 is set

if the maneuver size is larger than a predefined threshold. Bit6 indicates that the RO uploaded

from ground has been correctly stored on-board. Bit 7 indicates that the RO stored on-board

Table 6.3.: AOK software module output
Output variable Type(size) Description
AOK_dv double(3) Size of commanded orbital maneuvers in RTNframe
AOK_dv_time uint32(2) Time of commanded maneuvers (start of thrust pulse)
DLR_TM_AOK double(36) AOK telemetry parameters
DLR_AOK_status uint8(1) AOK status byte
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Table 6.4.: Structure of AOK status byte
Position
in byte

Value
[hex]

Description AOK FDIR

0 0x01 Max. navigation error exceeded Put AOK in idle mode
1 0x02 Invalid navigation input Put AOK in idle mode
2 0x04 AOK reset -
3 0x05 Maneuver successfully issued -
4 0x10 Maneuver size is too large Reset AOK
5 0x20 AOK in idle mode -
6 0x40 RO uploaded and stored on-board-

7 0x80 Stored RO is expired
Switch to on-board RO
or AOK in idle mode

is expired. In this case AOK is put inidle mode until a new RO segment is uploaded to the

spacecraft or the on-board RO generation is switched-on if this option is active.

6.3.2. Basic Logic of the AOK Controller

Top-level Logic

The flowchart of Fig. 6.5 shows the top level logic of the AOK module of the MANGO space-

craft. AOK, which runs with a sample time of 30 s, receives current navigation data directly

from the GOD module. The orbit controller is activated only once per orbit at the ascending

node. A fundamental process run at each AOK call is the RO management. As depicted in

Fig. 6.6 this process is dedicated to extract the RO data required by the controller at the next

AN pass and check their validity. The RO can be generated on-board or on-ground and then

uploaded to the spacecraft. In case of on-ground generation, it is stored on-board in a buffer

which contains 50 reference longitude and semi-major axis values at the ascending node and

their GPS times, corresponding to a RO segment of 3.2 days. Once a new RO segment is up-

loaded the buffer’s index is locked in the position corresponding to the next AN. In case the RO

stored on-board is expired and not replaced the AOK module can go in idle mode or switch to

on-board RO generation if this option has been activated by means of a dedicated TC. The RO

is propagated on-board using a GRACE GGM01S 20x20 gravitational field model and an initial

state given by the on-board navigation
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Figure 6.5.: Simplified scheme of the software architecture
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Figure 6.6.: Simplified scheme of the software architecture
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Maneuvers computation

Table 6.5 collects the conditions by which a maneuver is computed and commanded by AOK

and how the maneuver’s∆v is computed for each condition.∆LAN is the LAN deviation,

∆Lmin and∆LMAX are respectively the lower and upper limits of the control window,Tm is

the time elapsed from the last executed maneuver,tsmooth andτ have the same meaning as in

the previous section,Td− andTd+ are the duty cycles imposed respectively for anti-along-track

and along-track maneuvers. The need for a maneuver and its computation and execution is per-

formed only at the ascending node. For the rest of the orbit the AOK controller performs routine

state and telecommands validity checks, RO management operations if required and evaluates

the satellite’s position with respect to the ascending node. In cases I, III and IV of Table 6.5 the

maneuver∆v is the sum of the maneuver required to bring the present∆a to null and that to

obtain the∆ac computed as in Table 6.5. In case II the value of∆a is simply brought to zero.

In all cases∆v is computed by Eq. (4.5). For nominal system and environmental conditions,

conditions I and II occur during the steady-state control phase. Condition I (II) implies that the

absolute value of the LAN deviation exceeds the upper (lower) limit of the control window, its

absolute value is increasing with time and a time greater than the imposed duty cycle is elapsed

from the last executed maneuver. In case I Eq. (4.9) is used for the computation of∆Lc as the

smoothmaneuver is the cheapest one. In case II the cheapest maneuver is bringing the value

of ∆a to a null value in order to invert the sign ofd∆L/dt (see Fig. 4.2). Condition III (IV)

implies that the absolute value of the LAN deviation exceedsthe upper (lower) limit of the con-

trol window, the LAN deviation value tends by free motion to return within the control window

but too slowly astsmooth > τ and an acquisition maneuver is allowed if a time greater thanthe

imposed duty cycle is elapsed from the last executed maneuver. ConditionTm > τ imposes that

Table 6.5.: AOK maneuvers computation
Condition ∆ac ∆Lc

I. ∆LAN ≥ ∆LMAX & d∆LAN/dt > 0 & Tm > Td+ Eq. (4.2) Eq. (4.9)

II. ∆LAN ≤ ∆Lmin & d∆LAN/dt < 0 & Tm > Td− ∆a -

III. ∆LAN ≥ ∆LMAX & d∆LAN/dt < 0 & tsmooth > τ & Tm > τ & Tm > Td+ Eq. (4.2) Eq. (4.11)

IV. ∆LAN ≤ ∆Lmin & d∆LAN/dt > 0 & tsmooth > τ & Tm > τ & Tm > Td− Eq. (4.2) Eq. (4.14)
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a new acquisition maneuver can be issued only after a timeτ is elapsed from the last executed

maneuver. The accuracy of the maneuvers’ computation is dependent on the correct estimation

of da/dt as can be noted considering Eqs. (4.2), (4.11) and (4.14). The semi-major axis de-

cay rateda/dt is estimated on-board by the AOK controller using the procedure described in

Sec. 4.1.4.

6.4. Software Development and Testing Environment

The GPS-based flight software described in the previous sections was tested extensively as a

standalone unit prior to its full integration into the spacecraft on-board computer. Thank to

the model based design of the PRISMA on-board software, the tests can be executed on dif-

ferent platforms in a fully consistent manner. This testingapproach allows a seamless tran-

sition between offline simulations performed on a laptop PC and real-time hardware-in-loop

tests comprising real Phoenix GPS receivers [105] (the GPS receivers on-board the PRISMA

satellites) and a 2x12 channels Spirent GSS7700 GPS signal simulator [108]. Furthermore the

complete application is ported to a RTEMS environment in a LEON-3 board, representative

of the PRISMA on-board computer. Figures 6.7 (a and c) give a schematic view of the flight

software development and testing environment at DLR whereas Figures 6.7 (b and d) show the

integration and testing environment at SSC [131].

In a first phase, the flight software, wrapped through dedicated Simulink S-functions, is exe-

cuted on a standard laptop PC (Fig. 6.7.a) and stimulated by different sources of raw GPS data.

The simplest simulations make use of emulated GPS measurements generated by the Phoenix

EMulator (PEM), a software which simulates GPS data. PEM allows a realistic modelling of

measurements issued by a GPS receiver in LEO. More specifically, PEM emulates the output

messages for raw measurements, navigation solutions and broadcast ephemerides generated by

the Phoenix GPS receiver. As a next step raw single frequencyGPS data (from JPL’s BlackJack

receivers) collected during the swap phase [155] of the GRACE satellites (on 9-10 December,

2005) are used. During this period, both the GRACE satellites were flying in close formation

(baseline <10 km, minimum separation around 400 m) on two slightly different orbits. Before
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Figure 6.7.: Software development and validation at DLR (a,c) and SSC (b, d) [131]

the launch of the PRISMA satellites, this constituted the only available set of real GPS data for

satellites flying in close formation.

In a second phase the flight software is validated in real-time through the inclusion of hard-

ware in the loop. The offline software blocks in charge of numerical orbit propagation and

Phoenix receiver emulation (Fig. 6.7.a) are replaced by a 2x12 channels Spirent GSS7700 GPS

signal simulator and two Phoenix GPS receivers (Fig. 6.7.c)fully representative of PRISMA’s

flight units. The flight software is still integrated in a pureMATLAB/Simulink environment

with the introduction of dedicated S-functions for data reading/writing from/to serial ports of the

host PC. The preliminary evaluation of the memory usage and computational load of the DLR’s

flight software is performed on a LEON-3 microprocessor FPGAboard which is representative

of the MANGO spacecraft on-board computer. The OBC is based ona SPARC V8 processor,

clocked at 24 Mhz, and is complemented by a GRFPU Floating Point Unit. All RAM blocks
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(cache and register-file memory) are Single Event Upset (SEU) protected. MATLAB/Real-

Time-Workshop is used to automatically generate C-code out of the MATLAB/Simulink tests

previously executed on the host PC. The generated code is compiled and linked with the hand-

written C++ flight software libraries (i.e., the S-function wrappers) using the RTEMS cross-

compilation system (RCC).

The SCC/SATLAB (Fig. 6.7.b) is a real-time system which includes the two flight on-board

computers, a Target PC and the Rocket And Multi Satellite EGSE(Electrical Ground Support

Equipment) System (RAMSES). Except for the OBCs, all the hardware units are simulated by

the real time Satellite simulator (SATSIM) [130]. The simulation input is the control com-

mands received from the on-board software and the output is data from the simulated units,

described by sensor, actuator, power and thermal models. Both the spacecraft and the simulator

are commanded from the RAMSES software with help of procedurescripts thereby making it

possible to automate the tests. Since the timing is handled by the scripts the tests can be re-

run, making the timing of the tests deterministic. There is asignificant advantage in using the

same control environment during both test and operations: the flight procedures currently used

by the operational team are the same developed and used during the test and validation of the

two spacecraft. With this configuration there is also the possibility to test and attend to timing

issues of the space segment on ground before it is used to command the real spacecraft pair in

orbit. The test environments of Figures 6.7.b and 6.7.c wereintegrated to form the test platform

shown in Fig. 6.7.d.

Finally, the spacecraft system level test campaign consists of a series of tests performed on

the Flight Model (FM) spacecraft and on a bench test environment involving Engineering Model

(EM) and FM hardware. The tests are aimed towards verifying the system level requirements.

For the GNC subsystem, the tests have two main groups: open and closed-loop tests. The

open loop tests must verify the sign of all different sensor-to-actuator loops. This is done by

stimulating the sensors and looking at the software’s response and the behavior of the actual

actuators. The closed loop tests consist of a subset of the scenarios performed in SATLAB.

The difference between this environment and SATLAB is that this environment uses the real

interface electronics between sensors/actuators.
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6.4.1. Software Tests

One of the greatest advantages of the software design and development approach described in

the previous sections is that it allows the test of the flight software performance directly on the

on-board spacecraft computer [132]. Different tests typologies were executed at DLR for the

validation of the PRISMA’s flight software.

1. Long-term runs reproducing, on the LEON3 board in a RTEMS environment, the func-

tional tests performed on the host PC. Each MATLAB/Simulink model is used to auto-

matically generate C-code via RTW. The C-code is then compiledand linked with the

handwritten C++ code (S-function wrappers) using the RTEMS cross-compilation sys-

tem.

2. Dynamic memory allocation tests to determine the usage ofthe heap. The dynamic mem-

ory allocation of each software module (GIF, GOD, GOP, AFC and AOK) is monitored

to determine if memory leaks exist in the heap region of the LEON3 board RAM.

3. Max-path unit tests to determine the maximum CPU load of each software module. Each

software module is stimulated with specific constant inputsthat provides the maximum

computational effort on the LEON3 board.

The analysis of the software execution times [135] has special interest because it allows to verify

if the different software modules comply with the maximal allocated CPU loads. Analysis of

heap and stack allocation and software profiling can also be made for the detection of eventual

software execution bottlenecks. Table 6.6 resumes the mainfeatures of the LEON3 board and

host PC used for the tests performed with the DLR’s facility depicted in Fig. 6.7.a and the tools

which were required to execute the software tests at DLR.

6.4.2. Heap and Stack Tests

The goal of the analysis of the heap memory status before and after each call of the software

modules is retrieving the allocated and not released heap size and the number of allocation calls

without release. The RTEMS functionmalloc_info(index), which is a modified version of the

function malloc_dump(void), is used to obtain information about the heap usage during run-
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Table 6.6.: LEON3 board and host laptop PC features
LEON3 microprocessor

Component Description
Board model LEON FPGA GR-PCI-XC2V

CPU
LEON3FT SPARC V8 Processor (ver 0x0), 24 MHz, win8, hwbp
4, itrace 128, lddel 1

FPU
GRFPU-lite, icache 1x8 kbyte, 32 byte/line, dcache 1x4 kbyte, 16
byte/line

Memory Controller
FT memory controller (ver 0x1), 32-bit prom, 32-bit sdram: 1x64
Mbyte, col 9, cas 2, ref 7.7 us

Operating system RTEMS version 4.6.5
Host Laptop PC

Component Description
CPU 2x x86 Family 6 Model 15 Stepping 6 GenuineIntel 1994 Mhz

Memory Controller
Intel(R) 82801G (ICH7 Family) USB2 Enhanced Host Controller
- 27CC

Operating system Microsoft Windows XP Professional
Host PC’s tools required for the tests

Tool Description
MATLAB/Simulink MATLAB, Simulink, RTW, RTW Embedded Coder
Debug monitor GRMON Professional
C/C++ compiler (host) Microsoft Visual C++ .NET
C/C++ compiler (target) gcc
Standard C++ library libstdc++.a
Linux emulator Cygwin

time for each software module. As shown in Fig. 6.8, in order to verify the effectiveness and

reliability of this test, it has been applied to a software module that was known to cause memory

leakage problems due to an improper management of the dynamic memory (i.e.newoperator

used withoutdelete). The information given by the test has been used to forecastthe stuck of

the software run due to memory saturation. The rightness of this forecast has demonstrated the

validity of the test. Fig. 6.9 shows the results of a test run over 9 hours. The GIF, GOD, GOP

and AFC (in guidance mode) software modules do not cause memory leakage by allocating

and de-allocating memory in a proper way. It was also verifiedthat GOD is the only software

module which makes some allocations of the Heap without release. The Heap space allocated

by GOD remains constant during the running of the flight software.
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Figure 6.8.: Software development and validation environments at DLR and SSC

Figure 6.9.: Software development and validation environments at DLR and SSC

6.4.3. Max-Path Tests

A max-path [133] is defined as a unit test that reproduces the conditions of maximum compu-

tational load of a software module via the provision of a minimum quantity of constant inputs.
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The CPU loads are computed by dividing the maximum execution time of each software mod-

ule by its sample time (i.e., 1 s for the BSW and GNC cores, 30 s for the ORB core). The

advantage of using a max-path unit test is given by the fact that the maximum CPU load can

be assessed or reproduced through one or few calls of the software module under considera-

tion. The maximum CPU load of a software module is obtained through the stimulation of as

many sections of the code as possible at the same time. The definition of the proper inputs to

obtain a max-path unit test is mainly based on a detailed knowledge of the code. Nevertheless

a careful analysis of the maximum peaks in the execution times of the software during several

long-term runs represents a valuable cross-check to verifythe assumptions made on which the

test is based. An accurate analysis of the software execution times obtained during long-term

runs has enabled the definition of reliable max-path tests for each DLR’s software module. The

RTEMS functionrtems_clock_get (RTEMS_CLOCK_GET_TICKS_SINCE_BOOT, &Time)is

used to estimate the execution time of each module. The max-path tests have been defined in

a MATLAB/Simulink environment as basic Simulink models retrieving the necessary inputs

from the MATLAB workspace. In a second step, the unit tests models have been translated au-

tomatically in RTEMS applications using Real-Time Workshopand the RCC system. Fig. 6.10

shows the Simulink model of the max-path unit test for AOK.

The maximum computational load of GIF is obtained if the following conditions are valid:

1. The input buffers containing F40, F62 and F14 Mitel messages are completely filled with

data coming from the MANGO and TANGO GPS receivers.

2. All the incoming messages are valid.

The max-path unit test consists of 2 simulation steps.

The maximum computational load of GOD is obtained if the following conditions are valid:

1. All the channels (i.e. 12) of the GPS receivers on-board MANGO and TANGO are allo-

cated and raw GPS data are provided for all the tracked satellites.

2. All the incoming measurements are considered valid by GIFand GOD.

3. The maximum possible number of impulsive orbit control maneuvers (i.e. 30) is included

in the navigation process.

The max-path unit test consists of 3 simulation steps.
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Figure 6.10.: Software development and validation environments at DLR and SSC

The maximum computational load of GOP is obtained if the following condition is valid:

1. The orbit polynomial coefficients have to be updated by GOPincluding two orbit control

maneuvers (two is the maximum number of maneuvers that can beconsidered at the same

time).

The max-path unit test consists of 2 simulation steps.

The maximum computational load of AOK is obtained if the following condition is valid in one

of the possible RO modality (uploaded RO, multi-step internal propagated RO, one-step internal

propagated RO):

1. In the same run step are computed the atmospheric drag by means of smoothing and fitting

and the orbit control maneuver.

The max-path unit test consists of 64 simulation steps.

Table 6.7 collects the execution times and the CPU loads obtained from the max-paths tests

on the LEON3 board for the software modules GIF, GOD, GOP and AOK. The CPU loads are

obtained as the ratio between the total execution time of each module and the sample time of
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Table 6.7.: Execution times and CPU loads
App. Core S/W Module Task Ex. Time [ms] CPU Load [%]
BSW (1 s) GIF Proc. inputs 2

Proc. messages 104
Proc. observations 1
Proc. ephemerides 2
Proc. outputs 2
Total 111 11.1

ORB (30 s) GOD Proc. inputs 9
Initialization 3379
Time update 864
Measurements update 6694
Proc. outputs 464
Total 8033 26.8

AOK Proc. inputs 1
Uploaded RO Step comp. 61
On-board RO Step comp. 680

AN comp. 1
Maneuver comp. 3
Proc. outputs 1

Uploaded RO Total 67 0.4
On-board RO Total 687 4.4

GNC (1 s) GOP Total 68 6.8

the application core to which it belongs. Since GIF and GOD generate the maximum peaks

of the CPU load with 26.8% and 11.1% respectively, the BSW and ORBapplication cores

are implemented as low priority tasks on the MANGO’s OBC. A net CPU load below 30%,

as prescribed by the requirements, ensures that the GIF and GOD functions can be executed

within the sample time of the respective cores. The most computational intensive task of GIF is

shown to be the processing of Mitel messages provided by the Phoenix-S GPS receivers. The

computational load of GOD is proportional to the number of measurements to be processed

by the measurement update. When the initialization of the Kalman filter is required, no time

and measurement updates are performed and the total GOD execution time reduces 3852 ms

equivalent to 7.8 % CPU load. The maximum CPU load of AOK is determined by the RO
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management task (Fig. 6.6). The RO can be uploaded from ground or propagated on-board. In

case of on-board RO propagation the maximum CPU load of AOK is 4.4 %. The maximum

load of GOP is dominated by the incorporation of maneuvers within the orbit coefficients.
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7. The Precise Autonomous Orbit

Keeping Experiment on the

PRISMA Mission

This chapter presents the flight results of the AOK experiment which was executed success-

fully from the 18th of July to the 16th of August 2011 and has demonstrated the capability of

autonomous precise absolute orbit control. The main scientific goal of the experiment was to

demonstrate the accuracy, robustness and reliability of anautonomous GPS-based on-board

orbit control for its possible routine exploitation in future scientific missions. The main differ-

ences with respect to similar experiments conducted in the past (Sec. 1.2.2) are the extremely

tight requirements on control accuracy and the full autonomy also enhanced by the possibility of

on-board RO propagation. The AOK controller adopts a guidance law for the orbital LAN and

implements the analytical feedback control algorithm explained in Sec. 4.1. Using GPS-based

absolute navigation data, the on-board controller commanded thruster activations in the orbital

frame to autonomously control the orbit within a predefined window. The main performance

requirement of the experiment was a control accuracy of the osculating ascending node of 10 m

(1 σ standard deviation) with a maneuver velocity increment-decrement (∆v) available budget

of 0.5 m/s. The AOK software was first developed and tested using the offline and hardware-

in-the-loop test facilities at DLR (Chapter 6) which includethe Phoenix GPS receivers and the

satellite on-board CPU LEON3. After the integration in the PRISMA flight-software, AOK

was thoroughly tested at OHB Sweden by means of the Real-Time Satellite Laboratory (SAT-

LAB), a hardware-in-the-loop test facility [87]. The experiment operations were executed at the
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DLR’s PRISMA experiment control centre [74] while the missionwas operated at DLR/GSOC.

A commissioning phase of 4 days was required to verify that the control software was working

properly in all its functionalities. During this phase MANGO flew in free motion as the con-

troller was in open-loop and the orbital maneuvers were computed on-board but not executed.

The closed-loop phase of 26 days included RO acquisition, controller tuning and fine control

phases. In the last four days of the experiment the possibility of exploiting a RO generated

on-board the spacecraft was tested in closed-loop. The AOK experiment operations have also

included some remote sensing activities (Fig. 7.1).

Figure 7.1.: Remote sensing activity planning (left). Volcanoes Etna and Stromboli as imaged
on 10th of August (top) and on 15th of August (bottom) 2011. Images courtesy of
OHB Sweden.
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7.1. The AOK In-Flight Experiment

7.1.1. Experiment Requirements

Table 7.1 summarises the AOK experiment requirements described in detail in [98].

Table 7.1.: AOK experiment requirements
Requirement Description

Functional
Autonomous orbit control of the LAN by means of along-track and
anti-along-track velocity increments based on on-board GPS naviga-
tion system

Performance Control accuracy of the LAN of 10 m (1σ standard deviation)

System
Impulsive orbital maneuvers performed by hydrazine propulsion sys-
tem. Total∆v budget of 0.5 m/s with a resolution of 1 mm/s*

Operations
5 days open-loop commissioning phase and 25 days closed-loop
AOK operations

Initial and final states
Initial state inherited from the previous experiment slots. The LAN
will be kept within 10 m from a predefined profile based on the actual
orbit

Attitude guidance
MANGO spacecraft body axes aligned with the local orbital frame
with GPS antenna used in zenith pointing

Constraints
Orbit control maneuvers should be performed exclusively byAOK.
The time slot allocated for the experiment is 1 month

*At AOK experiment start the∆v resolution was 0.4 mm/s

7.1.2. Reference Orbit

The RO of the AOK experiment was generated once at the beginning of the operations using

as initial state the position and velocity vector of MANGO at01:00 UTC on 18th of July 2011

as estimated by the GPS based POD process at GSOC/DLR [83]. Theorbit is the product

of a numerical orbit propagation over one month. GRACE GGM01S Earth gravitational field

model up to 70x70 degree and order has been used and the numerical integrator employed is

the Dormand-Prince, a member of the Runge-Kutta family of ODEsolvers [4]. The RO is split

in blocks to be uploaded on-board the satellite periodically. Each uploaded block has a validity

of about 3.2 days corresponding to the available on-board buffer which contains the GPS time
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of the first reference LAN, 50 reference LAN values, and 50 semi-major axis values at the

ascending node, consecutive in time. The semi-major axis values are used for atmospheric drag

on-board estimation. Each block is generated in such a way toensure about 8 hours time overlap

with the contiguous ones. This RO upload strategy allows theexploitation of 3 of the available

3.2 days of each block ensuring at the same time the availability of more than 4 consecutive

passes for the upload or on-board activation of a new block. The possibility of generating blocks

with different time overlaps gives a great flexibility in thescheduling and re-scheduling of RO

uploads. When a new RO block is copied in the control software buffer, the AOK’s controller

memory is deleted. The controller can thus maneuver only at the fourth ascending node from

the new RO block activation as it needs four ascending nodes to re-build its memory and thus to

have enough information to compute a new maneuver. The AOK software has the functionality

of on-board RO propagation. The RO is propagated on-board using a GRACE GGM01S 20x20

gravitational field model and an initial state given by the on-board navigation despite of the

results of Sec. 3.2 which would recommend the use of a GRACE GGM01S 40x40 (or higher)

and an uploaded POD initial state for the control requirements of the AOK experiment. This

limitation was imposed by the available on-board CPU resources and by the fact that the TCs

interfaces could not be changed any more when the results of the analyses of Sec. 3.2 were

confirmed.

7.1.3. Sequence of Events

Table 7.2 and Fig. 7.2 summarise the sequence of events of theentire AOK experiment. On 18th

July at 10:20 UTC during orbit 5729 AOK was activated. The first block of RO has been up-

loaded to the satellite during the previous pass. A commissioning phase of 4 days was required

to verify that the AOK control software was working properlyin all its functionalities. In this

phase the orbit controller was in open-loop meaning that theorbital maneuvers were computed

but not executed and the MANGO satellite was thus flying in free motion. The closed-loop

phase of 26 days started on 22nd of July at 12:35 UTC and was divided in three sub-phases. In

the first 5 days of the closed-loop phase, maneuvers were issued to acquire the RO and thus

bring the LAN deviation into the control window starting from a value of 300 m built up dur-
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ing the commissioning phase from an initial deviation of about 120 m. A 3.5 day controller

tuning phase from the 27th to the 30th of July was required to evaluate the correct values of the

controller’s settings for the fine control. Finally the fine orbit control phase started on the 30th

of July and lasted until the end of the experiment. The RO blocks were always uploaded to

Table 7.2.: AOK experiment sequence of events
Task Orbit Start End Duration [days]
AOK Commissioning Phase 5727 18 Jul 08:30 22 Jul 12:35 4.17

RO generation 5727 18 Jul 08:30 18 Jul 09:30 0.04
GOD performance parameters and solo mode 5728 18 Jul 08:4 18 Jul 08:45 0
Switch to AOK mode 5729 18 Jul 10:20 18 Jul 10:20 0
Update AOK TCs 5729 18 Jul 10:20 18 Jul 10:20 0
RO_1 upload 5729 18 Jul 10:20 18 Jul 10:20 0
RO_1 active 5729 18 Jul 11:00 21 Jul 16:00 3.21
Upload of RO_2, RO_3 and RO_4 5756 20 Jul 07:25 20 Jul 07:25 0
Start of TANGO branches override procedure 5758 20 Jul 10:4020 Jul 10:40 0
DVS_1 - U.S.A. and Canada 5758 20 Jul 12:11 20 Jul 12:31 0.01
DVS_2 - Europe 5760 20 Jul 17:31 20 Jul 17:51 0.01
DVS_3 - U.S.A 5773 21 Jul 13:11 21 Jul 13:31 0.01
RO_2 active 5775 21 Jul 16:00 22 Jul 12:35 0.86

AOK Closed-loop 5788 22 Jul 12:35 16 Aug 12:30 25
RO_2 active 5788 22 Jul 12:35 24 Jul 02:41 1.59
Closed-loop TC procedure upload and activation 5788 22 Jul 12:35 22 Jul 12:35 0
RO_3 active 5811 24 Jul 03:30 27 Jul 02:21 2.95
RO_4 active 5854 27 Jul 03:00 30 Jul 02:00 2.96
DVS_4 - Utah U.S.A. 5773 27 Jul 12:30 27 Jul 12:50 0.01
Upload of RO_5, RO_6 and RO_7 5872 28 Jul 08:40 28 Jul 08:40 0
RO_5 active 5897 30 Jul 03:00 02 Aug 06:40 3.15
Disable RO_6 5933 01 Aug 14:30 01 Aug 14:30 0
Upload and activation of RO_6 5943 02 Aug 07:05 05 Aug 09:40 3.11
Disable RO_7 5975 04 Aug 12:15 04 Aug 12:15 0
DVS_5 - Europe 5978 04 Aug 17:32 04 Aug 17:42 0.01
Upload and activation of RO_7 5988 05 Aug 10:02 08 Aug 07:39 2.9
DVS_6 - Sicilia 5992 05 Aug 16:52 05 Aug 17:02 0.01
Upload and activation of RO_8 6030 08 Aug 08:00 11 Aug 07:18 2.97
DVS_7 - Cleveland volcano 6031 08 Aug 10:39 08 Aug 10:39 0
DVS_8 - Chile 6034 08 Aug 16:11 08 Aug 16:21 0.01
DVS_9 - Etna volcano 6064 10 Aug 16:52 10 Aug 17:02 0.01
Upload and activation of RO_9 6073 11 Aug 07:40 12 Aug 08:19 1.03
DVS_10 - Turkey 6078 11 Aug 16:14 11 Aug 16:24 0.01
DVS_11 - South Europe 6079 11 Aug 17:49 11 Aug 17:59 0.01
AOK on-board propagation mode 6088 12 Aug 08:40 16 Aug 12:30 4.16

On board propagation TC 6088 12 Aug 08:40 12 Aug 08:40 0
DVS_12 - Turkey 6092 12 Aug 15:33 12 Aug 15:43 0.01
DVS_13 - South Europe 6093 12 Aug 17:12 12 Aug 17:22 0.01
DVS_14 - Etna volcano 6136 15 Aug 16:52 15 Aug 17:02 0.01
DVS_15 - Australia 6145 16 Aug 08:06 16 Aug 08:16 0.01

End of AOK experiment 6148 16 Aug 12:30 16 Aug 12:30 0
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Figure 7.2.: AOK experiment sequence of events
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the satellite and stored as time tagged telecommands (TTTCs)in the on-board memory. Each

stored RO block had an activation time flag indicating when ithad to be copied into the AOK

software RO buffer. On 12th August, 4 days before the end of the experiment, AOK was put

in on-board RO propagation mode. In the next sections the different experiment phases are

described in detail.

7.1.4. Commissioning and RO Acquisition Phases

Fig. 7.3 shows the difference between the MANGO’s real and reference semi-major axis and

LAN and the magnitude of the along-track maneuvers during the experiment commissioning

and reacquisition phases. The legend notations POD and AOK in Fig. 7.3 indicate that the

satellite state as estimated respectively by the ground based and on-board navigation system

has been used for the computation of∆a and∆L. It can thus be assumed that the points noted

as POD represent the real situation at each ascending node pass (at least with an accuracy of

the sub-decimetre level) while the points noted with AOK represent what the on-board con-

troller actually determined on-board the spacecraft as theposition accuracy available on-board

MANGO was about 2 m (1σ) during the entire experiment [84]. The accuracy of the on-board

estimation of the semi-major axis and therefore of∆a is instead 4 m (1σ) as it comes from a

combination of the accuracies of position and velocity. This fact has a significant impact on the

orbit control performance. An error of about 2 mm/s is introduced in the computation of the

orbital maneuvers (Eq. (4.5)) by a 4 m error in the estimationof ∆a. This fact has a significant

impact on the orbit control efficiency as in the ideal case the∆vs required to keep∆L in a

control window of±10 m in steady-state have a range of 2 to 8 mm/s. The navigation accuracy

is indeed the most important cost factor of the control∆v budget. This important consideration

had already been identified in the numerical simulations performed during the system valida-

tion. In Fig. 7.4 (top) the plots of the accuracy of the on-board estimation of the semi-major

axis and of the∆a as estimated on-board and ground based have been superposed. The error of

the semi-major axis’ on-board estimation is included as noise in the on-board estimation of∆a

and consequently in the computation of the maneuvers. The only significant event during the

commissioning phase was the auto-transition to on-board reference propagation mode. In order
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Figure 7.3.: Semi-major axis deviation (top), LAN deviation (middle), computed orbital ma-
neuvers (bottom)

Figure 7.4.: Semi-major axis deviation and on-board estimation accuracy (top). Orbital maneu-
vers (bottom)
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to test this functionality, the on-board activation of RO_2was scheduled after the expiration of

the validity of RO_1 and this triggered the auto-transitionto on-board reference propagation

mode that was at that time enabled.

As the controller was in closed-loop it was set up by TC to bring the LAN deviation from

300 m to 10 m in 1.5 days and an along-track∆v of +0.0136 m/s was executed. As shown in

Fig. 7.3 the commanded RO acquisition maneuver was very accurate and the value of∆LAN

was actually reduced to 10 m after 1.5 days. In this case the on-board navigation accuracy

had little influence on the accuracy of the maneuver as the required∆ac was about 30 m. The

counter-maneuver (anti-along-track) that was expected tobe executed just after passing the -10

m threshold, was instead executed with a delay of four orbitsdue to a mistake in the operations

planning. In fact just 30 minutes before the time the controller would have commanded the

counter-maneuver, RO_3 was activated on-board by TTTC and the maneuver execution was

possible only after 4 ascending node passes from the new RO block activation (see Sec. 7.1.2).

The result was that when the -0.009 m/s counter-maneuver wasissued, the LAN deviation had a

value of -60 m. A correction maneuver of -0.0015 m/s that brought∆a to 0.0 m was executed 4

orbits after the counter-maneuver. The controller was thenset up to execute a RO reacquisition

maneuver as the natural motion that would have brought∆LAN back in the control window was

considered to be too slow when taking into consideration theremaining time available for the

AOK experiment. The value of the new RO acquisition maneuverwas -0.0024 m/s. The total

∆v spent during the RO acquisition phase was 0.0265 m/s.

7.1.5. Control Tuning Phase

Once the LAN deviation value was brought into the control window, a 3.5 day control tuning

phase was required to determine the best AOK controller settings. The maneuver duty cycle was

4 orbits for positive as well as for negative maneuvers. Thismeans that the minimum allowed

time between two consecutive maneuvers commanded was to be 4orbits. This limitation, de-

spite the degradation in the control performance, helped tounderstand the main factors for the

control accuracy in the actual orbital perturbations forces environment. Fig. 7.5 shows clearly

that the navigation error plays a fundamental role in the control accuracy performance espe-
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Figure 7.5.: Semi-major axis deviation (top), LAN deviation (middle), maneuvers (bottom)

cially in the presence of small atmospheric drag (see Appendix D). It can be noticed in Fig. 7.5

that the value of∆a on 28th at about 00:00 UTC computed using the on-board navigation was

smaller than the actual one (POD). As a consequence the maneuver commanded was smaller

than that required to bring the value of∆a to 0.0 m in order to stop the evolution of∆LAN

towards larger (in magnitude) negative values. In this phase the controller was not allowed to

perform RO acquisition maneuvers and this means that by its logic it could command only posi-

tive maneuvers for positive∆a to bring its value to 0.0 m. Thus a new correction maneuver was

not issued until 20:00 UTC on 28th July. This delay was due in large part to the fact that AOK

could see a negative or null value of∆a despite the real one was positive and in smaller part

to the 4 orbits duty cycle that prevented issuing a maneuver at 16:40 UTC. The result was that

at the time the new corrective maneuver was executed the value of∆LAN was already -50 m.

On 29th of July, AOK was again set up to command RO acquisition maneuvers and the value of

∆LAN was brought back into the control window. Two important lessons were learned during

the control tuning phase. The first was that the duty cycle to be imposed for anti-along-track

maneuvers had to be only 1 orbit. In this way the possibility of poor accuracy of an anti-along-

track maneuver could be compensated by the freedom given to the on-board controller to make
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small corrections at each orbit. The second lesson learned was the confirmation that a small

decay rate of the semi-major axis implies a slow dynamics of the near parabolic evolution of

the∆LAN . The impact of the on-board navigation accuracy on the control performance was

less significant in case of positive∆L as in this case maneuvers are issued for either positive or

negative values of∆a. The total∆v spent during the control tuning phase was 0.016 m/s.

7.1.6. Fine Control Phase - On-ground Generated Reference Orbit

On 30th of July, as the RO acquisition was completed, the fine controlphase officially started and

lasted until the end of the AOK experiment. Table 7.3 collects the values of the most significant

controller’s parameters during this experiment phase. Thelargest maneuver allowed (∆vMAX)

Table 7.3.: AOK controller settings during the fine control phase
TC Value
∆vMAX [m/s] 0.008
∆LMAX [m] 5
∆Lmin [m] -5
Td+ [s] 15000
Td− [s] 5000
Maneuver delay [s] 120
On-board RO auto-transition 0

was set to 0.008 m/s as a base value and was later increased to 0.01 m/s. In case AOK issues a

∆v maneuver whose magnitude is larger than∆vMAX , the maneuver is not executed and AOK

resets. The LAN control window was imposed to be±5 m in order to allow the controller

enough time to maintain the∆LAN absolute value within the required 10 m. The imposed duty

cycle for along-track maneuvers was 15000 s so that AOK was allowed to issue a positive∆v

maneuver every 3 orbits. The imposed duty cycle for anti-along-track maneuvers was 5000

s. In this way AOK was allowed to command maneuvers at each orbit for negative∆LAN ’s.

The maneuver delay was imposed to be 120 s and no auto-transition to on-board RO generation

was allowed in case of expiration of the validity of the uploaded on-board RO. Fig. 7.6 depicts

the control tracking error during the fine control phase withground based generated RO. In

this steady-state control phase a regular maneuver cycle cannot be identified. This lack of
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Figure 7.6.: Semi-major axis deviation (top), LAN deviation (middle), orbital maneuvers
(bottom)

determinism is due to the fact that with a±10 m control window the noise in the estimation

of ∆a due to the on-board navigation accuracy is not negligible with respect to the order of

magnitude of the∆ac required for the control. The on-board estimation ofda/dt by means

of data-fitting was not exploited by the controller regularly as expected due to implementation

issues related to the re-initialization of the∆a filtering buffer and Eq. (4.17) was employed

more often for the on-board estimation of the atmospheric drag. Table 7.4 collects the most

significant control statistics during this phase. The minimum value of∆v is defined here as its

minimum absolute value. The 10 m (1σ standard deviation) LAN control requirement is fully

satisfied. During this entire steady-state fine control phase the magnitude of the maneuvers

issued was 0.002 to 0.004 m/s with peaks of 0.006 to 0.008 m/s.The total∆v spent during the

control tuning phase was 0.0857 m/s.

Table 7.4.: Most significant control statistics
Parameter Min Max Mean σ RMS
∆LAN (POD) [m] -25.9 14.1 -3.6 9.0 10.2
∆v [m/s] 0.0006 0.0094 0.0005 0.0034 0.0034
Man. cycle [h] 1.7 38.4 11 8.3 13.7
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7.1.7. Fine Control Phase - On-board Generated Reference Orbit

On the 12th of August AOK was put in an on-board generated RO mode for the last 4 days

section of the experiment. As the RO was propagated on-boardusing a GRACE GGM01S

20x20 gravitational field model (Sec. 7.1.2), the goal of this experiment phase was to validate

this software functionalities more than a comparison of thecontrol performance with on-board

and ground-based RO generation. Fig. 7.7 depicts the control tracking error with respect to the

on-board RO. The controller settings of Table 7.3 were maintained. At the moment AOK is set

in on-board RO propagation mode, its propagator takes as initial state the first valid navigation

state given by the on-board navigation filter. Table 7.5 collects the most significant control

statistics during this phase in which the total∆v spent was 0.0065 m/s.

Table 7.5.: Most significant control statistics
Parameter Min Max Mean σ RMS
∆LAN (POD) [m] -23.2 14.0 -9.3 11.7 14.9
∆v [m/s] 0.0008 0.003 -0.0007 0.003 0.003
Man. cycle [h] 8.3 76.7 33.3 37.7 50.3

Figure 7.7.: Semi-major axis deviation (top), LAN deviation (middle), orbital maneuvers
(bottom)
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7.1.8. Overall AOK Experiment Review

Control

Fig. 7.8 gives an overview of the most significant control parameters during the experiment’s

different phases described in detail in the previous sections. Table 7.6 collects the∆v budget

pertaining to each experiment phase and to the entire experiment. The∆vNETTO is the sum of

the∆vs with their signs. The total amount of maneuver∆v spent for the accomplishment of the

AOK experiment was 0.1347 m/s corresponding to 27% of the allocated∆v budget (Table 7.1).

The flight results of the AOK experiment have been compared tothe numerical simulations

performed during the system validation phase confirming thehigh degree of realism of the

simulations results [75, 73].

Navigation

Before the start of the experiment new settings were uploadedby TC for MANGO’s GPS-based

on-board navigation filter. MANGO’s navigation filter was set up to have the best performances

after the evaporation of the PRISMA formation.

Figure 7.8.: Semi-major axis deviation (top), LAN deviation (middle), orbital maneuvers
(bottom)
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Table 7.6.: Maneuver∆v budget
Experiment Phase |∆v|min [m/s] |∆v|MAX [m/s] ∆vNETTO[m/s] |∆v|TOT [m/s]
Commissioning 0.0015 0.0137 0.0008 0.0265
RO acquisition 0.0007 0.0065 -0.0030 0.0160
Fine control - uploaded RO 0.0006 0.0094 0.0160 0.0857
Fine control - on-board RO 0.0008 0.003 -0.0002 0.0065
Entire experiment 0.0006 0.0137 0.0136 0.1347

TANGO was put in safe mode at a safe distance and the formationgeometry configured with

collision avoidance criteria [143,146]. Fig. 7.9 depicts the accuracy of the on-board estimated

absolute position during the entire experiment. The navigation accuracy is evaluated in local

orbital frame (R axis in radial, N anti-cross-track and T along-track oriented) with respect to

the POD products that are accurate at the sub-decimetre level. The effect of the inclusion of

the executed orbital maneuvers on the navigation accuracy can be noticed in Fig. 7.9 especially

on the radial component. During the entire experiment the on-board estimated semi-major axis

had an average accuracy of 4 m (1σ) as can be appreciated in Fig. 7.10. The spikes in the plot

of Fig. 7.10 are well correlated with the execution of orbital maneuvers. The only significant

event during the AOK control tuning phase was an outlier in the navigation accuracy on 28th of

July at about 17:00 UTC (Fig. 7.9).

Two on-board navigation problems are to be reported during the fine-control experiment

phase (Fig. 7.9). The first one, that took place on 3rd August at about 13:45 UTC, was a loss

of track of GPS satellites. This problem was initiated by excessive pseudo-range values that

trigger in the Phoenix GPS receiver’s logic a progressive loss of signals. The on-board naviga-

tion filter could thus not perform the GPS measurements update for about 60 minutes and went

in orbit propagation mode. This event had no major consequences on the navigation accuracy.

AOK went in idle state only for 2 minutes as in such cases the idle state is triggered. At the mo-

ment of the ascending node at 14:20 UTC, AOK kept working despite the on-board navigation

was degraded and this caused a degradation in the estimationof ∆a but no degradation in the

estimation of∆LAN as shown in Fig. 7.6. This event had no consequences on the control as

at the moment it occurred the value of∆LAN was inside the control window and no maneuver

was to be issued. The second on-board navigation problem, which caused a major degradation
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Figure 7.9.: Accuracy of the on-board estimated position inRTN

Figure 7.10.: Accuracy of the on-board estimation of the semi-major axis
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in the navigation accuracy for 30 minutes, took place on 3rd August at 18:24:40 UTC and ended

at about 20:45 UTC. In this case the estimation of∆a and∆LAN made by AOK were consid-

erably degraded as can be noticed in Fig. 7.8 where outliers show up in the plots in that date.

This event was a Singular Event Upset (SEU) most probably dueto corrupted GPS receiver data

possibly caused by an ongoing geomagnetic storm (see Appendix D). As this occurrence was

not detected as a navigation problem by the on-board navigation filter, AOK had no protection

from it but no wrong maneuver was issued as the navigation SEUoccurred inside a maneuver

duty cycle. Nevertheless AOK would have commanded an auto-reset not issuing any maneuver

as the computed∆v would have had the order of magnitude of 0.06 m/s far larger than the

maximal allowed∆v (∆vMAX in Table 7.3) set to 0.008 m/s. Setting∆vMAX to the smallest

possible value compatible with the LAN control window amplitude is indeed one of the ways

to avoid or at least restrain the catastrophic effect of a wrong orbital maneuver due to a navi-

gation SEU. It is interesting to notice that though the Phoenix is a Commercial Off The Shelf

(COTS) GPS receiver that has no proper protection to the spaceelectromagnetic environment,

its performance is in some cases superior to space proofed GPS receivers [113].
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8. Conclusions

The main purpose of this research is the analysis, development and implementation of a precise

autonomous orbit control system for a spacecraft in low Earth orbit. The study of this topic

stems from the author’s persuasion that in the near future this technology will be exploited on a

routine basis for the precise orbit maintenance of remote sensing satellites very high resolution

optical systems and synthetic aperture radars. The discussion is carried out through the thesis’

chapters in a step-wise way from the parametrization used tomodel the problem, through the

theoretical achievements and their practical implementation. One of the milestones of this work

is the realization of a flight-ready space-borne autonomousorbit control system which has been

integrated into the PRISMA technology demonstration mission and has been validated in flight.

8.1. Discussion

8.1.1. A Qualitative Cost Analysis

Starting from the assumption that the autonomous orbit control technology is now mature to

be used on a routine basis, a major driver in choosing whethera ground-based or an on-board

orbit control system is its cost. At this stage, only a qualitative cost analysis is possible since

the data about the four autonomous orbit control experiments of Table 1.3 cannot represent a

significant statistics. The cost of an orbit control system is mainly determined by the control

accuracy required and its reliability. The control accuracy ec = ec(en, em, edy) depends on

the navigation accuracyen, the maneuvers errorsem and the dynamic model uncertaintiesedy

which increase when the spacecraft’s altitudeh decreases. It is assumed here that the accuracy
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Figure 8.1.: Ground-based vs on-board orbit control systems cost

of the control cannot be better than that of the navigation i.e. it is alwaysem ≥ en. The value

of ec required at a certain altitudeh, determines the value of the maneuvers duty cycleTdu =

Tdu(ec ·h). The total cost of the control system can be expressed ascTOT (Tdu) = ci+ cOPS + cp

whereci, cOPS andcp are respectively the implementation, operations and performance cost.

The performance costcp quantifies the additional on-board thrusters’ fuel consumption which

results from a non-optimal computation of the maneuvers. Anoptimal computation of the

orbital maneuvers will yield thereforecp = 0. In general it can be stated that the development

and implementation costscionb
of an on-board orbit control software are larger than the costs

ciong
required by the realization on-ground (cionb

> ciong
). This is due to the greater effort

for the implementation, validation and testing of a on-board control software compliant with

all the standard safety criteria. The operations costscOPSong
of a ground-based orbit control

system are instead larger than those of a on-board system (cOPSong
> cOPSonb

). Finally the
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availability of an optimal maneuvers’ computation processon-ground will result in a smaller

fuel consumption (cponb
> cpong

). Fig. 8.1 depicts the result of this qualitative cost analysis.

The functiong = g(cTOT/te) represents the orbit control system cost considering also its total

exploitation timete during the mission lifetime. The two curvescTOTong
andcTOTonb

are plotted

as a function ofTdu assuming that the orbit control system is exploited continuously during

the entire mission lifetime. The valuegONB represents the sum of the costgGS required for

the implementation of the ground segment and the implementation of the autonomous control

flight software. The costgGS is required irrespective of the control type. Assuming thata POD

process cannot be implemented on-board and thatem ≥ en, Tdumin
represents the minimum duty

cycle and thus the minimum value ofec achievable with the available navigation accuracy. The

value ofcTOTong
andcTOTonb

tends asymptotically respectively togGS andgONB by increasing

the value ofTdu. This is justified by the assumption that for an infinite valueof Tdu there are

no operations costs required for the orbit control. The costcTOTong
of the ground-based orbit

control system is supposed to increase asymptotically by decreasing the value ofec since the

smaller is the value ofTdu, the larger is the number of ground station contacts and worktime

required. The functioncTOTonb
increases by decreasing the value ofTdu as well. This is due to

the fact that the on-board maneuvers’ computation error increases by increasing the navigation

error (Sec. 7.1.4). The three missions PRISMA [73], Sentinel-1 [121] and TerraSAR-X [44] are

inserted in the cost analysis of Fig. 8.1 considering their duty cycle which is respectively about

1, 2 (TBC) and 8 days, for required control accuracies of 10, 50 and 250 m at the altitudes of

700, 700 and 400 km respectively. For values ofTdu smaller thanTdulim
an autonomous orbit

control system is the more convenient option. The on-board control options is considered more

convenient for a mission like Sentinel-1 assuming that thistechnology is nowadays ready to be

used on a routine basis.

8.1.2. Achievements of this Research

This thesis work represents a step forward in the theoretical formalization and implementation

of an on-board orbit maintenance system. Autonomous orbit control finds its natural exploita-

tion in the frame of low-Earth-orbit missions which requirestrict constraints on the maximum
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allowed deviation of the real from the nominal spacecraft’sground track and altitude. This tech-

nology has nowadays reached a sufficient level of maturity tobe applied routinely to such space

programs. The research must proceed now towards the definition of a general and rigorous

formalization of the models and control requirements and the study of new control methods.

The analytical approach developed from the state-of-the-art uses the so called operation

parameters as controlled quantities. The operational parameters lack of the rigorous, gen-

eral and compact mathematical formalization of a coordinates system. For this reason a new

parametrization, the relative Earth-fixed elements, has been introduced. The problem of the

autonomous absolute orbit control can in fact be formalizedas a specific case of two spacecraft

in formation in which one, the reference, is virtual and affected only by the Earth’s gravita-

tional field. The relative Earth-Fixed elements describe the relative motion of the real and

reference sub-satellite points on the Earth surface and canbe mapped directly into relative or-

bital elements with a coordinates transformation. This approach allows the direct translation of

absolute orbit control requirements in terms of relative orbit control. The methods developed

for the formation-keeping can thus be used for the orbit control of a single satellite. This for-

malization allows also the straightforward use of modern control theory numerical techniques

for orbit control. Indeed, a bridge between the worlds of control theory and orbit control is built

by this formalization. As a demonstration, a linear and a quadratic optimal regulators have been

designed and tested. The state-space representation has been used for the mathematical formu-

lation of the problem. The system to be controlled has been described by means of a linear

dynamic model including theJ2 zonal coefficient of the Earth’s gravitational field and the at-

mospheric drag perturbation force. These two numerical control methods have been compared,

by means of numerical simulations, with the analytical algorithm.

The main difference between these methods is that the maneuvers’ computation by the ana-

lytical controller is based on a long term orbit prediction whereas the linear regulators compute

the control actions with a pure feedback logic based on the values of the control gains. The

accuracy of the orbit model plays therefore a critical role in the implementation of the analyti-

cal controller. For the implementation of the numerical feedback regulators, the critical issue is

not the prediction accuracy of the model but its reliabilityin defining the stability conditions of
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the closed-loop system in the determination of the gains. The analytical controller has demon-

strated in-flight to be robust, cost-effective and capable of very good control accuracies. With

the on-board availability of an accurate orbit model, this type of analytical controller has an op-

timal control performance in terms of accuracy and costs, and a deterministic maneuvers cycle

whose duration depends on the size of the control window. On the other hand, the numerical

regulators have a simpler flight software implementation and an enhanced flexibility given by

the possibility of varying the type of on-board controller simply by uploading to the spacecraft

different gain configurations. The type of control of these feedback systems is in fact entirely

determined by the type and value of the gains.

This research presents the most advanced to date demonstration of a complete guidance, nav-

igation and control system for autonomous absolute orbit control. The implementation of this

system for the PRISMA mission has been described in detail. The AOK experiment on the

PRISMA mission, which was executed successfully from the 18th of July to the 16th of Au-

gust 2011, has validated in flight the analytical orbit control algorithm developed in this thesis

(Sec. 4.1). Using GPS-based absolute navigation data, the on-board controller commanded

thruster activations in the orbital frame to autonomously control the satellite’s longitude of

ascending node within a predefined window. The main performance requirement of the experi-

ment was a control accuracy of the longitude of ascending node of 10 m (1σ standard deviation).

The control accuracy requirement was fulfilled. The navigation accuracy has shown to be the

most important cost factor of the control∆v budget as highlighted also by the numerical sim-

ulations performed during the system validation. The maneuvers’ execution error had a mean

value of about 5% during the experiment and did not cause any degradation on the control ac-

curacy. This on-board orbit control system can compute a maneuver only once every orbit at

the ascending node and the on-orbit place for the execution of a maneuver can be imposed by

telecommand with the value of the maneuver time delay from the ascending node pass time. For

this reason it can be concluded that an autonomous orbit controller of this type could be fully

compatible with the optimal planning of missions with very demanding payload activity and

strict orbit control requirements. The main differences with respect to the experiment carried

on by Demeter (Sec. 1.2.2), the most similar performed in thepast, are the extremely tight re-
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quirements, a better on-board navigation accuracy, the structure of the GNC architecture which

has separated orbit control and navigation software modules installed in the spacecraft’s on-

board computer, and the possibility of on-board RO generation. The better control performance

achieved during the AOK experiment can be attributed to the better navigation performance and

to the available provision of small velocity increments (inthe order of magnitude of 1 mm/s) by

the spacecraft’s thrusters.

The flight software development and testing platform at DLR (Chapter 6), developed in the

frame of the PRISMA mission, has demonstrated to be a powerfuland reliable simulation tool

for the design and validation of the orbit control software.The high degree of realism of the

numerical simulations is also emphasized by comparing the numerical results of Fig. 5.5 and

Table 5.5 for AOK with the flight results of Fig. 7.8 and Table 7.6. The final maneuver budget

of the numerical simulation is 0.09 m/s whereas that of the in-flight experiment is 0.13 m/s.

This values are comparable considering that during the in-flight experiment the RO acquisition

was from an initial LAN deviation of 300 m and that a calibration phase preceded the fine

control phase. The simulation results obtained for the testscenario of TerraSAR-X (Table C.1)

can be compared with the flight data as well. The simulation foresees orbital maneuvers of

about 0.017 m/s with a maneuver cycle of about 10 days whereasthe flight data shows a mean

maneuvers’ value of 0.01 m with a mean maneuver cycle of about7 days. The more cost-

effective performance of the orbit control system of TSX is due to the fact that the value of

the maneuvers computed on-ground is the output of an optimization process which has the

availability of space environment data collected on the long period, the most precise navigation

data and practically no constraints on the computational resources.

8.2. Future Work

The theoretical and practical achievements of this research can certainly be considered an im-

portant milestone in the road-map to precise autonomous absolute orbit control. Many technical

challenges have been faced and overcome in the development,implementation and operations of

the PRISMA mission and the execution of the flight dynamics experiments. From this starting
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point some new research paths can be opened.

The mathematical formalization can be further developed. The final goal should be to use

the same formalization for the analytical and numerical methods. Indeed starting from the fol-

lowing equation, derived from Eqs. (2.28), (2.30) and (A.5), which relates the REFE and the

velocity increments in the orbital frame, the absolute orbit control can be defined as a con-

strained optimization problem.

δ̥ = TB∆v (8.1)

T(u) =
1

n
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(8.2)

where τ = (|ωE − Ω̇R|/n)
√

1− (sin u sin i)2, α = sin u sin u + cos u cos u and β =

sin u cos u− cosu sin u.

The constraints of this problem are the specific mission orbit’s requirements. Each type of

requirement can be formalized with a linear combination of the relative Earth-fixed elements.

The closed analytical solutions of the problem identify theoptimal on-orbit place, direction and

number of maneuvers. The numerical regulators can also be designed by means of Eqs. (8.1)-

(8.2) using the REFE as states.

The design of a predictive control system using the virtual formation model could join the

deterministic behaviour of an analytical algorithm and theflexibility of a numerical regulator.

For the realization of a performing system, the prediction capability of the on-board analytical

model has to be improved and eventually replaced by a numerical propagator.

The analytical algorithm validated on PRISMA, can be considered a ready-to-fly tool for

autonomous orbit control. Nevertheless, the experience gained during the autonomous orbit

keeping experiment on PRISMA, was invaluable for the identification of major improvements

for the control performances and the operations. The on-board navigation filter can be tuned to

reach the meter level accuracy on the estimation of the semi-major axis. One of the improve-

ments should regard the prediction model used by the PRISMA on-board absolute orbit control
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software which should include, in addition to the semi-major axis’ decay rate, the rate of change

of the orbit’s inclination. The on-board estimation of the semi-major axis’ decay rate should

be improved eventually with the inclusion of on-ground estimated perturbation environment

parameters (e.g. solar fluxes, geomagnetic indices, etc.) which could be uploaded periodically

to the spacecraft. The effect of the navigation errors on themaneuvers computation can be re-

duced by using a smooth and filtering technique similar to that used for the on-board estimation

of the semi-major axis’ decay rate. By using a 70x70 Earth’s gravitational field model, and

eventually the third body perturbation, in the on-board orbit propagator, the RO could be gen-

erated on-board without any loss of accuracy. The PRISMA control software could be easily

further developed also for the control of the orbit’s eccentricity and inclination. Some improve-

ments to ease the ground operations for the software monitoring concern also the on-board RO

management and the telemetry.

A further development is also the combination of autonomousabsolute and relative orbit

control. As a first step the DLR’s autonomous formation and orbit maintenance systems on

PRISMA could be made to work at the same time. The results of thenumerical simulation

performed for the evaluation of the formation behaviour arepromising. A big step forward

would be then the mathematical formalization of the problemand the minimization of the fuel

consumption by an optimal allocation of the absolute and relative control tasks among the two

spacecraft.
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A. Linearized Orbit Model

A.1. Model Matrices

A.1.1. Gravity Field
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A.1.2. Atmospheric Drag

Ãd = −A
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A.1.3. Control Matrix
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A.2. Characteristic Polynomial

|sI−A| = s6 + p1s
5 + p2s

4 + p3s
3 + p4s

2 = 0 (A.6)

p1 = −a11 + a22 + a33

p2 = a11(a22 + a33) + a22a33 − a26a62 − a36a63 − a23a32

p3 = a26(a62a33 − a63a32) + a36(a63a22 − a23a62)− a11(a22a33 − a26a62 − a36a63 − a23a32)

p4 = −a11[a26(a62a33 − a63a32) + a36(a63a22 − a23a62)]

A.2.1. Near Circular Orbits

In casee ≈ 0

|sI−A| = s3(s− a11)[ s
2 − (a22 + a33)s+ a22a33 − a26a62 − a36a63 − a23a32 ] = 0 (A.7)
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A.2.2. Near Circular Orbits and no Drag

In casee ≈ 0 and the atmospheric drag perturbation force is not considered (a11 = 0, a26 = 0,

a36 = 0)

|sI−A| = s4[ s2 − (a22 + a33)s+ a22a33 − a23a32 ] = 0 (A.10)

s1 = s2 = s3 = s4 = 0 s5 = −α(5 cos2 i− 1)j s6 = +α(5 cos2 i− 1)j (A.11)

A.3. Transfer Function
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a∗33=s6 − (a11 + a22 + a33)s
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B. Navigation Accuracy in Numerical

Simulations

Figures B.1 and B.2 and Tables B.1 and B.2 show the accuracy of the on board estimated

absolute position in the RTN orbital frame and of the orbitalelements in the realistic simulations

scenario.

Figure B.1.: Accuracy of the on-board estimated position in RTN
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Table B.1.: Navigation error - Position and velocity in RTN
R [m] T [m] N [m] Pos. 3D [m] vR [m/s] vT [m/s] vN [m/s] Vel. 3D [m/s]

Mean 0.86 -0.30 -1.13 3.04 3·10−5 -3.5·10−5 -2.3·10−5 4.35·10−3

σ 2.32 1.51 1.42 1.60 3·10−3 3.7·10−3 2·10−3 2.7·10−3

RMS 2.47 1.54 1.81 3.43 3·10−3 3.7·10−3 2·10−3 5.1·10−3

Figure B.2.: Accuracy of the on-board estimated orbital elements

Table B.2.: Navigation error - Orbital elements
a [m] aex [m] aey [m] i [deg] Ω [m] u [deg]

Mean 2.78 -0.18 0.01 3·10−6 -3.8·10−4 2.7·10−5

σ 3.94 2.99 3.71 2.2·10−5 6.1·10−3 5.6·10−3

RMS 4.82 2.99 3.71 2.2·10−5 6.1·10−3 5.6·10−3
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C. Numerical Simulations of

Combined Autonomous Absolute

and Relative Orbit Control

This chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the combined autonomous absolute and relative

control of a two spacecraft formation in LEO using differenttypes of on-board feedback con-

trol. One of the two spacecraft keeps its orbit’s parameterswithin the control windows imposed

around nominal values which characterize a reference orbit. The other spacecraft controls in-

stead the relative motion. A distributed control tasks assignment over time is suggested in order

to keep the mass of the two spacecraft as similar as possible.With this approach the differential

drag, and thus the fuel consumption, can be minimized and themission lifetime maximized.

The autonomous formation control is meant to meet the payload requirements and to keep the

required formation geometry safe from a collision risk. Thecollision avoidance criterion used

is the maintenance of a (anti-)parallel alignment of the relative eccentricity and inclination vec-

tors [143,146]. In this context the autonomous control has an added value as it allows a prompt

reaction to unexpected events. The secular non-keplerian perturbation forces acting on both

satellites alter the nominal formation configuration. The most critical change is the clockwise

drift of the relative eccentricity vectorδe that tends to the perpendicular of the relative incli-

nation vectorδi, thus increasing the collision risk. As a consequence, the formation must be

controlled to maintain the predefined orientation of the twovectors. A ground-based control has

to regularly keep the formation configuration by commandingsmall orbit correction maneuvers.

In most cases the ground station contacts are limited due to the geographic position of the sta-
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tion and the costs for contact time. A ground station placed at a middle latitude allows about

two scheduled contacts every twelve hours for a LEO satellite. Only the availability of a polar

ground station guarantees a contact at each orbit. While thislimitation is usually not critical

for single satellite operations, the visibility constraints determine the achievable orbit control

accuracy for a LEO formation if a ground based approach is chosen. An autonomous relative

orbit control system can provide a robust formation keepingimproving the control performance

as the orbital maneuvers are planned and executed more frequently. The combination of au-

tonomous absolute and relative orbit control can thus enhance the overall control performance,

reactivity in case of contingency and reduce the ground support efforts and costs.

Analytical and numerical control methods have been considered. The overall strategy is

verified using the TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X formation (Sec. 1.5)as case study. This is the typ-

ical LEO remote sensing mission which could take advantage of the autonomous orbit control

discussed here. In the simulations, run over 30 days, the absolute orbit of spacecraft TSX is

controlled by the AOK analytical controller (Sec. 4.1 and 7)or an in-plane linear regulator

(Sec. 4.3.1). These absolute orbit control methods are combined with the autonomous rela-

tive analytical controller validated with the SAFE experiment [92,143] on the PRISMA mis-

sion. The initial state of Table 3.9 has been used for TSX. Therelative initial state of TDX

is (δa, aδex, aδey, aδix, aδiy, aδu) = (0, 0, 300, 0,−400, 0) m in compliance with the collision

risk minimization criteria of parallel/anti-parallel eccentricity and inclination vectors [143-145].

The goal of the relative control is to keep this initial safe formation geometry. The simulation

parameters and the physical properties of TSX and TDX, considered identical spacecraft, are

collected in Table 3.8. No navigation or actuator errors areincluded in the numerical simula-

tions.

C.1. SAFE Closed-Form Analytical Control

Depending on the required orbit control accuracy, along-track, radial and cross-track maneuvers

(in the form of single or double pulses) are executed at regular time intervals in a deterministic

fashion according to the following solutions [92].
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An arbitrary correction of the relative inclination vectorδi can be realized through a single

cross-track maneuver of size∆vN at locationum, given by

∆vNna‖δiaft − δibef‖ = na‖∆δi‖ at um = arctan(∆δiy/∆δix) (C.1)

where the superscriptsaft and bef denote relative orbital elements immediately before and

after the maneuver under consideration. Eq. (C.1) represents the minimum delta-v solution for

out-of-plane control.

The minimum delta-v solution for in-plane control providesan arbitrary correction of the

remaining relative orbital elements according to the following double-impulse scheme

∆vT1
= na(∆δa+ ‖∆δe‖)/4 at um1

= arctan(∆δey/∆δex) (C.2)

∆vT2
= na∆δa/2 at um2

= um1
+ π (C.3)

where along-track maneuvers in flight or anti-flight direction are separated by a half-orbit (the

subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the first and second maneuvers of the same pair). Here,∆δa and

∆δe represent the desired corrections computed before the execution of the each individual

maneuver of the pair.

An alternative approach for in-plane control is based on theexecution of radial maneuvers

separated by a half-orbit given by

∆vR1
= na(∆δλ+ ‖∆δe‖)/2 , ∆vT1

= na(∆δa/4) at um1
= arctan(∆δey/∆δex)(C.4)

∆vR2
= −na∆δλ/2 , ∆vT2

= na∆δa/2 at um2
= um1

+ π (C.5)

The choice of the most appropriate in-plane control strategy, i.e. the usage of Eqs. (C.2)-(C.3)

or Eqs. (C.4)-(C.4) is mission and application dependant. Pairs of tangential-only maneuvers

ensure minimum propellant consumption, but when used for routine formation-keeping, cause

unintentional drifts in along-track direction due to the continuous corrections of the semi-major

axis. Pairs of radial maneuvers do not affect the semi-majoraxis and can realize smaller correc-

tions of the relative orbital elements, due to the double delta-v consumption and the consequent
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longer burn times. The autonomous formation control (AFC) software module used during the

SAFE experiment on PRISMA features two modes: the closed-loop along-track mode (CL-T)

based on Eqs. (C.2)-(C.3) and the closed-loop radial mode (CL-R)based on Eqs. (C.4)-(C.4).

CL-T is mainly used for large reconfigurations in along-trackdirections in rendezvous scenar-

ios, whereas CL-R is preferred to accurately control the formation for tight reconfigurations at

short separations in fly-around and inspection phases.

C.2. Combination of the AOK and SAFE Analytical

Controllers

C.2.1. AOK Absolute Orbit Control

Figures C.1 and C.2 show the ROE and REFE (computed at the ascending node), and the along-

track control maneuvers∆vT executed by spacecraft TSX in case the orbit control system is de-

signed with the algorithms of Eq. (4.2) (AOK control). The control window isδLλMAX
= ±250

m. The same general considerations of Sec. 5.2 and Chap. 6 about AOK’s features are valid here.

Fig. C.2 shows that the control ofδLλ is characterized by a strict determinism. Three along-

Figure C.1.: Relative orbital elements (AOK)
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Figure C.2.: Relative Earth-fixed elements and executed orbital maneuvers - AOK

track maneuvers of about 0.17 m/s are executed with a maneuver cycle of 8 days. The vertices

of the parabolas which characterize the time evolution ofδLλ are not placed in proximity of the

lower bound of the control window at -250 m. This is due to the fact that the long term prediction

of δLλ = k1δiy + k2δLϕ (Eqs. (2.31)-(2.33)) on which the maneuvers’ computation is based,

does not include the contribution ofδix to the variation ofδiy (see Eqs. (2.11), (4.2), (2.28)

and (4.26)) but only that ofδa. This approximation of the model used by the AOK control

system is highlighted by this test case in which the control cycle is 8 days. Indeed the weight

of the contribution ofδix to the variation ofδLλ increases with the duration of the maneuver

cycle. Table C.1 collects the control performance and the maneuver budget. The total∆v spent

is 0.05 m/s.

Table C.1.: Control performance and maneuver budget of AOK control
δL [m] Min Max Mean σ RMS
δLλ -101.97 269.71 40.87 100.31 108.31
δLϕ -17938.72 2688.1 -8074.03 5923.36 10013.8
δLh -16.63 6.11 -6.15 4.65 7.71
∆v [m/s] Min Max TOT
∆vT 0.01663 0.01703 0.0504
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C.2.2. SAFE Relative Control

Figures C.3 and C.4 show the ROE and REFE of TDX with respect to TSXwhen the absolute

orbit of TSX is controlled by the AOK controller and the relative orbit of TDX is controlled by

the SAFE controller working in along-track mode (Eqs. (C.2)-(C.3)). The REFE are computed

at the ascending node. The control window ofδe andδi are respectively 5 m and 2 m. The

control is characterized by a strict determinism with an in-plane maneuver cycle of 6 hours

during the steady-state phases as can be observed in Fig. C.5.Only one out-of-plane maneuver

of 0.002 m/s is executed whenδiy exceeds the maximum allowed deviation of 2 m. The SAFE

controller reacts to the absolute orbit control maneuvers of TSX which causes a sudden change

of δa, δex andδey and re-acquires the formation configuration in about 1.5 days. Table C.2

collects the statistical quantities of the values assumed by δLλ, δLϕ andδLh during the steady-

state phase between the 7th and 15th of July. The quantityδLerr indicates the difference between

the actual and the nominal values of the on-ground baselineδL =
√

δL2
λ + δL2

ϕ formed by the

spacecraft TSX and TDX. The control accuracies ofδLλ, δLϕ andδLh in the steady-state phase

are respectively 1.5, 168 and 6 m. The total∆v spent for the formation keeping during the

simulation time of one month is 0.4 m/s. Fig. C.6 shows the timeevolution of the on-ground

Figure C.3.: Relative orbital elements AFC-AOK
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Figure C.4.: Relative Earth-fixed elements AFC-AOK

Figure C.5.: Executed formation control maneuvers AFC-AOK

baselineδL computed at the ascending node. The baseline, controlled with an accuracy of 7 m

(1σ) has a nominal value of 742 m and reaches a minimum and maximumlength of respectively

400 and 950 m during the formation re-acquisition phases.
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Table C.2.: Control performance and maneuver budget of AFC relative control
δL [m] Min Max Mean σ RMS
δLλ -445.35 -442.99 -444.14 0.51 444.14
δLϕ -845.89 821.31 -573.96 148.32 592.81
δLh -8.44 59.55 0.58 5.21 5.25
δLerr -9.1 16.15 3.71 6.01 7.06
∆v [m/s] Min Max TOT
∆vT -0.0155 0.0201 0.3997
∆vN 0 0.0022 0.0022

Figure C.6.: Earth-fixed baseline TSX-TDX

C.3. Combination of Linear and SAFE Controllers

C.3.1. Linear Absolute Orbit Control

Figures C.7 and C.8 show the ROE and REFE (computed at the ascending node), and the along-

track control maneuvers∆vT executed by spacecraft TSX in case the orbit control system is

the linear regulator of Eq. (4.40). The maneuver duty cycle is 24 hours and the parameters for

the calculation of the gains areaδLλMAX
= 30, a(δLλ/dt)MAX = 30/(86400), (∆vTMAX

)δL =

0.004 and (∆vTMAX
)δL/dt = 0.001. Unlike the case of spacecraft MANGO (Fig. 5.4), the
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Figure C.7.: Relative orbital elements - Linear regulator

Figure C.8.: Relative Earth-fixed elements and executed orbital maneuvers - Linear regulator

maneuver placement rule of Eq. (4.43) is effective in controlling the components of the relative

eccentricity vector because at the altitude of TSX the solarradiation pressure perturbation force

is weaker and the spacecraft flies in a frozen eccentricity orbit. Table C.3 collects the control
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performance and the maneuver budget. The total∆v spent is 0.12 m/s.

Table C.3.: Control performance and maneuver budget of in-plane linear control
δL [m] Min Max Mean σ RMS
δLλ -22.6 76.44 23.42 16.07 28.41
δLϕ -19108.0 505.68 -8562.02 5533.0 10194.23
δLh -13.33 16.59 1.85 6.07 6.34
∆v [m/s] Min Max TOT
∆vT -0.0062 0.0108 0.1189

C.3.2. SAFE Relative Control

Figures C.9 and C.10 show the ROE and REFE of TDX with respect to TSX when the absolute

orbit of TSX is controlled by the linear regulator and the relative orbit of TDX is controlled by

the SAFE controller working in along-track mode (Eqs. (C.2)-(C.3)). The REFE are computed

at the ascending node. The control window ofδe andδi are respectively 5 m and 2 m. The

lack of determinism in the absolute orbit control of TSX is reflected by the relative control as

can be observed comparing the absolute and relative orbit maneuvers displayed in Figures C.8

and C.11.

Figure C.9.: Relative orbital elements SAFE-Linear
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Figure C.10.: Relative Earth-fixed elements AFC-Linear

Figure C.11.: Executed formation control maneuvers AFC-Linear

The SAFE control system has to react to the orbital maneuver commanded by the linear

regulator on-board TSX once per day. Table C.4 collects the statistical quantities of the values

assumed byδLλ, δLϕ, δLh and δLerr during the entire simulation. The control accuracies
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of δLλ, δLϕ andδLh are respectively 21, 340 and 10 m. The baseline is controlledwith an

accuracy of 134 m (1σ) and reaches a minimum and maximum length of respectively 400 and

1400 m. The total∆v spent is 0.53 m/s.

Table C.4.: Control performance and maneuver budget of AFC relative control
δL [m] Min Max Mean σ RMS
δLλ -477.38 -312.3 -439.62 18.39 440.0
δLϕ -1089.65 1383.03 -528.86 276.17 596.62
δLh -38.64 44.94 0.4 8.42 8.43
δLerr -338.72 676.17 -12.56 133.9 134.48
∆v [m/s] Min Max TOT
∆vT -0.0377 0.0269 0.5166
∆vN 0 0.0038 0.0128
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D.1. Orbit Perturbation Forces Environment

The AOK experiment was conducted in condition of minimum solar magnetic activity as it

took place during the first phase of solar cycle 24 started in 2008. The small mean value of

index F10.7 in comparison with other solar cycle phases can be appreciated in Fig. D.1. The

F10.7 index is a measure of the solar radio flux per unit frequency at a wavelength of 10.7 cm

near the peak of the observed solar radio emission while Kp summarizes the global level of

geomagnetic activity. The F10.7 and Kp indices’ values are agood reference in evaluating the

variation of the atmospheric drag that is the main perturbation force at the altitude of MANGO.

In fact the increase of the atmospheric drag is well correlated with solar Ultra Violet (UV)

output and additional atmospheric heating that occurs during geomagnetic storms. For this

reason most drag models use the radio flux at 10.7 cm wavelength as a proxy for solar UV flux

while Kp is the index commonly used as a surrogate for short-term atmospheric heating due to

geomagnetic storms. In generalF10.7 > 250 andKp ≥ 6 result in detectably increased drag

on LEO spacecraft. Fig. D.2 shows the evolution of solar flux indices F10.7 and Kp during

the AOK experiment. A peak in the value of index F10.7 can be noticed in the first days of

August when a geomagnetic storm took place as a consequence of the unleashing of M class

flares by three sunspots. An analysis of MANGO’s free motion was done during the AOK

experiment preparation phase, in order to quantify the influence of the orbit perturbation forces

environment on the decay of the semi-major axis and the consequent increase rate of the LAN

during the AOK experiment. POD ephemerides of TANGO have been used for the analysis

as TANGO, whose orbit is almost identical to that of MANGO, isactually in free motion not
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Figure D.1.: Solar flux indices F10.7 and Kp from January 2000to September 2011

Figure D.2.: Solar flux indices F10.7 and Kp during the AOK experiment
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having any orbit control capability. The POD ephemerides have been compared with a reference

orbit propagated with a GRACE GGM01S 70x70 gravity field model with initial state TANGO’s

POD state as on 20th of June at 06:00:00 GPS time. The period considered was from 20th of

June to the 18th of July in order to exploit the most accurate TANGO’s POD products as after the

18th of July TANGO’s GPS receiver was switched on only for one orbit each day. The results

of this analysis are showed in Sec. 3.3.1

D.2. DVS Camera Activities

Digital Video System (DVS) activities have played an important role in the frame of the AOK

experiment. They represent the practical demonstration ofthe possibility of remote sensing

activities with an autonomous orbit control system. Referring to Table 7.2 the most relevant

data-takes for the experiment are those made during the fine control phase starting from the 30th

of July. Each of these DVS data-takes includes 14 shots takenin 10 minutes over about 5000

km on Earth. The DVS activities were planned by means of a routine that receives in input the

region and time window of interest and gives in output the times of the data-takes possibilities

with the respective ground tracks. Two main exercises were performed in planning the DVS

data-takes. The first one was the periodical monitoring on a site of geological interest as an

active volcano. Fig. 7.1 (left) shows the planning of such a data-take (red tracks are during the

daylight). The main objective was the volcano Etna and its imaging was placed in the middle

of the available ground track. The activation of the DVS camera for this data-takes (DVS_6

and DVS_9) was scheduled on 10th and 15th of August. The result is shown in Fig. 7.1 (right)

where in the picture on top the plumes from volcanoes Etna andStromboli can be noticed. The

second exercise was the complete coverage of a certain area of interest by different data-takes

in a limited time frame. This was done with DVS_5, DVS_6, DVS_11 and DVS_13 for South

Europe and the result is shown in Fig. D.3.
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Figure D.3.: South Europe from 4th to 12th of August. Images courtesy of OHB Sweden.
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D.3. The PRISMA Formation During the AOK

Experiment

D.3.1. TANGO’s Navigation

MANGO’s on-board navigation system was designed to work in complete absence of TANGO’s

navigation data during the AOK experiment. Nevertheless itwas decided to switch on TANGO’s

GPS receivers for one orbit each day. This was an operationalcompromise to keep the inter-

satellite link MANGO - TANGO as long as possible and to have the possibility to get TANGO’s

GPS data to be input in the POD process, without jeopardizingthe correct course of the AOK

experiment. In fact if the GPS interface (GIF) receives bothMANGO and TANGO messages,

then it assumes that the navigation system works in duo mode.It tries thus to provide the

latest set of synchronous valid GPS measurements from both satellites. If for some reason like

receiver hick-up, ISL data gaps, etc. TANGO or MANGO messages are delayed or absent, then

GIF provides alternatively TANGO or MANGO measurements depending on what has been

done at the previous step. This improves the data diversity and coverage in duo mode, but if

GOD is in solo mode it can cause a degradation of the quality ofthe GIF output leading to

artificial data gaps and missed measurements updates. A navigation issue detected and solved

in the first two days of the AOK experiment was caused by the fact that MANGO’s was steadily

receiving information about the GPS antenna used by TANGO. But as TANGO, in safe mode,

was continuously tumbling, there was a GPS antenna switch about every 6 min. This antenna

switch caused an interruption of 90 sec (3 GOD calls) in the measurement update of GOD

at a rate of about 6 min. This behaviour is due to a protection mechanism to improve the

robustness of the navigation in case of antenna switches on MANGO and/or TANGO. This

problem was completely solved with the upload of the TANGO branches override procedure

on the 20th of July. As depicted in Fig. D.4, this procedure commanded toTANGO to hold the

same information about which GPS antenna was used also in case of GPS antenna switches. The

correct information about TANGO’s GPS antennas switches was delivered only when TANGO’s

GPS receiver was on as this information is required by the PODprocess.
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Figure D.4.: TANGO’s GPS antennas switch (top) and GOD measurement update status
(bottom)

D.3.2. MANGO - TANGO Relative Motion

Table D.3.2 collects the requested and actual MANGO - TANGO relative initial state required

for the start of the AOK experiment. These requested initialconditions were meant to have

TANGO drifting away from MANGO in the direction of the velocity due to the 2 maδa with

an initial safe along-track separation of about 3000 m. The relative eccentricity and inclination

vector had to be parallel as collision avoidance criteria (Ref. 143). Fig. D.5 shows the relative

position MANGO - TANGO in the RTN orbital frame during the acquisition phase of the initial

relative state for AOK experiment. Figures D.6 and D.7 show the corresponding relative orbital

elements and relative eccentricity and inclination vectors. Fig. D.8 shows the relative position

Rel. Orbital Elements aδa[m] aδex[m] aδey[m] aδix[m] aδiy[m] aδu[m]
Requested 2.0 0.0 -300.0 0.0 -400.0 -3000.0
Actual 2.9 -58.0 -272.0 -36.0 -396.0 -3205.0

Table D.1.: Requested and actual MANGO - TANGO relative initial state for the AOK
experiment
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Figure D.5.: Relative position MANGO - TANGO in the RTN orbital frame during the acquisi-
tion phase of the initial relative state for AOK experiment

Figure D.6.: Relative orbital elements MANGO - TANGO during the acquisition phase of the
initial relative state for AOK experiment
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Figure D.7.: Relative eccentricity and inclination vectorsMANGO - TANGO during the acqui-
sition phase of the initial relative state for AOK experiment

Figure D.8.: Relative position MANGO - TANGO in the RTN orbital frame during the AOK
experiment

MANGO - TANGO during the AOK experiment up to the moment the GPS receiver on-board

TANGO was switched off on10th of August. The sudden increase of the relative drift rate
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in the along-track-direction on22nd of July after the beginning of the 1.5 days reacquisition

maneuver can be appreciated as well as the return to a smallerdrift rate after the execution of

the counter-maneuver by AOK.
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